




‘Alexei Navalny’s media image is black-and-white: for the West, a
persecuted hero; for the Kremlin, an arch-enemy of the state. This book fills
in crucial shades of grey, especially on the question of whether Navalny is a
“nationalist”. Sprinkled throughout—astute observations on what draws
Russians to his protests and how the government uses “selective repression”
to keep them at home. A detailed examination of Russia’s most famous
opposition activist, politician, and protester—and why the Kremlin wants to
silence him.’

Jill Dougherty, Global Fellow at the Kennan Institute, and former
CNN Foreign Affairs Correspondent and Moscow Bureau Chief

‘Demonised, harassed, poisoned, arrested, imprisoned: Alexei Navalny is
not only Putin’s most persistent and arguably bravest critic, but as this eye-
opening and very readable book demonstrates, he proves the growing
hunger for change in today’s Russia.’

Mark Galeotti, author of We Need To Talk About Putin

‘For anyone who wants to know who Alexei Navalny is, what drives him,
and what his ultimate goal is, this well-researched and in-depth new
biography of Russia’s most famous dissident tells the story of the man who
has managed to rattle Putin more than any other threat.’

Bianna Golodryga, Senior Global Affairs Analyst, CNN

‘Perhaps the only Russian politician shrouded in more myth than Vladimir
Putin is Alexei Navalny. Hounded by a range of varyingly dubious
descriptors—from “courageous democratiser” to “retrograde chauvinist”
and everything in between—the truth of the man who has emerged as the
leader of Russia’s beleaguered opposition is largely an untold story. Untold,
that is, until now. With equal measures of depth, nuance, and flair,
Dollbaum, Lallouet, and Noble have produced the definitive political
biography of arguably the most consequential figure in Russian politics
today. Anyone who cares about the future of Russian politics needs to read
this book.’



Samuel Greene, Professor of Russian Politics, King’s College
London

‘This book is a timely and expertly-written biographical and political
analysis of Alexei Navalny as the emergent force to be reckoned with in
Russian politics—very appropriately produced by three rising stars in
European academia and foreign affairs. The authors deploy their formidable
collective talents to delve into and explain the specifically Russian context
of Navalny’s brand of activism. They provide a critical commentary on his
personality and popularity, including the reactions he elicits from those who
know and work with him, or follow his lead. This is not just a book about
Navalny’s struggles with the Kremlin, it is the essential primer for anyone
outside Russia trying to understand this astonishingly brave and
complicated man and the role he plays in contemporary Russia.’

Fiona Hill, Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution, and former
advisor on Europe and Russia, US National Security Council

‘A clear, accessible account of one of President Putin’s most prominent
opponents, Alexei Navalny; a balanced overview to help the general reader
make sense of the seething political undercurrents in Russia today.’

Bridget Kendall, Master of Peterhouse, Cambridge, and former BBC
Diplomatic Correspondent

‘At a moment when Alexei Navalny has emerged as a global figure in his
fight from captivity for Russian democracy, Jan Matti Dollbaum, Morvan
Lallouet, and Ben Noble have provided the world with a tremendous
service by writing the first comprehensive account of the country’s most
important opposition leader. Filled with facts and devoid of hyperbole, the
book offers a complete portrayal of Navalny, as an anti-corruption activist,
politician, and protester. Navalny: Putin’s Nemesis, Russia’s Future? is a
must read for anyone who wants to learn what Alexei Navalny actually
does and believes, and what he might do to shape Russia’s future.’

Michael McFaul, author of From Cold War to Hot Peace: An
American Ambassador in Putin’s Russia



‘The story of Alexei Navalny is, in part, the unfinished story of David and
Goliath: the story of how a bold, creative, and purposeful man repeatedly
outplayed the huge state machine. Navalny’s fight with a team of like-
minded people for the “wonderful Russia of the future” is by definition an
optimistic view of the country’s development prospects. Rarely does a book
written about Russia by Western authors combine a deep and subtle
knowledge of developments in the country with such accuracy and
timeliness. But that is exactly what this book does. Having provided a
complex, multidimensional portrait of Navalny, the authors have also
written a comprehensive and essential book on Russian political life—and
one not limited to Moscow, but showing the country in its regional
diversity, replete with interesting details and presented in very accessible
language.’

Nikolay Petrov, Senior Research Fellow of the Russia and Eurasia
Programme at Chatham House, and Professor in the Department of

Political Science at the Higher School of Economics, Moscow

‘A brilliant and highly readable analysis of the most compelling political
figure to emerge from Russia in many years. The authors explain who
Navalny is, what he stands for, and why he matters. In an era when
authoritarianism and strongman politics are advancing all over the world,
Navalny is a figure of global significance.’

Gideon Rachman, Chief Foreign Affairs Commentator, Financial
Times

‘Essential reading for anyone interested in the present and future of Russia.
This book is less a biography than a primer on the central battle in Russian
politics today—the battle, in Navalny’s own words, “between good and
neutrality”. Written in a direct and accessible style by three rising stars of
Russian studies, the story is organised around Navalny the anti-corruption
activist, the politician, and the protester and uses each of these lenses to
draw a sophisticated portrait of the economy, politics, and society in Russia
today. While always retaining a sharp and critical eye on its main subject
with close readings of the historical record, Navalny is nonetheless a story
of the personal heroism and political strategies of Alexei Navalny, his team,



and the many other brave people taking huge personal risks to fight
corruption and promote democracy in Russia today.’

Graeme Robertson, Professor of Political Science, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill

‘A timely and important study of the man, the movement, and the context,
based on detailed analysis and balanced judgement. An indispensable
contribution to our understanding of contemporary Russian politics.’

Richard Sakwa, Professor of Russian and European Politics,
University of Kent, and author of The Putin Paradox

‘This timely book tells the complex story of Navalny in an accessible
conversational style. The trio behind this study—all academics with
longstanding Russia expertise—discuss Navalny as an activist, a politician,
and a protester and clearly situate him in his wider political and societal
context. The book deserves a wide readership, as it furthers a more nuanced
understanding of Navalny and contemporary Russia.’

Gwendolyn Sasse, Professor and Director of the Centre for East
European and International Studies (ZOiS), Berlin

‘A refreshingly meticulous and detail-filled investigation of a compelling
political drama that unfolds across the pages. Readers accustomed to a
Putin-centric view of Russian politics—with few actors on stage beyond the
president—will likely find a very different take on Russian civil society and
the country’s political milieu in this book. Even if it does not give a final
answer to the “Navalny question”—something that would, anyway, be
impossible at this stage—the book has the great merit of presenting to an
English-reading public an analytical account of the people and processes
that are nothing if not complicated in modern-day Russia.’

Ekaterina Schulmann, Associate Fellow of the Russia and Eurasia
Programme at Chatham House, and Associate Professor at the

Moscow School of Social and Economic Sciences

‘A candid and thorough dissection of Alexei Navalny’s political views, a
Russian politician brave enough to challenge Putin. The book provides a



much-needed portrait of this leader of the first grassroots opposition
movement in modern Russia.’

Andrei Soldatov and Irina Borogan, authors of The Compatriots and
The Red Web
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1

WHO IS ALEXEI NAVALNY?

‘Aren’t you afraid?’
Alexei Navalny faces this question as he boards Pobeda (‘Victory’)

Airlines flight DP936 at Berlin Brandenburg Airport. It’s Sunday, 17
January 2021.1

The plane is packed with journalists eager to accompany Navalny—the
forty-four-year-old anti-corruption activist and opposition politician—on
his journey home. Entering the cabin with his wife, lawyer, and press
secretary, he encounters a sea of smartphones held up to capture and
livestream the moment. The world is watching.

Navalny is upbeat and optimistic. But he clearly has reasons to be
afraid. Russian law enforcement had earlier warned he would be detained
upon his return to Russia, accusing him of violating parole conditions for a
2014 fraud conviction. He faced years in prison.

That Navalny was able to walk on to a plane at all was a miracle. The
last time he’d boarded a flight on his own was in Tomsk, Siberia, on 20
August 2020, for what should have been a routine trip back to Moscow.
He’d been working on an investigation into the business activities of
officials and municipal politicians in Tomsk.2 He’d also been campaigning
with opposition forces in the run-up to regional and local elections on 13
September—polls in which he hoped to secure victories against candidates
backed by the authorities.

But things started to go wrong during the flight. Navalny became ill,
eventually howling with what appeared to be agonising pain.3 According to
one passenger, Navalny ‘wasn’t saying any words—he was just



screaming’.4 A flight attendant asked if there were any medical
professionals on board. A nurse came forward. Along with the cabin crew,
she administered first aid—and tried to keep Navalny conscious.

The pilot decided to make an emergency landing in Omsk—around 750
kilometres west of Tomsk, but still in Siberia—despite a mysterious bomb
scare at the airport.5 Navalny was stretchered off the plane and taken by
ambulance to an emergency hospital.

Navalny’s press secretary, Kira Yarmysh, said that the only thing
Navalny had eaten or drunk that day was black tea from a plastic cup at the
airport before his flight—and that this might have been laced with poison.6

Navalny was, it seemed, a fit man with no known health problems, who
didn’t smoke and drank little—not the profile of somebody likely to
become suddenly unwell.

Yarmysh’s fear was worryingly familiar to those following Russian
politics. In previous years, personalities critical of the Kremlin had fallen ill
—and suspicions were rife that they had been poisoned.7 At the same time,
Navalny had made many enemies with his investigations into elite
corruption—business-people, local politicians, high officials.8 The list of
potential suspects was long.

On arrival at hospital, it was reported that Navalny received a
preliminary diagnosis of ‘acute psychodysleptic poisoning’.9 He was put on
a ventilator, placed into a medically induced coma, and administered
atropine.10 His condition was described as ‘serious but stable’.11 Normal
medical processes were taking their course.

But then things took an odd turn.
The hospital began to fill with law enforcement personnel, some in

plain clothes.12 And they started confiscating Navalny’s personal
belongings, Yarmysh said.13

When the plane Navalny had been on finally reached Moscow, law
enforcement officials were waiting to board the aircraft. They instructed
passengers who had been sitting closest to Navalny to stay put while others
disembarked. This struck one passenger as puzzling: ‘At that point, the case
did not look criminal … [and yet] security officials clearly thought the
incident to be criminal all the same.’14

Back in Omsk, Navalny’s wife, Yulia, faced difficulties in getting to her
husband—because, the hospital authorities said, he had not explicitly



consented to her visit.15 And doctors became less forthcoming about
Navalny’s condition with his team, who wanted to move him to Germany
for treatment. On 21 August—that is, a day after Navalny was hospitalised
—a plane ready to transport him to Berlin’s Charité Hospital landed in
Omsk.

A strange incident was also reported by Ivan Zhdanov—a close
associate of Navalny—and Yulia Navalnaya. They claimed that, during a
conversation with the head of the hospital, a policewoman said that a
substance dangerous both to Navalny and others around him ‘had been
found’.16 But she declined to name it, as it was an ‘investigative secret’.17

On the same day, a national Russian newspaper published a sensational
story. Citing anonymous sources, it claimed that law enforcement personnel
had been trailing Navalny in Tomsk. Had he been poisoned? The sources
reported that ‘no unnecessary or suspicious contacts that could be linked
with poisoning’ had been seen.18 The story was widely interpreted to be a
controlled leak from Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) to distance
itself from the incident.19

Meanwhile, doctors in Omsk revised their initial diagnosis.20 They now
said that Navalny was experiencing the effects of a serious metabolic
disorder, not the effects of poisoning. The hospital’s chief physician said
this ‘may have been caused by a sharp drop in blood sugar in the plane,
which led to the loss of consciousness’.21 Doctors also now said that the
substance found in samples from Navalny’s hands and hair was a common
industrial component and could have come from a plastic cup.22 And yet,
they now thought that Navalny’s condition was ‘unstable’, and it would be
inappropriate to fly him to Germany.

Navalny’s personal doctor saw a clear motive: ‘[T]hey are waiting three
days so that there are no traces of poison left in the body.’23 Yulia
Navalnaya appealed directly to Vladimir Putin for permission to fly her
husband abroad.24

After facing initial resistance, German medics were allowed access to
Navalny—and said he was in a suitable state to be flown to Berlin. And
Russian doctors gave their consent, too, saying that his condition had
‘stabilised’. The plane took off from Omsk with Navalny on 22 August.

Two days after arriving in Berlin, German doctors said that they
believed Navalny had been poisoned with a cholinesterase inhibitor—a



substance that interferes with the nervous system.25 The source could have
been an everyday pesticide—or a weapons-grade nerve agent. This news,
therefore, increased suspicions relating to the Russian state.26

But Russian officials pushed back against the increasing number of
fingers pointing at them. ‘WHY would we do it? And in such a clumsy
inconclusive way?’—so tweeted one of Russia’s top diplomats at the UN on
24 August.27 In early September, the speaker of the State Duma—the lower
chamber of the Russian parliament—claimed the reaction of the West to the
‘alleged’ poisoning was a ‘planned action against Russia in order to impose
new sanctions and to try to hold back the development of our country’.28

Meanwhile, police authorities in Russia seemed in no hurry to
investigate the incident. The regional transport police—far from a top law
enforcement body—carried out a ‘preliminary investigation’.29 The hotel
where Navalny had stayed in Tomsk was inspected by police and FSB
officers, but the local press mentioned this lasted only a ‘couple of days’.
To Navalny’s associates who were questioned by the police, everything
pointed to inaction—or worse, a cover-up.30

On 2 September, German Chancellor Angela Merkel asserted it was
‘beyond doubt’ that Navalny had been poisoned with a nerve agent of the
Novichok group—a finding later confirmed by the Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons.31 This was the same type of nerve agent
used against Sergei and Yulia Skripal in Salisbury, England, in March 2018
—an attack the British government said was ‘overwhelmingly likely’ to
have been ordered by President Putin.32

As with this earlier poisoning episode, the international reaction to
Navalny’s case became increasingly loud and critical of the Russian state.
Merkel claimed the poisoning raised ‘very serious questions that only the
Russian government can answer—and must answer’.33 In response, the
Russian authorities said that the alleged proof of the poisoning had been
found in Germany—and it was, therefore, for the German authorities to
cooperate with Russia and produce the corroborating evidence.34

In addition, a number of narratives emerged on state-aligned Russian
media to contest the international accusations. Some questioned whether
there was any poisoning at all—one Russian journalist wrote a whole book
on the topic.35 Others said that, while Navalny might have been poisoned,
Novichok was not used. So claimed the chemist Leonid Rink, who had



worked on the Novichok programme himself—and had even, according to
his own testimony, sold doses of the substance to criminal groups in the
1990s.36 Navalny couldn’t have been poisoned by the nerve agent because,
if he had, Rink argued, Navalny would be dead.37 However, another chemist
who had participated in the creation of Novichok found the symptoms
Navalny experienced to be consistent with poisoning by the nerve agent.38

Yet another theory was that, although Novichok might have been used,
it was not administered in Russia but in Germany. This version was voiced
by Andrei Lugovoy—a member of the Russian parliament and a prime
suspect in the 2006 assassination of a former FSB agent, Alexander
Litvinenko, with polonium-210 in London.39

By 7 September, Navalny was out of a coma, making an incredibly
speedy recovery. He was discharged from hospital on 23 September and
then spent time rehabilitating in the Black Forest.40

Months passed. Navalny built up his strength, one push-up at a time.
Elsewhere, others were busy investigating his poisoning. How was it
carried out—and by whom?

On 14 December, Bellingcat—an online investigative journalism
collective—released the findings of its investigation carried out with a
Russian partner, The Insider, and in collaboration with CNN and Der
Spiegel.41 Navalny, it claimed, had been poisoned by an FSB assassination
team—a ‘clandestine unit specialized in working with poisonous
substances’—which had been tracking him for years, and had possibly tried
to poison him previously.

Drawing on leaked phone records and flight manifests, the investigation
tracked the movement of these FSB operatives—which often mapped
uncannily onto the movements of Navalny himself.

If things had been sensational up to this point, they soon became
surreal. On 21 December, Navalny released a video of a phone call that took
place just before the Bellingcat investigation was released.42 In it, Navalny
spoke to somebody the investigation claimed was involved in the attempt
on his life—Konstantin Kudryavtsev. Pretending to be an assistant of the
former head of the FSB, Navalny managed to get Kudryavtsev to reveal
operational details. ‘The underpants … the inner side … where the groin
is’—that’s where the Novichok was placed, said Kudryavtsev.43



Even more fingers now pointed to the Kremlin. In response, Putin
quipped on 17 December that, if the FSB had wanted to kill Navalny, ‘they
would have got the job done’.44 While for some this did not look at all like a
full rejection of the accusation, Russian authorities denied their
involvement vehemently. But they showed little interest in finding out who
was responsible. No criminal case was launched.

According to one of Navalny’s long-time collaborators, Navalny
‘became more and more convinced of the involvement of Putin in his
poisoning’, and, therefore, ‘more and more focused on trying to expose’ the
president.45 In addition to the phone call with one of his alleged poisoners,
this also meant digging deeper into allegations of Putin’s own corruption—
of his alleged hidden wealth. And this was a clear shift on Navalny’s part:
according to a close associate, ‘Alexei used to say that when we write about
Putin, it will be our last investigation’—it would cross a red line and incur
the wrath of the president.46

Navalny announced his plan to return to Russia on 13 January 2021.47

He said he never questioned whether he would return: he hadn’t decided to
leave Russia, but ended up in Germany following an attempt on his life. He
was not returning from exile, but simply finishing his interrupted journey to
Moscow, begun all the way back on 20 August 2020 in Tomsk.

* * *

After making his way past the throng of journalists on the Pobeda Airlines
flight on 17 January, Navalny takes his seat, with his wife next to him. As
the plane flies eastwards to Moscow, the couple pass the time by watching
Rick and Morty—a US animated comedy series. The contrast with the
weight of the moment could hardly be starker.

Who is Alexei Navalny?

Navalny’s return to Russia in January 2021 saw much Manichean
commentary—of white versus black, good versus evil, Navalny versus
Putin. This pared-down script is commonplace in Western commentary on
Russia—a possible hangover from the Cold War’s binary political logic. Or
it forms part of a longer tradition, ‘othering’ Russia as a dark and



mysterious foreign land where dictators rule over enslaved masses—a view
shaped by ideology, but also ignorance.

This simple narrative quickly ran into trouble, however. In January,
Amnesty International declared Navalny a ‘prisoner of conscience’.48 But, a
few weeks later, the human rights NGO decided to revoke its decision—
something that confused people who had thought of Navalny as an
unblemished hero, willing to take on Putin. Amnesty’s decision related to
past comments by Navalny, which the organisation concluded ‘amounted to
advocacy of hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, violence or
hostility’.49

Beyond these general moral evaluations, Navalny was also being
compared to historical figures. Media coverage was peppered with attempts
to compare Navalny to people, both from Russia and beyond. Is he the
Nelson Mandela or the Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn of modern-day Russia? But
these comparisons obscure more than they reveal. Navalny is Navalny. And
the urge to find parallels might, in fact, reveal the paucity of knowledge
about him outside Russia.

In order to understand him, we need to go—briefly—to the very
beginning.

Navalny before Navalny

Alexei Navalny was born on 4 June 1976 in Butyn—a village to the west of
Moscow. His father was an officer in the Soviet Army, his mother an
accountant. In his youth, Navalny’s family would follow the frequent
moves of his father, from one military town to the next.

Not everyone in Navalny’s family supported the Soviet system
wholeheartedly. His father listened to Voice of America; his grandmother
passionately hated Lenin.50 And Navalny’s family had the opportunity to
see first hand one of the major failings of the system: his father came from
Ukraine, and the young Navalny spent most of his summers at his
grandmother’s house in a village near Chernobyl. He stopped going there
when the region became uninhabitable in 1986.51

When the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, Navalny was fifteen. The
USSR didn’t leave him with many good memories: when talking about it,



he recalled mostly the queues for basic products. He also remembered the
hypocrisy of card-carrying communists: they praised the system the loudest
but were also those who looked to the West with the most envy. Beneath the
ideals, the Soviet Union that Navalny knew was, he thought, just hypocrisy
—just ‘games and tricks’.52

Navalny, then, had no illusions about communism. He was a fan of rock
music and watched popular television programmes that were critical of the
Soviet system. All this, Navalny claims, gave him his first political identity.
‘At seventeen it seemed to me that my political views were formed. And I
proudly proclaimed them to everyone.’53 Navalny was a liberal.

The word ‘liberal’ means different things in different contexts—its use
in the United States, for example, varies markedly from its meaning in the
United Kingdom. In the Russia of the 1990s, it designated those who sought
to transform the country into a free-market economy and a rule-of-law
democracy along Western lines. Liberals, whatever their disagreements,
shared this basic goal—and all were staunchly anti-Soviet.

The specifics were then more complicated. Some liberals were in
power, others in the opposition. Some called themselves ‘liberals’, others
‘democrats’. Some were technocrats, others intellectuals or grassroots
activists. Some favoured a gradual transition to capitalism, others a radical
‘shock therapy’. Some were principled democrats, others thought that
Russia needed a strong hand to achieve its transition to liberal democracy
and capitalism.

In his youth, Navalny supported the radical kind of liberalism. He
backed Boris Yeltsin—the first president of Russia—and his team of
reformers. By Navalny’s own admission, he loudly approved of Yeltsin’s
economic reforms despite all the suffering they inflicted on the most
vulnerable in society. And he had few issues with the authoritarian
tendencies of the Yeltsin administration. But he would later regret this
support—and acknowledge that reformers had sown the seeds of Putin’s
authoritarian rule.54

In 1993, immediately after finishing school, Navalny entered the
Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN) in Moscow, just missing
out on admission to the most prestigious university in the country, Moscow
State University. He studied law, and then got another degree—in securities



and stocks trading. At RUDN, Navalny claims he began harbouring doubts
about liberalism—and veering towards nationalism.

Liberal parties in Russia were at that point already in decline. And it
seemed to Navalny that the ‘liberal project’ didn’t appeal to people
anymore. Why? Because Russian-style liberals were, for him, even more
socially liberal than their European counterparts—especially on the issue of
immigration.55

Even though Navalny held strong political views and followed the
news, he was not an activist at this point. At university, he thought his
priorities were to ‘get an education, find a job, and get rich quick’.56 He
started working young, while he was still studying. His first job was at
Aeroflot Bank; he then moved to a real estate development company.57

‘Working there taught me how things are done on the inside, how
intermediary companies are built, how money is shuttled around’, he told
journalist Julia Ioffe in 2011.58

At the turn of the 1990s and the 2000s, Navalny worked as a lawyer,
invested in stocks, and created several businesses. This work allowed him
to earn sums unheard of by most Russians. In ‘good months’, he could
make between US$4,000 and $5,000.59 And Navalny’s parents also joined
the ranks of the new middle class of the 1990s, becoming owners of a
wicker factory in the Moscow Region.

Navalny is well educated and well read. But, as pointed out by writer
Keith Gessen, he ‘is not from the intelligentsia’. For a start, military career
officers—like Navalny’s father—are not counted as such in Russia. But
Navalny’s style also sets him apart:

Navalny is extremely intelligent, articulate, and even a very good
writer … but he doesn’t have that particular form of politeness,
circumlocution, over-thoughtfulness [that is associated with the
intelligentsia] … There is no hidden depth, no internal dialogue that
Navalny, when he speaks, is trying to distill. What he says is what
he thinks; what you see is what you get.60

At the same time, Navalny appears to be imbued with a deep feeling of
moral certainty. And many of his slogans testify to this. The subtitle of his
blog was once ‘the final battle between good and neutrality’, and he usually



concludes his YouTube videos with the line ‘Subscribe to our channel. Here
we tell the truth.’ After his poisoning in 2020, Navalny was asked ‘where
does power lie?’—a cult line from a 1990s Russian movie. And he
answered, without a flicker of hesitation, as the hero of the film had
answered: ‘Power lies, of course, in truth. Excuse me that this is so trivial,
but power lies in truth, and in self-belief.’61

Navalny is a politician. He has, over the years, cultivated a public
persona—one reminiscent of democratic, centre-right politicians in the
West.

He’s a family man—and quite a traditional one at that. Though not a
church-goer, Navalny is an Orthodox Christian. He has, since 2000, been
married to Yulia Navalnaya (née Abrosimova); they met a few years earlier
while on holiday in Turkey. Yulia studied international economics, but
worked only for a short time, opting to take care of life at home with their
two children, Daria (born 2001) and Zakhar (born 2008).62 She considers
herself to be ‘the wife of a politician’—and has never hinted at any public
ambitions of her own.63

In spite of this traditional family portrait—and his self-professed
conservatism—Navalny holds some progressive views that are far from the
majority position. For instance, he supports same-sex marriage—quite an
unpopular measure in Russia.64

Navalny is no-nonsense and business-like. Pro-Kremlin tabloids relish
pointing out that he wears expensive clothing brands and that he holidays
abroad. But they haven’t uncovered much else. His lifestyle is much above
that of the average Russian—which he is conscious of.65 But it is far from
that of the many government officials he investigates.

Navalny is quick-witted, engaging, and funny. But also quicktempered.
Quite often, he is direct to the point of being blunt. He’s got into numerous
public spats with journalists, former allies, and politicians. In the world of
Moscow liberal politics and media, but also far beyond, he divides opinion.

A complex figure

Navalny is different things to different people. To some, he is a democratic
hero—a figure willing to stand up to Putin’s authoritarianism. Some even



call him the leader of the opposition. To others, he is a traitor—a CIA-paid
agent of the West who is betraying the Motherland. To others still, he is a
nationalist or a xenophobe.

Even a quick glance at Navalny’s words and deeds makes clear why
people might be confused. He is a liberal who has made nationalist—even
racist—statements. He is an anti-corruption activist who himself has been
convicted of embezzlement. He is a Russian patriot who calls for sanctions
against Russian authorities. He is an avowed democrat who leads his
movement with a strong hand. Navalny wants Russia to be ‘happy’ but
attacks opponents with scathing comments and rarely backs down.

Because Navalny is both an inspiring and complex personality, people
of all stripes project their hopes, frustrations, and suspicions onto him. For
those who see him as the future of Russia, the sheer weight of expectation is
bound to lead to disappointment. And this problem is compounded by the
absence of other figures quite like him—a well-known, charismatic, media-
savvy opposition politician in a regime that doesn’t deal well with dissent.

Three dimensions of Navalny

How to make sense of this complexity? We tell Alexei Navalny’s story by
tracing three distinct paths: Navalny the anti-corruption activist; Navalny
the politician; and Navalny the protester. These are the most important
dimensions of Navalny’s career when evaluating his place in modern
Russian politics. But we also look further and discuss his contentious
relationship with the Kremlin. We explain how it is not only the Russian
political leadership that has impacted Navalny, but that Navalny has, in
turn, shaped the Kremlin.

This confrontation has forced many people in Russia to pick sides—and
to prioritise. Arguing about Navalny’s controversial statements, for
example, has to wait, some argue. The overriding goal now is taking down
Putin. As Yevgenia Albats—a leading Russian journalist and a close friend
of Navalny—has put it: ‘We are back in black and white politics. There is
an evil empire, and there are people who are fighting for their basic rights.
Navalny is the leader of the latter. On the other side, there are Putin’s
enablers in the West and Putin’s collaborators inside Russia.’66



Given the current state of Russian politics, the very act of
acknowledging complexity can be interpreted politically—that is, as an
attempt to weaken support for Navalny. And this is a charge levelled by
Navalny’s supporters against Russian state media outlets when they have
pointed to the darker pages of his story.

Whatever our sympathies or our antipathies for this or that aspect of
Navalny’s political ideas and career, we are not on the battlefield of Russian
politics. Drawing on our research on Russian politics—on our work as non-
Russian academics—we will analyse shades of grey, but without implying
that this debate about complexity is the most important task on the ground
in Russia.

Why focus on Navalny?

Some analysts of Russia have argued that you don’t need to understand
Navalny at all. That what matters are structural conditions and that Navalny
is just a product of them.

Indeed, a number of features have played a strong role in making
Navalny Navalny. The main factor is corruption. Power and money attract
each other everywhere. In Russia, though, elite corruption is central to how
Putin holds on to power. The ‘oligarchs’ of the 1990s—the well-connected
super-rich who used to dominate the Russian state—have not disappeared.
They have simply been turned from threats to stabilisers of power.67 More
generally, the pervasiveness of corruption puts people like Navalny—who
know both law and finance and are able to trace complex ownership
structures—in a privileged position to challenge the authorities.

Russia is rich in resources and has a highly educated population, but it
is a very unequal society economically. Boosted by rising oil prices, living
standards significantly improved in Putin’s first two terms as president, but
stagnated from the mid-2010s. And yet, Russia has over 250,000 dollar
millionaires, while tens of millions live in poverty.68 Exposing blatant
corruption—and the luxuries that many officials indulge in—is especially
effective when many citizens cannot afford a decent life. But there are
limits to the extent to which people can rock the boat.



For one thing, Russia has an authoritarian political system. Opposition
is not banned outright; the parties of the so-called ‘systemic opposition’ can
take part in elections alongside Putin’s party, United Russia. These
‘opposition’ parties criticise the government and they attract disaffected
voters. But they do not challenge the president’s power—and, if they
become too oppositional, they face the same barriers and manipulations that
the authorities use against any other potential challengers.

To make matters worse for someone like Navalny, many Russians are
distrustful of politics as such—even more so than people in many Western
countries. This is, in part, a consequence of the 1990s in Russia. Political
competition then was often aggressive and unconstructive. Parties and
politicians seemed to represent powerful private interests—including
criminal ones—more than the people. Politics has, thus, come to be a dirty
word for many. So, in the unlikely case that somebody can overcome all the
hurdles that the Kremlin places before them, it is still difficult to gain
voters’ trust, even if many think that change is badly needed.

Rather than a book on Navalny, then, shouldn’t this be a book about
corruption, inequality, and authoritarianism? In a way, it is. Tracing
Navalny’s career as a politician and an activist allows us to understand all
of this—the things that make today’s Russia what it is. But even though
Navalny wouldn’t be Navalny in any other time and place, he is not just a
product of his country’s history. To become a serious challenger in this
environment, it takes courage, creativity, and wit. Navalny has all of these
qualities—and that’s why he stands out. The Kremlin knows that, too—and
has adapted to Navalny as a result.

Terms we use like ‘the Kremlin’ or ‘the authorities’ are, of course, quite
general—and can gloss over the complexity of political institutions in
Russia. As researchers, we are conscious of the problems with using blanket
terms that hide important nuances. And yet, these terms can sometimes
provide a useful shorthand, particularly in cases when the details they
smooth over are not important to the particular subject in question.

Who supports Navalny?



Kremlin-friendly media have, for a long time, argued that Navalny’s
significance is overblown in the West—that in Russia itself, he really isn’t
that important. How does this square with the numbers?69

After Navalny’s return to Russia in early 2021, his approval rating stood
at about 20 per cent, with a solid 50 per cent disapproving of his activities.
But these are averages for Russian society as a whole. People between
eighteen and twenty-four have a more favourable picture of him—more
than a third approve of his activities.

In contrast to age, a person’s education plays almost no role. Navalny’s
support among people with a university degree is not much higher than
among those without. And there is virtually no difference between residents
of large cities and those in rural areas. What population surveys clearly
show, therefore, is that Navalny is not just a phenomenon of urban centres
in Russia.

But these figures change when considering people’s primary
information source. Among users of the messaging and social media app
Telegram, those who support Navalny’s activities outnumber those who
don’t, while of those who mainly watch state-controlled television, a full
two thirds disapprove of him.

Many critics of Putin’s political system claim this is just the effect of
propaganda. People are simply brainwashed by state television, they argue.
To be sure, there is much propaganda. But there is also widespread, genuine
readiness to support Putin—and a deep distrust towards those who
challenge him and challenge the status-quo. This relationship between Putin
and his supporters is as much based on emotions as it is on the—still
palpable—improvement of living standards that coincided with the first
decade of Putin’s reign. Precisely because it is not the result of mere
propaganda, this relationship is difficult for any challenger to break.

And yet, that is exactly what Navalny has sought to do—by focusing on
corruption as the cause that could undermine Putin’s support and building
the widest coalition possible against him. This is a simple message—but
merely one dimension of a complex political figure.

***



A plane above Moscow

Flight DP936 starts its descent into Moscow’s Vnukovo Airport. Navalny’s
supporters have gathered in their thousands—but the riot police are there,
too.70

The pilot makes an announcement: the plane cannot land at Vnukovo as
scheduled due to ‘technical difficulties’. Instead, the aircraft will touch
down at Sheremetyevo Airport ‘where the weather is great!’, he adds with
amusement.71

The cameras stay trained on Navalny as he disembarks the plane and
heads to the terminal. After authorities had accused him of violating his
parole, what follows next seems inevitable. At passport control, Navalny is
detained.

He is taken to a prison in the north of Moscow. The next day, an
improvised court hearing is set up in a police station. Navalny’s lawyer
receives notice just two hours before. Navalny calls the whole process ‘an
amazing absurdity’.72

The court places him in pre-trial detention before a hearing set for 2
February. On that date, a judge would decide whether the suspended
sentence for his 2014 fraud conviction—in what was referred to as the Yves
Rocher case—should be converted into real time behind bars.

‘I am not afraid’

Navalny was now at the mercy of the Russian state.
Before reaching passport control and his subsequent detention, he

stopped and spoke in front of the ideal backdrop: a huge poster of the
Kremlin and the Russian flag.

He was still optimistic—and he was back in Russia. ‘This is my home’,
it was ‘my choice’ to return: ‘This is the best day of the past five months for
me … I am not afraid … and I urge you not to be afraid either.’73



2

THE ANTI-CORRUPTION ACTIVIST

Krasnodar Krai, near the resort town of Gelendzhik—a five-hour drive
north-west of Sochi, the location of the 2014 Winter Olympics.

A drone with a camera flies above the Black Sea, edging closer to the
shore. In front, tree-covered coast—and an enormous building. At 17,691
square metres, it is the ‘largest private residential building in Russia’, set in
land equivalent to ‘39 principalities of Monaco’.1

An underground ice hockey rink. An arboretum. Helipads. An ‘aqua-
disco’. Vineyards. A private casino. An amphitheatre. A secret tunnel to the
beach. Is it a Bond villain’s lair?

No. This is ‘Putin’s Palace’—according to an investigation by
Navalny’s ‘Anti-Corruption Foundation’ (FBK).2 It is the ‘most secret and
guarded facility in Russia, without exaggeration. This is not a country
house, not a dacha, not a residence—this is a whole city, or, rather, a
kingdom.’

Published on YouTube on 19 January 2021, the feature-length
investigative film is an instant hit. By 28 January, it has racked up a
staggering 100 million views.3 By the beginning of February, more than one
quarter of the entire adult population of Russia has seen it.4

The video catalogues the mind-boggling luxury of the palace and its
surrounding grounds. It also presents a complex web of financial
relationships meant, the FBK claims, to conceal the ultimate beneficiary of
it all—the president of Russia himself. This is, Navalny and his team argue,
the ‘world’s largest bribe’.5



One detail included in Navalny’s investigation—of a single Italian toilet
brush worth €700—becomes a symbol of subsequent protests. According to
Navalny’s team, however, the brush wasn’t even meant for the palace itself:
it was bought for a vineyard nearby—separate from, but part of, the main
estate.

Vladimir Putin dismissed the accusations: ‘Nothing that has been shown
as my property … has ever belonged to me or my close relatives. Ever.’6

The Russian billionaire Arkady Rotenberg told the press that he was the
actual owner of the property—it was, he said, ‘a real find in a gorgeous
place’. And he planned to turn it into a hotel—it ‘has quite a lot of rooms’.7

‘Putin’s Palace’ is by far the most well known of the FBK’s
investigations. But Navalny’s anti-corruption work goes back a long way. In
fact, Navalny first achieved national and international recognition for his
anti-corruption activism.

We tell this story—the story of how Navalny turned from a small-time
blogger and minority shareholder activist into one of the most famous anti-
corruption crusaders in the world. We introduce some of the key characters
who have joined him along the way—and chart the many difficulties they
faced, from harassment by law enforcement officials to physical attacks by
unidentified thugs. And we discuss the accusations made against Navalny
himself—including that he is a paid proxy for corporate interests or
somebody selfishly seeking a cause to help launch his political career.

‘Who owns Surgutneftegaz?’

Surgut—a city in western Siberia, three hours by plane north-east of
Moscow.

It’s 30 April 2008—and the annual shareholders’ meeting of the oil
company Surgutneftegaz is taking place. The business daily Vedomosti
refers to it as ‘one of the most closed oil companies in the country’.8

Around 350 people are present.9

Once CEO Vladimir Bogdanov has finished reporting on the company’s
results from the past year, he asks if there are any questions from the
audience. One figure takes to the stage. It is Alexei Navalny.

‘Who owns Surgutneftegaz?’



The company’s management are stunned. They’re not used to facing
such a probing question in public—something that confronts directly the
lack of transparency in the company’s ownership structure.

Navalny asks two more questions. Why is the company’s dividend yield
so low? And why is it so difficult to access information, including the
company’s annual report, which can only be read before the meeting in
remote Surgut itself?

There is an awkward silence. Then, out of nowhere, applause. An
isolated group of shareholders in the back of the hall show their support for
Navalny’s critical questioning.

This is Navalny as a minority shareholder activist—something he
begins in 2007. By buying shares in Russian companies, some of which are
majority state-owned, Navalny gets at least two things: access to
information on these companies’ activities and opportunities to ask
awkward questions, such as in Surgut. He can also use the information to
take companies to court, either with a view to getting more information or
trying to hold them directly accountable.10 His education in law and
financial markets helps him navigate this world.

But the next step is no less important: Navalny makes the information
public on his LiveJournal blog—a vital platform. ‘My blog exists only
because there is censorship in the media’, he told a magazine in 2011.11 He
starts the blog in March 2006 simply to post the transcripts of a weekly
show he hosts on the radio station Ekho Moskvy (‘Echo of Moscow’). Over
time, however, it becomes something much more.

Blogs work

The blog allows Navalny to spread awareness of issues not readily covered
in the Russian media, including his shareholder activism. As an early form
of social media, the blog also allows him to build a community—of those
interested in uncovering shady corporate activities, but also of those willing
to help:

Basically, blogs work. A blog is your own media, only interactive.
If I write ‘Guys, I need to find a specialist in the field of building



design to analyse some corrupt thing that is happening in
construction’, I’ll find such specialists through the blog. If needed, I
can call on everybody through the blog to write appeals to the
[Federal] Anti-Monopoly Service and thousands will write. A blog
is a universal tool … Online and offline are united through a blog.12

In one of Navalny’s campaigns against the energy giant Gazprom, he
claimed that more than 500 people were involved in the investigation.13

And, in another example of community building, Navalny set up the ‘Union
of Minority Shareholders’ to pool know-how and coordinate activities.14

His blog posts make a splash. And it’s possible to track their growing
impact over time. An August 2008 post gets 235 comments.15 A December
2008 post gets 832 comments.16 A November 2009 blog entry receives
1,394 comments.17 But a November 2010 post blows all of these out of the
water, receiving 8,965 comments.18 Yes, this is a crude measure. But the
basic metric shows Navalny’s growing visibility and impact over time: by
the end of 2011, his blog was being read by 55,000 people daily.19

Navalny picked cases that he knew would anger readers—and it
worked: ‘The topic should resonate. When I wrote on my blog [in 2008]
about the lawsuit against [the Russian oil pipeline monopoly] Transneft—
which did not disclose for which charitable purposes it directed half a
billion dollars over two years—there were hundreds of responses. It upsets
people.’20

In a separate 2010 investigation into Transneft, Navalny claimed that no
less than US$4 billion was stolen during construction of the Eastern
Siberia–Pacific Ocean pipeline—a vital piece of infrastructure for the
export of Russian oil to Asia-Pacific markets. The source of Navalny’s
information? Leaked documents from a 2008 audit carried out by the Audit
Chamber—a state body tasked with monitoring the use of budget funds and
public resources. Transneft itself dismissed the investigation as part of a
campaign against the investment project.21

Navalny’s claims caused such a stir that Vladimir Putin—then prime
minister—commented publicly, calling for the Procuracy—the Russian
public prosecution body—to investigate.22 This never happened, however.
And, by September 2011, Putin’s tune had changed markedly: he suggested



that Transneft management did not steal funds, but, rather, used them for a
different purpose than originally intended.23

Nevertheless, in February 2011, a Moscow court did order Transneft to
release more information relating to the case—to the protestations of the
company’s management.24 Navalny reacted to the decision almost
immediately on his blog: ‘yabada-badoo!’—a ‘big victory’.25

Overall, however, Navalny’s attempts to hold companies and
individuals accountable through the courts were rarely successful. But he
took that with a shrug: ‘We’re realists, and perfectly well understand it’s
unlikely that in today’s Russia we’ll win in court’ against the highest
authorities.26

A topic for everyone

Russians worry about corruption. Over the past twenty years, polls show
that it is one of the topics they worry about the most—after rising prices,
unemployment, and poverty.27 And corruption concerns everybody,
regardless of their level of skill, income, or education. Being against
corruption, therefore, seems like a winning strategy for somebody looking
to broaden their visibility and appeal.

In addition to appealing to virtually all social groups, an anti-corruption
agenda has one more decisive advantage: it’s possible to defend it from
both the political left and right. In contrast to other demands that Navalny
has put forward at various points, fighting corruption cannot easily be
assigned to a liberal, left-wing, or nationalist agenda.

Certainly, anti-corruption reforms are often advocated by the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund as part of a liberal economic
programme. Favouritism and bribe-paying, the argument goes, undermine
the healthy competition of market forces.

But an anti-corruption agenda can equally be justified from a left-wing
platform of social justice. Embezzlement, rigged procurement contracts,
and funnelling taxable wealth into offshores takes money from the state’s
budget—money that could be used for the public good.

Despite an economic boom in the 2000s—partly driven by a rise in
world oil prices—income inequality remains very high in Russia.28 Seeing



political elites indulge in luxuries paid for with taxpayers’ money is always
infuriating. But it is especially angering when inequality is high, public
services are of poor quality, and living standards are low. And all of this
makes corruption a question of social justice.

It’s personal

When speaking to those who ended up joining Navalny’s movement, it’s
striking to see that everybody has their own personal experience with
corruption, their own idea of why it needs to be fought—no matter where
they stand politically.29

Before devoting himself full time to supporting Navalny’s cause, Viktor,
thirty-nine, worked as a retail manager. When businesses need to pay
bribes, he says—for instance, to avoid excessive pressure from tax
authorities or health and safety inspectors—then that will drive up prices.
‘If, as a businessman, I have corruption-related expenses, of course I will
add that to the price of my product. Everybody will pay that price. But only
very few officials benefit.’

Katerina—another Navalny activist and a lawyer by training—has a
different story: ‘I have this fear’,

it’s a little irrational, but I have it nonetheless. They recently opened
a two-level motorway intersection here. And I’m really afraid that
sooner or later it’s just going to collapse. You know how corruption
works, right? The state signs a contract for, let’s say, 100 roubles.
But to build the actual infrastructure, they use only 25 or 30
roubles.

The rest, Katerina continues, is pocketed by various people along the
way. ‘That’s the way it is, I know it from people in the system. And
naturally, when building the intersection, that means they save on every
component, the quality is horrible, and one day it will collapse.’

These stories show that corruption is part of people’s everyday lives.
Without corruption, they can easily imagine their lives would instantly be
better, safer, and wealthier. And it’s not just their own lives that corruption



affects, but social well-being more broadly. Echoing Navalny’s arguments,
Polina, twenty-six, says that corruption is theft, because it is usually the
state budget—the taxpayers’ money—that is embezzled: ‘If someone steals
our wallet, we will consider that person the worst in the city. But when
people steal from us at the government level, we’re like, “well, all officials
steal”. But no, not on this scale. We just cannot tolerate that.’

Because everybody experiences corruption, the topic makes it easy to
build a personal connection to Navalny’s cause.

With posts like the investigation into Transneft that made an emotional
connection with readers, Navalny soon became ‘Russia’s best-known
blogger’.30 And he sought to capitalise on his growing blog following in
December 2009 by setting up—in collaboration with the Russian edition of
Forbes—a ‘Centre for the Protection of Shareholders’, which would help
coordinate the activities of minority shareholders.31 Vedomosti named
Navalny one of its ‘People of the Year’ in 2009.32

‘Have you noticed anybody following you?’33

Navalny’s awkward questioning and litigiousness make him enemies—lots
of them. And that leads to concerns about his safety:

I haven’t received direct threats, but friends who are involved with
the oil industry ask, Why does Navalny need all of this trouble and
who is pulling the strings? I haven’t given anyone a serious
headache, but there is anxiety. At a meeting of Rosneft
shareholders, [the CEO Igor] Sechin tried for a long time not to
give me the floor. I passed note after note [requesting to speak], but
Sechin said from the rostrum: ‘No more requests to speak have
been received.’ Then I stood up and yelled [to Sechin]: ‘I wrote five
notes to you’, and only then was I given the floor.34

There is a reason, perhaps, why Navalny raised the particular example
of Igor Sechin. In a profile of the head of Rosneft, the Financial Times
journalist Henry Foy noted that the CEO is ‘[f]eared by fellow businessmen



and politicians alike’, known for the ‘brutal way he has dispatched those
who cross him’.35 Navalny ran the distinct risk of making powerful foes.

When asked whether he had noticed being followed by anybody,
Navalny responded nonchalantly. He said he’d noticed a car a few times—
but that he didn’t pay attention to it: ‘What will they find out about me? I
write about everything that I do on the blog.’36

Around this time, another individual was investigating corruption—and
would lose his life in the process. Sergei Magnitsky was a tax specialist
employed by a Moscow-based law and accounting firm. One of the firm’s
clients was the Hermitage Fund—‘at the time the largest foreign investment
fund in Russia’37—and its chief advisor was Bill Browder, a leading
financier who had made his fortune in post-Soviet Russia.38

While investigating the changed ownership of three subsidiaries of the
Hermitage Fund, Magnitsky alleged that they had been stolen by officials,
who then used them illegally to arrange a tax refund of US$230 million
from the Russian state.39

But it was Magnitsky himself who was arrested in November 2008,
accused of taking part in tax evasion.40

The details of the accusations against Magnitsky continue to be
disputed.41 What is much clearer, however, is his appalling treatment during
pre-trial detention. Sergei Magnitsky died on 16 November 2009 of toxic
shock and heart failure as a result of diagnosed, but untreated, pancreatitis.42

Investigating corruption allegations was a perilous activity.

The system bites back?

Soon after Navalny posted his 2010 allegations of embezzlement at
Transneft, he was himself facing serious accusations: a criminal case was
initiated against him in May 2011. In order to understand why, we need to
rewind a bit—and head to the Kirov Region, a one-and-a-half-hour flight
north-east of Moscow.43

In 2009, Nikita Belykh—then a leading liberal politician—became the
governor of the region and invited Navalny to advise him on a voluntary
basis. As an advisor, Navalny soon got involved with Kirovles—a timber



company belonging to the regional government and headed by Vyacheslav
Opalev.

Kirovles was losing money. Navalny said he wanted to improve the
company’s transparency and make it profitable again. As part of this
project, a contract was signed between Kirovles and another company,
VLK, founded by a man named Piotr Ofitserov—an acquaintance of
Navalny. According to this contract, VLK would buy timber from Kirovles
and sell it on to third parties for a commission.

Introducing a trading company as an intermediary would, Navalny said,
bring in additional customers and would put an end to the practice of off-
the-books cash payments for timber. Between April and September 2009,
Kirovles supplied VLK with timber worth around sixteen million roubles
(about £300,000 at the time).

By autumn 2009, however, Governor Belykh dismissed Opalev,
claiming he had mismanaged Kirovles—and the contract between VLK and
Kirovles was terminated.

Opalev wasn’t happy. He claimed that he’d been pressured by Navalny
and Ofitserov into a loss-making agreement. After looking into Opalev’s
accusation, however, the Investigative Department of the Kirov Region
decided in January 2011 not to open a criminal investigation as they could
not establish that an offence had been committed.44 But things were about to
get complicated.

The regional decision from January was overruled in February by
federal-level investigators—specifically, the Central Office of the
Investigative Committee in Moscow.45 The Office re-assigned the case to
other investigators in order to prevent ‘possible pressure’ from regional
actors.

And yet, in March 2011, the newly appointed investigators also refused
to initiate a case.46

Moscow was still not happy, however. A criminal case was initiated in
May 2011 by the central Investigative Committee. Investigators declared
that Navalny and Ofitserov had caused material damage to Kirovles by
deception or breaching the trust of Opalev.47

If heads weren’t dizzy by this stage with U-turn after U-turn, they soon
would be. On 10 April 2012—that is, after eleven months of digging around



—investigators closed the criminal case, stating that there was no evidence
of criminal wrongdoing.48

Navalny posted the good news on his blog on 28 May: ‘All’s OK’.49

It wasn’t. The federal-level Investigative Committee overturned the
April decision to terminate the case.50 The roller-coaster ride was far from
over.

Headed by Aleksandr Bastrykin, the Investigative Committee had
shown a determination to pursue Navalny, rejecting the conclusions of
lower-level officials. Speaking at a general meeting of the Investigative
Committee, Bastrykin said: ‘You had a criminal file against this man, and
you have quietly closed it. I am warning you, there will be no mercy, no
forgiveness if such things happen again.’51

A new criminal case was subsequently opened—but, this time, for
embezzlement. In other words, Navalny was accused of being as corrupt as
the officials he was famous for calling out. He was now charged with
‘stealing a forest’, so the joke went.52 But he also faced ten years in prison.

Many other cases would be brought against him during his career in
politics. The most fateful involved a French cosmetics company, Yves
Rocher—the case that resulted in Navalny going to prison in 2021.

Why bother?

How did Navalny end up as a minority shareholder activist—an activity that
appeared to set him on such a dangerous path? According to Navalny
himself, it was almost by accident. He started off as a simple investor—not
somebody with a broader goal:

I made nearly all of these investments with a view to capital
allocation [i.e., to making money]; there was no goal of buying
shares in order to sue … Having bought shares, I began to read the
companies’ reports regularly, to follow what was written about
them in the press, and I was horrified. At that time, there was still
no [global financial] crisis, oil prices were breaking all records, and
the companies in which I held shares were ‘chocolate-covered’, but
the companies’ reports said: There will be no dividends. As a



shareholder, that didn’t suit me, and I decided to figure out where
the companies’ profits go and why they don’t share them with me.53

He was, in short, turned into an activist by peering behind the curtain of
Russian companies—and that was enough: ‘At some point, it became a
matter of principle.’54

During this time, Navalny was still working as a lawyer in Moscow,
using the money he made from clients to subsidise his anti-corruption
activities.55 He says that he worked 20 per cent of the time on his
conventional legal work and the remainder—the vast majority—on
activism.56

And yet, Navalny has been dogged from the very start by claims
regarding the real reasons for his anti-corruption activities. Navalny has
said that this was ‘the most common question’ put to him, with conspiracy
theories abounding.57

Speculations have ranged from Navalny extorting money from the
companies he investigates, to knowingly being in the pocket of these same
companies’ competitors.58 The CEO of Transneft, Nikolai Tokarev, claimed,
for example, that Navalny was serving the interests of the company’s
opponents in constructing the Eastern Siberia–Pacific Ocean pipeline.59

Navalny has also been accused of being an unwitting pawn in domestic elite
battles60 and geopolitical conflicts: a United Russia deputy in the State
Duma implied during a debate with Navalny that the anti-corruption activist
was being paid by the CIA or the US State Department.61 Navalny has
denied all of these allegations.62

Corruption: threatening power

Russia is sometimes called a ‘kleptocracy’—a system set up so that officials
can steal.63 But does this fully capture the role corruption actually plays in
Russian politics?

Corruption has been central to political life in post-Soviet Russia. And it
has been significant in different ways. The privatisation of the Soviet
economy was carried out in a way that favoured the politically well
connected. Soviet factory directors took control of their businesses during



the collapse of the USSR—and then made them their personal property with
the help of the authorities. Ambitious individuals were able to build
enormous corporate empires through all kinds of schemes.

In the 1990s, this was threatening the integrity of the state: oligarchs
blackmailed the weak—and poor—Russian state into selling national
property far below market value in exchange for much-needed credit. This
way, they effectively controlled many important political decisions—a
process known as ‘state capture’.64

When Putin came to power, he showed his determination to re-establish
central state control by moving against these oligarchs. And many Russians
liked it.

One crucial moment in this process came in February 2003, when
President Putin met with business elites for a televised exchange in the
Kremlin.65 Among them was Mikhail Khodorkovsky, co-owner of Yukos—
then Russia’s largest oil company. With trademark audacity, Khodorkovsky
put Putin on the spot: was it not strange, Khodorkovsky asked, that
officially low-paid work for tax agencies was so much more attractive for
young graduates than jobs in the private sector? He was openly accusing
Putin of presiding over a corrupt system.

As Putin turned to Khodorkovsky, you could hear a pin drop. Putin
brushed off the charge and counter-attacked: was it not Yukos that had
recently had problems with paying its taxes? Perhaps this was when
Khodorkovsky realised that things had changed. He was arrested on 25
October 2003 and charged with tax fraud.

Khodorkovsky had acquired Yukos in a controversial auction in 1995,
benefitting from his connections to Yeltsin and his past role as deputy
minister of energy.66 In fact, he said himself that, in the 1990s, ‘everyone in
Russia was engaged in the primary accumulation of capital. Even when
laws existed, they were not very rigorously followed. Therefore, if you
conducted yourself too much in a Western manner, you were simply torn to
pieces and forgotten.’67

But no matter Khodorkovsky’s possible wrongdoings, the case against
him was clearly political. Khodorkovsky’s political ambitions, as well as his
financing of opposition groups and independent media, crossed a line. So
did the way he ran Yukos—as a privately owned oil major, independent



from the state and ready to accept foreign investors. Yukos was dismantled,
with the bulk of its assets snapped up by the state company Rosneft.

Khodorkovsky spent a decade behind bars. The Kremlin had issued a
warning.

Corruption: stabilising power

Corruption did not disappear under Putin, however. It merely turned from
something that undermined central state control to something that stabilised
it.

In this paradigm shift, oligarchs needed to adapt to a new reality.
Khodorkovsky was imprisoned, others were driven into exile, and some of
their assets ended up in state corporations. Other wealthy business leaders,
meanwhile, were allowed to thrive. Under Putin, the number of dollar
billionaires has risen sharply. This followed a global trend, but analyses
show that Russia has many more billionaires than one would expect given
its relatively weak economy.68

This is standard practice in authoritarian politics: an incoming leader
makes sure that leading businesspeople don’t get any wrong ideas by
punishing a few—but allows many others to get extremely rich.69 This is a
form of social contract with elites: you may enrich yourselves, sometimes at
the cost of the state, as long as you do not use your money and influence to
challenge political rule. And most of the economic elite are fine with this
arrangement.

One of Navalny’s most well-known slogans—first used in early 2011—
frames United Russia as the ‘party of crooks and thieves’.70 This phrase
directly addresses the idea that politicians—especially those in the ‘party of
power’—are far from honest public servants. But it also says something
deeper about the nature of power and corruption in the country: officials
offer loyalty in exchange for opportunities to satisfy their avarice.
Corruption can, therefore, be an instrument to secure Putin’s rule, rather
than something that undermines it.

But corruption has a second function to keep Putin’s rule afloat: it’s not
just a carrot, it’s also a stick.



The government has taken several public steps against corruption, such
as requiring officials to publicly report their income and assets, and—
sometimes—fining them if discrepancies are found between formal
declarations and actual wealth.71 Each year, thousands of cases of bribe-
paying, favouritism, and embezzlement come before Russian courts, and
the judicial system hands down hundreds of prison sentences.72

Not all of these cases are politicised. But because corruption is so
widespread, a charge of it is very plausible. This makes it an ideal tool to
‘discipline elites’.73 Through the media, the courts, and the security
services, the Kremlin and lower-level authorities can use the accusation of
corruption to blackmail or destroy opposition members and elite opponents.

For instance, several of the very few oppositional mayors who have
managed to get elected in Russia since 2000 have faced corruption charges
shortly after taking office. In 2021, when a popular Communist Party
deputy from Saratov, a city on the Volga, publicly supported protests for the
release of Navalny, the Procuracy opened a corruption case against him—an
ominous move.74 And even top members of the government are not
immune. In 2016, Minister of Economic Development Alexei Ulyukayev
was detained, charged with soliciting a bribe of US$2 million from Igor
Sechin, and eventually sentenced to eight years in a labour colony.75

Both functions—allowing elites to enrich themselves and disciplining
them when necessary—work hand in hand to stabilise Putin’s rule. The idea
of Russia being a kleptocracy is, therefore, too simplistic. Politics attracts
many people who are in it only for the money. But, instead of organising
power to be able to steal, stealing is organised to buttress power.

Russian politics at the highest level is often driven by the intention to
achieve goals that Russians generally approve of: strengthening the state,
projecting the country’s might internationally, and improving the welfare of
citizens. To be able to do all that, in Putin’s view, he must remain in power.
And corruption serves this goal and is managed in its service. It is a tool
rather than the system’s raison d’être.

Anti-corruption activism or politics—or both?



In December 2009, Navalny was asked whether his anti-corruption activism
was simply a springboard into mainstream politics:

No, of course it’s not a springboard. I’ve always been involved with
political activities. What’s in the foreground—the defence of
minority shareholders or politics—that’s the question. For example,
I consider my battle against the strange company Gunvor, which
controls more than half of all oil exports from Russia, probably to
be, one way or the other, a political battle. It’s quite difficult to
separate these things now.76

One reading of Navalny’s activism is that these are the actions of a
frustrated politician. That interpretation is supported by Sergei Guriev, once
rector of the New Economic School—a leading economics and finance
university in Moscow: ‘His generation of opposition politicians has been
denied a career in politics … They may have to wait twenty years. So he
has taken what looks like a smart, reasonable path.’77

This path might not have been a conscious decision at the start. But, as
Navalny’s profile grew, it became a strategy. According to the New York
Times journalist Andrew Kramer, Navalny began to refer to himself as ‘an
advocate of the rights of members of the Russian middle class—people who
have invested in the stock market and who he says are losing money to
corruption and mismanagement’.78

In Russia’s system of state capitalism—where capital and state power
are tightly interwoven—needling company managers has been a way to
attempt to hold the powerful to account. In the words of journalist Carl
Schreck, writing for Time magazine, Navalny was ‘demonstrating that there
may be a tool more effective than the ballot box in keeping Russia’s ruling
class in check: stock’.79 And Navalny himself was explicit at the time about
the political nature of his shareholder activism: ‘All of this litigation, if you
will, is a little, personal “march of dissenters”. Some go onto the streets,
and I go to the courts.’80

But Navalny was joined by an ever-growing number of people on this
march to the courts. And this posed logistical challenges. How was he
meant to handle the volume of information and respond to all the comments
he received on his blog? ‘We need a website’, Navalny announced in June



2010. ‘Roughly speaking, to coordinate the civil movement against
corruption and all that stuff. Purely utilitarian in nature. No articles,
manifestos or other crap.’81

Branching out—RosPil

December 2010 saw the launch of one such website: RosPil. This time,
instead of exposing corporate malfeasance, the goal was to sniff out the
embezzlement of state budget funds by investigating corruption in the state
procurement system. At the time, the Presidential Administration claimed
that around one trillion roubles (£20 billion at the time) were embezzled
each year during the state procurement process.82

The name itself—RosPil—is a play on words. The Russian word
‘raspil’—literally, a ‘saw cut’—is slang for a variety of corrupt practices, as
in ‘cutting off’ budget funds.83 The prefix ‘Ros’ is commonly used in the
names of Russian state organisations. Indeed, at first sight, RosPil’s logo—
featuring a golden double-headed eagle—looks like many other symbols for
Russian state bodies. Except the eagle is holding two wood saws.

This is humour, Navalny style—and it’s a conscious choice: ‘I’m trying
to do this in an entertaining format. I’m trying to prove to everyone that the
fight against the regime is fun.’84

RosPil’s purpose is to crowd-source online investigations into state
contracts. And this is possible because of at least three factors. First,
information on state procurement has been made available online in Russia
since the mid-2000s.85 Second, Navalny’s growing online following—along
with the possibilities provided by the internet for coordinated, remote
working—provided a pool of keen volunteers. But there were still costs
involved. The third feature dealt with that: RosPil was to be funded through
donations.

In under four months of going live, RosPil had—according to its own
records—achieved the cancellation of nearly US$7 million worth of
tenders.86

Politicising potholes



RosPil is not the only new initiative at the time. Other projects include
RosVybory—an election monitoring project87—and RosYama.88 Launched
in May 2011, the approach of RosYama—like RosPil—is to crowd-source
activities, but this time focusing on potholes in Russia’s roads rather than
state procurement. This is how Navalny presented it:

The Code of Administrative Violations states that, if there is a
pothole in a road with a depth of more than 50 centimetres and a
length of more than 80 [centimetres], then that means that this hole
must (a) be filled in urgently and (b) the particular official who is
responsible for the road—and each road has its own official
responsible for it—should be fined for not doing anything.
Therefore, we will try to use this simple article 12.34 of the
Administrative Code to organise activists for a very simple thing—
to fill in the potholes in front of your home and punish the official
who is responsible.89

This was another expression of the drive to hold state actors accountable
—but at the other end of the spectrum compared to suing state corporations.
And, like many Navalny projects, it started with a simple problem, a simple
idea to tackle it—and little money. To start the project, Navalny spent, by
his own account, 100,000 roubles (about £2,200 at the time).90

Other initiatives sprang up around this time that were not led by
Navalny but that have a family resemblance. Co-founded by Andrei
Zayakin, Dissernet is a project tackling plagiarism in university
dissertations—particularly the dissertations of senior officials.91 Navalny
did not, therefore, have a monopoly over internet-based, crowd-sourced
projects to highlight official wrongdoing. But he was a key figure in this
world.

For Navalny, though, the actual focus of the respective projects was no
more important than what else they could do: ‘We will once again identify
activists … and we will try to attract them to future projects.’92 A clear goal
was, therefore, to recruit talent.

Navalny assembles his team



In February 2011, Navalny posted a job advert on his LiveJournal blog: he
was looking to hire lawyers. The most important condition to get the job:
‘You need to WANT to fight against crooks. You need to think about it day
and night.’ The pay was 60,000 roubles a month (about £1,300 at the time).
To be hired, you needed to submit a CV and a cover letter. But also
something more original: a ‘trophy for RosPil’. Applicants had to find a
‘corrupt state procurement contract at the stage of tendering’. They could
do this by whatever means necessary—‘monitoring of procurement
websites, media, insider info’. Applicants should then submit a link to the
procurement, the text of their complaint, and a plan to work the case.93

A few weeks later, Navalny announced that he had found the first
lawyer: Lyubov Fedenyova—soon known by her first husband’s name,
Sobol.94 Navalny lauded her professional accomplishments—at twenty-
three, she had already worked a year in court. He described the soon-to-be
graduate from Moscow State University as ‘purposeful, ambitious,
intelligent’.

And she was a good fit. She had, in her own words, ‘personal hatred for
the system’. On her own LiveJournal blog, Sobol claimed not to be afraid—
and that ‘if you break the law, I’ll use all my energy to prosecute you …
Get ready, gentlemen.’95

Navalny claimed his disillusionment with the ‘system’ had come partly
from his experience as a minority shareholder. Sobol claimed her own
realisation came during work in the Moscow court system.

Her father was an auditor and her mother was an engineer working at
Sheremetyevo Airport.96 Sobol dreamt of becoming a lawyer and read ‘the
works of pre-revolutionary lawyers and prosecutors’. But, with experience
of court proceedings in Moscow, she understood that she wanted to become
neither—not even a judge: ‘All of them, to varying degrees, are powerless
and tied up with corruption. It’s impossible for citizens to defend their
rights. In the offices next to mine, hundreds of cases against the Russian
state were adjudicated, and not a single citizen won.’97

Sobol came to the conclusion that, in the justice system, ‘an honest
person cannot thrive. You need to make compromises with your conscience
and turn a blind eye to many things.’98

After being appointed the first lawyer in Navalny’s team, Sobol would
become one of Navalny’s most prominent allies—and the most prominent



woman in a team whose leadership is mostly made up of men. In 2017,
Navalny was interviewed by the rising star of Russian online journalism—
thirty-year-old Yuri Dud—who accused Navalny of not advancing other
politicians. The first name Navalny came up with was Sobol, to which the
journalist replied that she was ‘well dressed’ and ‘pretty’—but ‘not a man’.
Navalny retorted that she ‘knew her own business better than any man’ and
would make a better legislator than the ‘450 boneheads’ sitting in the State
Duma.99

Navalny’s team took shape during 2011. RosPil recruited a coordinator,
Konstantin Kalmykov. Then twenty-eight years old and a political science
graduate, he had volunteered with Navalny, helping him with his work on
state procurement. By the end of 2011, two other young lawyers had joined
the team.100

Beyond Navalny

Navalny wasn’t a sole crusader. He had his team, as well as an army of
supporters and voluntary workers linked to initiatives like RosPil and his
blog. But he also formed part of a broader eco-system of anti-corruption
activism in Russia.

Part of the anti-corruption landscape consisted of politicians. Boris
Nemtsov—a leading politician in the 1990s—and Vladimir Milov—a
former deputy energy minister—published a number of reports centring on
corruption. Along with other former members of the Russian government,
they created the ‘People’s Freedom Party “For Russia without Lawlessness
and Corruption”’ in 2010.

There was one problem, though. These politicians were, in a sense,
compromised. Having been high-level insiders themselves, it was easy for
people to dismiss them as criticising a system they had helped construct and
sustain.101

Others working on anti-corruption were not politicians. One such
person was Ivan Begtin, who was active at the same time as Navalny,
carrying out careful work on state procurements. In fact, Begtin was critical
of Navalny’s approach, which he claimed was ‘harmful to Russian society’,



as Navalny talked about ‘aspects of state purchases of which he has only
partial knowledge’.102

And yet, Navalny’s approach brought corruption to the attention of
many more people than Begtin’s work. According to journalist Mikhail
Loginov, ‘Begtin’s anti-corruption work resembles a scholarly study of
interest only to a select group of experts … [But a]nyone with a university
degree will find … [Navalny’s] investigations accessible. Navalny is
something of a science populariser for whom the audience is just as
important as the science.’103

The Anti-Corruption Foundation

In February 2012, Vedomosti revealed that Navalny was planning to merge
his multiple projects under a single umbrella structure, the ‘Anti-Corruption
Foundation’ (FBK).104

Vedomosti obtained the names of two prominent sponsors of the
Foundation, Boris Zimin and Vladimir Ashurkov. And Navalny told
journalists that ‘everything will be clean and without [off-the-books] cash.
The names of all the people who give us money and the amounts will be
public, as will be our expenses.’105

Until then, Navalny’s project had been crowdfunded and managed by
himself and his small team.106 But, with the FBK, Navalny announced a
change in scale, with a bigger budget—the Foundation would need
US$300,000 a year.107

Meaning business

With a bigger budget came Vladimir Ashurkov, a manager hailing from the
world of finance—another background altogether to the lawyers and
political science graduates who had until then worked with Navalny.
Ashurkov was to play a major role in the administration of the FBK as its
executive director. And when he was mentioned in the media in 2012, the
Russian press presented the forty-year-old investment banker as a
wunderkind with a biography full of superlatives.



Born in 1972 to a family of the Soviet intelligentsia—his parents were
Solzhenitsyn-reading engineers in the military-industrial complex—he went
to one of the best schools in Moscow, learning English and German. He
proceeded to one of the best universities in Russia, the Moscow Institute of
Physics and Technology—home to several Nobel Prize-winning scholars.
And, finally, he progressed to the Wharton Business School, where he
received an MBA in 1996.

Ashurkov worked in finance for Renaissance Capital, the Port of St
Petersburg, and, finally, Alfa Group, where he was director of group
portfolio management, making about US$1 million a year.108 One of
Russia’s largest investment groups, Alfa Group is owned by oligarch
Mikhail Fridman. In 2012, the Russian edition of Forbes named him the
sixth richest businessman in Russia, with a net worth of more than US$13
billion.109

Ashurkov told journalists that, while he had always been interested in
politics and felt close to liberal parties, he had never really wanted to enter
politics. But that changed when he started reading Navalny’s blog.
Ashurkov offered Navalny his services—his expertise in finance and
corporate management.110

Before getting closer to the liberal opposition, Ashurkov had voted for
Putin in the 2004 presidential election. But Ashurkov was disappointed by
the lack of state investment in infrastructure—and by ‘corruption as a form
of state governance’. The final frustration came with the 2008 financial
crisis, when, as Ashurkov viewed it, ‘manual control’ by the authorities
replaced ‘economic mechanisms’.111

Navalny described Ashurkov as representing a group he thought would
be crucial in the future. They were successful businesspeople who could
live abroad if they so wished, but they wanted ‘to make it possible to live
normally and comfortably in Russia’. People like Ashurkov, Navalny
thought,

don’t agree with the actual ideology of the crooks in the Kremlin
and United Russia: that Russia is a grey zone to make money …
while the place to spend your time comfortably and safely is
Europe, where you send your kids to save them from trashy



Russians … It’s just that he’s one of the first to say that aloud in
public and not in office corridors. That’s why he’s a great guy.112

Fridman, Ashurkov’s boss, thought otherwise: Ashurkov had to choose
between politics and business.113 Such was the reality of Russia, where
opposition was often incompatible with business.114 Ashurkov left his job at
Alfa—apparently without any grudges.

The dash for cash

One of the most pressing tasks for Ashurkov at the Anti-Corruption
Foundation was to raise money. At the end of May 2012, Navalny claimed
that the goal of $300,000 had almost been reached. He published a list of
sixteen ‘brave people’ on his blog who publicly declared that they were
donating money to the FBK—all of them giving at least 300,000 roubles
(around £6,000 at the time).115

Some of these public donors were leading members of the intelligentsia
already known to be close to Navalny: writers, journalists, economists.116

The rest of the list consisted of businesspeople.
Ashurkov told Reuters that the FBK’s strategy was ‘to gather a critical

mass of supporters who would not be afraid to say, “Yes, I have supported
this foundation.”’ He added, cautiously: ‘But of course this is also a test of
what is possible and what’s not possible in Russia. We’ll find out.’117 This
was a bold move indeed. The Khodorkovsky case had taught oligarchs they
should steer clear of independent political activity. Navalny’s funders were
not oligarchs, but some were businesspeople getting directly involved in
opposition politics.

The test was failed by Ashurkov himself. In 2014, the Russian
authorities charged him with embezzling funds from Navalny’s own pocket
—an allegation that Navalny dismissed as pure fantasy.118 Ashurkov
remained the executive director of the FBK, but he would now work from
London, where he had been granted political asylum.119

The team grows



The Foundation grew quickly—both in revenue and staff. In February 2012,
Navalny sought to hire a press secretary who would ‘hate crooks and
thieves’, could speak English, and knew what anti-corruption activism was
all about. Navalny presented the process as business-like and ‘meritocratic’:
an HR-specialist would do the selection, not himself.120

Anna Veduta, a twenty-two-year-old graduate in political science from
Moscow State University, matched the job description. During her first
months working with Navalny, Veduta was offered a scholarship at Oxford,
but stayed at the Foundation. She thought she would get other university
offers in the future—to which Navalny responded that, ‘one day’, she
‘would go to Harvard’.121

The team at RosPil was also growing. According to a report published
by the organisation, seven people were on the payroll by the end of 2012.122

And, for the first time, investigators started working at the FBK. One of
these investigators in particular would play a major role in the Foundation’s
development and become one of Navalny’s closest associates: Georgy
Alburov. Born in 1989 in the Volga region, Alburov moved to Moscow to
study political science. It was there, he says, that he started to ‘read Novaya
Gazeta and listen to Ekho Moskvy’—two major outlets for the Russian
opposition. ‘Demonstrations, pickets … I tried to participate in all protests
in Moscow.’123

Alburov met Navalny at a trial in 2011 and started working with him the
next year. He was drawn to Navalny by his concrete approach to politics—
and his humour. One of Alburov’s first targets was the illegal enrichment of
public officials. He had learned from Zayakin—the anti-plagiarism activist
and co-founder of Dissernet—about real estate registers abroad.124 So he
started poring over them, from the Czech Republic to the United States by
way of the French Riviera, checking whether prominent Russian officials
featured.125 Alburov found luxury property belonging to Vladimir Pekhtin—
a United Russia official—in Miami. He wrote a blog post on the story—and
it was a hit, attracting a record number of views for his blog at the time.
Pekhtin resigned—a rare win for the FBK, it seemed.126

In 2013, Alburov came to Navalny with an idea: ‘What if, instead of
showing the estates of officials on satellite maps, we take footage of them
ourselves? We just need a drone. Is there money for this?’ Navalny gave the
green light and Alburov bought a cheap drone, to which he taped a GoPro



camera. And, just like that, the FBK now had its first ‘flying squad’,
Alburov joked.127 They flew it over a senior government minister’s dacha—
the value of which was inconsistent with his declared assets, the FBK
alleged. ‘I can see everything from above, just so you know’, the title of
Navalny’s investigation triumphantly proclaimed.128

The FBK proceeded to investigate an impressive list of officials. Targets
included senior members of United Russia, members of the national
parliament, Moscow’s Mayor Sobyanin, oligarchs, the head of the Russian
National Guard, members of the federal government, members of Moscow
City Council, and officials in the Central Electoral Commission.

Navalny, the social media mogul

These investigations initially took the form of blog posts. The pro-Kremlin
media is, indeed, fond of dismissing Navalny as just another blogger. He
definitely is a blogger—but a blogger with an organisation and with what
Russian journalists have called his own ‘media empire’.129 That empire was
started on the LiveJournal platform, but it soon expanded to all social
media.

Navalny had always been an extremely online person—and always keen
to solicit the advice of some of the pioneers of the Russian internet.130 He
was an early, avid Twitter user. He’s also been an enthusiastic
Instagrammer, posting political content, but also numerous selfies with his
family. And he has built a large audience on YouTube.

This social media strategy took a step ahead in 2012–13. To spread his
message further, Navalny hired a press secretary, Anna Veduta. When he
launched his first major electoral campaign—in the 2013 Moscow mayoral
election—he developed a full media plan with Veduta. No fewer than three
posts a day on his blog, the most important at around midday. And he
ceased being the sole writer of his blog. In 2014, when asked who wrote his
blog, he answered ‘the collective Navalny’.131 Even though he was still
involved in the writing process, his associates had now mastered his style
—‘sharp, [with] no self-censorship’.

This proved helpful when Navalny found himself in jail—as happened
quite often. Blog posts would continue appearing. And, when needed,



Navalny asked Veduta’s successor as press secretary, Kira Yarmysh—a
young graduate from a prestigious international affairs institute in Moscow
—to sound ‘neutral and respectable’.132

YouTube would be his own television: the one he could access while
being banned from regular channels in Russia. Although Navalny had
created a YouTube channel in 2007—and had tried his hand at creating
videos for investigations—he didn’t initially invest much in this medium.

At first, the FBK’s videos summarising its investigations looked rather
amateurish. But everybody at the FBK was convinced that YouTube was the
future, and that professionals were needed to make it work. Navalny
himself saw the full potential of YouTube when, in 2015 and 2016, videos
started getting millions of views.133 Dozens more videos would follow. And
not only videos, but livestreams, too.

By 2016, livestreaming was on the rise in Russia. The FBK hired a
producer with a background in the Russian glossy press to design a
livestream channel—Navalny LIVE. They started with a morning show, and
the result was slick and stylish—something that became a trademark of the
FBK’s approach. In 2017, Navalny at 20:18 was launched—a daily show
where Navalny would comment on the news, answer questions from
viewers, and explain his political strategy. In the year the show started, each
episode got 400,000 views, on average.134 Navalny had found another
audience.

Engaging investigations

The Foundation made a particular impact, therefore, with professional
YouTube videos summarising its investigations. With high production
values and an engaging style, the videos have caught the imagination of
Russians on a topic that can arouse strong emotions—but the details of
which can quickly become complex, confusing, and boring.

And with engagement came money. One of Navalny’s first investigative
films—on the family of the Prosecutor General Yuri Chaika and released in
December 2015—cost 250,000 roubles to produce (about £2,500 at the
time). But it also featured a direct link to donate money to the FBK. It
raised 3,075,000 roubles in single donations (then around £29,000).135



The FBK’s next major investigative film cost 415,000 roubles (about
£5,800 at the time).136 The subject this time was the sitting Russian prime
minister—and it caused a real stir.

‘Don’t Call Him “Dimon”’

You would never take this man for some kind of a villain or an
underground billionaire. He’s a smartphone and gadget enthusiast, a
ridiculous simpleton, who falls asleep during important events …
he’s one of our country’s richest people and one of its most corrupt
officials.137

So says Navalny at the start of a video published on 2 March 2017 on
YouTube. The subject is the then prime minister, Dmitry Medvedev—with
‘Dimon’ being a diminutive of his first name.

When president, some asked whether Medvedev would be a ‘second
Gorbachev’—a person capable of bringing about ‘something not dissimilar
to a second perestroika’.138 But the ‘Dimon’ investigation painted a different
picture.

Yachts. A villa in Tuscany. A mansion in Moscow’s most exclusive
residential neighbourhood. Vineyards. A mountain residence. An ancestral
home in the Kursk Region. A palace in St Petersburg. The FBK
investigation claimed all of these formed Medvedev’s own property empire,
established via a complex web of financial ties, much like the allegations in
‘Putin’s Palace’.139 And, once again, drone footage was used in the
investigation to overcome obstacles (like 6-metre fences)—and, in the
resulting YouTube video, to bring the content to life.

Medvedev dismissed the investigation as politically motivated—an
attempt to get people out on to the streets:

They take all sorts of stuff there [in the investigation], collect all
sorts of nonsense about me, if it concerns me, about people I know,
and about people I’ve absolutely never heard of. About some places
I’ve been. About some places I’ve also never heard of. They collect



there [in the investigation] some pieces of paper, photographs,
clothes. Then, they create a product and present it.140

The investigation had more than nine million views on YouTube a week
after its release—and, as of April 2021, had more than forty-three million
views.141 But Navalny bemoaned the lack of response from the authorities:
no official appeared to face the consequences.142 More pressure on the
authorities was needed—and so Navalny called for demonstrations on 26
March 2017. They gathered tens of thousands of people across Russia.143

How does an activist put food on the table?

Navalny has always said that he does not receive any money from the FBK.
How was he supposed to make a living? To answer that, we need to turn to
Boris Zimin. Born in 1968, he is the son of a prominent businessman,
Dmitry Zimin, who founded VimpelCom, one of the top Russian
telecommunications groups—better known in Russia as Beeline. In 2006—
the last time he figured in the Forbes annual list of the richest Russian
businesspeople—Dmitry Zimin’s net worth was estimated at US$550
million.144 Zimin Senior was also one of the most generous Russian
philanthropists, funding science through the Dynasty Foundation. His son
Boris continued this work and supported liberal publications such as The
New Times and Meduza, as well as human rights and other organisations
such as Memorial and the Sakharov Center.145

And the FBK. Since its creation, Zimin has donated 300,000 roubles a
month (about £2,900 as of April 2021) to the Foundation.146

Since 2019, Zimin has also been Navalny’s personal sponsor—his main
source of income. In a 2017 interview with Yuri Dud, Navalny stated that
he earned more than five million roubles the previous year (about £67,000
at the time), and that most of his income came from providing legal
services.147 Two years later, in 2019, Navalny revealed that Zimin was his
main sponsor, starting ‘a few months before’.148 Navalny did not name the
amount, but it appeared in his next declaration of income: in July 2020, he
declared he had earned 5,440,000 roubles in 2019 (then about £67,000). He



named Zimin again as his main sponsor, praising the ‘transparency’ of his
earnings and the good works of the Dynasty Foundation.149

The money Navalny receives from Zimin corresponds, in Navalny’s
own words, to ‘some work’ he has done, including legal work. But the
money is, in essence, sponsorship:

Zimin understands very well I need something to live on, and that
politics is where I put most of my energy. We have a legal contract,
I really do some work … This is not entirely like sponsorship, but,
of course, he does not completely need my services. He wants first
to support us.150

Investigations not just for their own sake

Navalny’s work is political. The investigations name and shame high-level
officials—and this, in turn, helps Navalny’s calls for mobilisation on the
streets and in elections. For Navalny, exposing elite corruption helps create
a division between ‘us’—the ‘normal, patriotic’ citizenry—and ‘them’—the
authorities. An investigation into the mayor of Nizhny Novgorod, for
example, is introduced in this manner:

One of the questions I heard the most was how I intended to
campaign for people to vote for me if I don’t have access to TV, to
the federal press, and if they won’t let me buy ads [there] … OK.
These are all weaknesses of our campaign. Let’s have a look at the
strengths. What kind of campaign can we make that the authorities
or other candidates cannot? Tell the truth. Let’s try a small
experiment together without television, but with the truth. I’m
going to try right now to convince the inhabitants of a big Russian
city to support my candidacy.151

The self-professed ‘patriotic’ mayor from United Russia, Navalny says,
owns two apartments in Miami—a stark contrast with the poverty and low
quality of public services in the city.152 Navalny concludes his post and



video with a call to share the investigation and support him in an upcoming
election, because the authorities ‘won’t change on their own’.153

Although the FBK uses the techniques of investigative journalism, it is
not a journalistic outfit—it has a political mission. As FBK team member
Maria Pevchikh has said, ‘We are using investigative reporting as a tool to
achieve our political ends.’154

Mistakes were made

At the start of ‘Don’t Call Him “Dimon”’, Navalny points to the written
investigation that the video summarises, saying that it ‘contains irrefutable
evidence of everything you’ll see’. But the FBK does not always get things
right.

In May 2017, the FBK deleted a video—‘Putin’s Friend Who Owns
ALL of Television’.155 Yarmysh—Navalny’s press secretary and the lead on
the video—posted a note on Facebook, saying that ‘some of the information
about the [investigated] ownership structure is outdated’, leading her to
delete the video.156

But it has not always been the FBK itself pointing out mistakes. In
December 2019, the online independent media outlet The Bell published an
article fact-checking one of the FBK’s investigations. And this was their
summary, generalising from what they found in this particular investigation
to all of the FBK’s work: ‘Navalny is a politician. Anti-corruption
investigations are a part of his political activities.’157 Some details may not
be watertight, some interpretations may be strained, argued The Bell. But
they were based on open data and documents—they weren’t just rumours;
the details could be checked.

The FBK—an NGO with a political purpose

Navalny had started RosPil in 2011 with a handful of lawyers. Nearly ten
years later, the Anti-Corruption Foundation employed dozens of people.158

Many of them—lawyers and investigators—were in charge of the core
business of the FBK. But the Foundation had evolved into something far
bigger.



There was a whole team beyond this core group, dedicated to the
production, direction, and diffusion of Navalny’s content. A press secretary,
an art director, a producer of the Navalny LIVE channel on YouTube, a
video production manager, a video editor, a graphic designer. And, of
course, a whole team responsible for the IT behind Navalny’s activity, from
web development to social media.

In short, this was a serious operation. Yes, Navalny was the front man as
he had always been. But he was no longer leading a small activist
collective. Instead, FBK had employees who received a proper salary of
70–80,000 roubles (then about £700–800) on average a month, even if this
was fairly low for Moscow professionals.159 The whole thing—complete
with project managers and an executive director—had turned into a
professional NGO.

And one that brought together all the things that an independent
politician needed: money, cadres, and outreach.

First, it combined two sources of stable funding: permanent, larger
contributions from Zimin, Ashurkov, and other business-people, some of
whom remained anonymous for fear of persecution; and a crowd-funding
platform that secured stable monthly payments from ordinary Russians. By
the end of 2013, the FBK claimed it had raised twenty-three million roubles
(then about £430,000).160 In 2019, this had grown to over eighty-two
million roubles (about £1 million at the time).161

Second, the FBK had evolved into a training unit for future opposition
politicians. Sobol—hired as a lawyer—announced in October 2020 her plan
to run in the State Duma elections of 2021.162 And this path is not
accidental. It shows how the FBK has been able to attract talented and
undaunted individuals, able to take on tasks that ended up being far more
than what they had initially applied for.

Finally, professionalising its investigations, the FBK team had also
become experts at presenting their message—and timing their release to
maximise impact. Considering that Navalny was banned from the state-
controlled airwaves and could only use social media, his outreach was
remarkable.

The FBK had, put simply, become a fully political beast. And it’s no
surprise, therefore, that the Kremlin treated it as exactly that: a real enemy.



The screws tighten

The FBK had a target on its back—and faced a mix of formal restrictions
and informal pressures.

On the evening of 25 November 2016, Sergei Mokhov—Sobol’s second
husband—was coming home. A young man was waiting by the entrance to
his building, holding flowers. When Mokhov passed by, the young man
stabbed him with a syringe. Mokhov immediately started convulsing and
lost consciousness.

After hospitalisation, doctors declared he had been poisoned with an
unknown substance—but he survived the attack.163 Mokhov thought that it
might have been related to his own investigative work into the funeral
business in Russia—according to The Economist, ‘[t]o bury a loved one in
Russia often means entering an underworld of corruption and red tape’.164

But Sobol and Navalny thought it more likely to be related to one of their
investigations. The poisoning of Sobol’s husband has never, however, been
fully explained.

The FBK also faced problems in court. Early in 2019, for instance, the
Foundation released details of an investigation into catering companies and
an outbreak of food poisoning at several Moscow schools. Following the
FBK’s probe, one of the companies pursued a defamation case against
Navalny, Sobol, and the FBK for damaging its business reputation. And, in
the autumn of 2019, a court ordered the Foundation, along with Navalny
and Sobol personally, to pay a third each of eighty-eight million roubles
(then about £1,100,000) to the company.165

‘Foreign agent’

In 2012, the State Duma passed the so-called ‘foreign agents’ law. It
obliged all civic organisations that receive foreign funding and engage in
‘political activity’ to register as a ‘foreign agent’—and to print a statement
to that effect on all their materials.166 What constitutes political activity,
meanwhile, was defined by the Ministry of Justice—which means it could
be almost anything, from defending human rights to social protection and
opinion polling.



In 2019, the authorities found a way to apply the law to the FBK. The
Ministry of Justice claimed that the Foundation had received payments
from two foreign donors. One private Russian citizen in Florida had
donated US$50. The other donor was, as the independent online outlet
Meduza found out, a professional boxer from Spain.167 He told the
journalists that he had transferred just over 138,000 roubles (about £1,700
at the time). When the Meduza journalists rang him up, he confirmed that
he sent the money—but he did not recall the FBK’s name or any other
details of the case. These were not the foreign donors that one might think
Russia seeks to bar, such as EU pro-democracy initiatives or American
NGOs.

Navalny, of course, suspected a planned provocation by the Kremlin to
get the FBK in trouble. Like many similarly bizarre stories, that cannot be
proven. But the case clearly shows how easily the law can be
instrumentalised.

Doors and debts

Sparks fly. The angry whir of a grinder fills the air as it cuts through a tough
metal office door. People wait anxiously inside.168

It’s 26 December 2019—and the FBK’s office in Moscow is being
raided by law enforcement. Officers cover security cameras before taking
computers, with the Foundation’s staff watching on. And this raid was not a
one-off. But the team responds with characteristic, defiant humour. A
Twitter account is set up for the office door, which comments in the first
person: ‘I haven’t been broken today. It’s been three days. I’m beginning to
recover psychologically.’169

Navalny linked the December raid to the Foundation’s investigation into
Medvedev. But it wasn’t just the Medvedev video that was giving the FBK
trouble. The defamation suit in the Moscow food poisoning case had not
ended well for the Foundation. It had to pay about £367,000—an enormous
sum for the Foundation. As a result, in July 2020, Navalny announced that
the FBK would close—it was, he said, the only way to deal with the
enormous financial penalty, which was crippling their activities.170



In August 2020, an individual mentioned in the FBK’s original
investigation, Evgeny Prigozhin, bought the whole eighty-eight-million-
rouble civil-suit debt. Often referred to by the moniker ‘Putin’s chef’,
Prigozhin denied allegations by the Foundation linking him to the food
poisonings—and declared that he wanted to reduce ‘this group of dishonest
people to pennilessness and shoelessness’.171

But all was not lost. Navalny and his team simply set up a new NGO—
the ‘Foundation for the Protection of Citizens’ Rights’—and continued to
use the FBK brand publicly. The team kept working and the name could
remain on the door—even if it was being smashed down all the time.

* * *

Duck ponds and politics

Ivanovo Region, near the town of Plyos on the bank of the Volga—a six-
hour drive from Moscow.

A drone with a camera flies above the river, edging closer to the shore.
In front, tree-covered land—and a grand estate the size of ‘30 Red Squares
combined’.172

Two hovercraft. A ski slope. Three helipads. A renovated historical
manor house, originally built in 1775. A cascading swimming pool. Is this
another palace linked to Vladimir Putin?

No. This is the ‘Milovka’ estate, which FBK investigators allege is the
‘secret dacha’ of former president and then prime minister Dmitry
Medvedev. Navalny publishes the video on YouTube in September 2016, a
few days before elections to the State Duma. And he ends the video with a
call to action:

It’s very strange that our country is poor but its officials live 300
times more luxuriously than other countries’ leaders. All of this
corruption is only possible thanks to those who vote for United
Russia. Please don’t be like these people. And if you end up going
to the elections this coming weekend, then make sure to vote



against United Russia and ask as many people as you can to do the
same.173

One detail of Navalny’s video captured people’s imagination: the
presence of a duck house on a pond next to the manor building.
Subsequently, yellow rubber ducks became a symbol of protests. And, at
the start of 2018, one St Petersburg activist is even arrested after placing an
enormous inflatable yellow duck in the window of his apartment along with
a sign saying ‘The police are waiting for us’.174

Navalny first achieved prominence as an anti-corruption blogger. We
have shown how his journey began and evolved, moving from shareholder
activism to crowd-sourcing scrutiny of state procurements, to in-depth
investigations into the alleged hidden luxuries of Russia’s officialdom. This
earned him admirers and enemies alike.

He grew from a one-man-band to the head of a large group of
professionals and volunteers. In assembling his team—the ‘collective
Navalny’—he has always stressed what he calls his ‘meritocratic’ approach,
where skills, not connections, matter.

Navalny built a professional NGO with a political purpose. But he
wasn’t satisfied with simply calling for change as a civil society activist. He
wanted to change things from within. He wanted to be president of the
Russian Federation.



3

THE POLITICIAN

Navalny is wearing a dark suit and tie. He’s sitting behind a desk in the grey
office of a skyscraper overlooking Moscow. To his right, the Russian flag;
to his left, pictures of his wife and children.

It’s 13 December 2016. And it’s official: Navalny is running for
president of the Russian Federation. He releases a short video on YouTube
and launches his campaign website, ‘NAVALNY2018’—the year of the
coming election. Looking straight to camera, composed and serious,
candidate Navalny has ‘long thought’ about running. Can he and his
supporters make their ‘country better’?1

He’s come to a conclusion: yes. He’s thought about the issues. He has a
whole ‘programme of development’ touching on inequality, wages,
mortgage rates, taxes, and foreign policy. A ‘difficult path’ lies ahead, but
he’s convinced: ‘We can succeed … We’ll fight together to give our
beloved country a better future.’2

This is an ambitious forty-year-old with a long career in politics
announcing he wants to become the leader of his country. He and his team
have chosen a ‘traditional format that fits what people are expecting from a
presidential candidate’—a suit and tie.3 Nothing out of the ordinary there.

Except Russian elections aren’t normal or ordinary, by which Navalny
means ‘democratic’. Opposition candidates face a range of hurdles that
unlevel the electoral playing field. Incumbents of the ruling elite—which in
this presidential race means Putin himself—don’t usually lose elections.
True, opposition candidates are usually on the ballot—communists, liberals,



populists, left wing, right wing. But, for them, success is not really a
possibility.

Votes do matter—this is not the Soviet Union anymore. But so do what
Russians call ‘administrative resources’: the levers the authorities have to
deliver the votes they need—or to suppress those they do not. In a
democracy, national television would probably have shown Navalny’s
three-minute video. Russian television does not.

Navalny says he wants to be a ‘normal politician’. He wants to represent
people, fight for power, for his supporters, for himself. And he believes he
has all the necessary qualities to succeed. He stands for values—anti-
corruption, yes, but also what he calls ‘the European way of development’
that Russia should follow: a democratic, rule-of-law state, with free markets
and social policies.4 His political programme reflects all of this.5

On the surface, Navalny’s 2018 presidential campaign is about the
politics people are familiar with in the West: personalities, issues, ideas, and
policies. But it is actually about something harder: how to make this all
happen in Russia. How to turn a plebiscite for Putin, with its handful of
weak opponents, into democracy, into a real election, into a genuine fight
for power—for the future of Russia.

And these difficulties become all too clear in late 2017, when, after a
year of campaigning, Navalny is barred from running.

Navalny’s political journey to this presidential campaign was long and
far from straightforward. He has called himself a liberal, a democrat, a
nationalist—until he abandoned political labels altogether. Why? Do these
labels not fit Russia’s complicated politics? Is it because he feels ‘at home
among strangers, and a stranger among his own’, as he’s keen to say when
asked about his political identity?6 Does he not want to alienate any
potential supporters? Or, maybe, is his own brand now original and well
known enough, making traditional labels irrelevant?

Navalny’s political career spans some twenty years. But what are
Navalny’s politics? What does he stand for, besides his trademark fight
against corruption? We track his journey from liberal party functionary in
the early 2000s to a leading figure of the Russian opposition. We make
sense of his many initiatives to transform his country, his twists and turns,
his contradictions, and his friends and enemies. In these twenty years, only
one man stood at the top of Russian politics—Putin. But underneath, people



were organising and fighting—with Putin of course, but with each other as
well.

A conflicted Russian liberal

Navalny was a teenager when the Soviet Union fell apart and a new Russia
was born—in incredible pain. As the economy collapsed and plunged
millions into misery, Russia was torn by a bloody political crisis that
defined its future perhaps even more than the end of the Soviet Union itself.

In the early post-Soviet years, President Boris Yeltsin and his team of
radical reformers were implementing brutal market reforms. In the Russian
parliament—still called the Supreme Soviet—opposition to these reforms
was growing. Two powers faced each other, irreconcilable: Yeltsin in the
Kremlin, and parliament in the White House—the name of its building—
around two-and-a-half kilometres away in the centre of Moscow.

The standoff ended when Yeltsin ordered tanks to fire on the White
House in October 1993. The capital was shaken by violence. The clashes
killed between 187 people (according to official sources) and 1,000
(according to supporters of the Supreme Soviet).7 The country was on the
brink of civil war.

But Yeltsin won. Muscovites came to look at the parliament building in
flames by the Moskva River.

Among them was a first-year university student, cheering as special
forces cracked down on the Supreme Soviet’s insurgency. ‘Crush the
infamous’, Navalny remembered shouting, quoting Voltaire. At the time, he
called himself a ‘market fundamentalist’; his friends joked he was a ‘right-
wing punk’.8 He believed in Yeltsin and the reformers—in other words, in
the promises of the West, in democracy, and in markets. ‘Now we’re going
to wreck everything, privatise it, and a wonderful life will begin’, he noted
later, ironically.9

The ‘wild 1990s’

In the 1990s, millions of Russians saw their savings destroyed by hyper-
inflation. Many were made redundant and fell into poverty. Crime was rife.



But, as he later admitted, Navalny thought the price was worth paying at the
time.

For all but a minority of Russians, the years following the collapse of
the Soviet Union were not times of promise, but a cursed decade. These
were the ‘wild 1990s’. Whatever they called themselves—communists or
nationalists or patriots or nothing at all—they blamed the liberals or the
democrats in power, even though not all liberals approved of the methods or
specifics of Yeltsin’s reforms.

Navalny was an aspiring businessman in the 1990s. He was part of the
very constituency liberals targeted—or, rather, thought that their jolting
reforms would create: a capitalist-minded middle class. He didn’t get
involved in politics until the end of the 1990s, after his business endeavours
had proved less successful than he’d originally imagined: ‘Market
fundamentalists of my kind thought they’d all become millionaires. We all
thought: since we’re so smart, we’ll get rich really quickly.’ He did make
money, but he didn’t become a millionaire.

Navalny credits his experiences as a businessman in shaping his
political views. He soon understood that, in Russia, ‘money grows from
power’. In rigged privatisation auctions—aimed, on the surface, at
transferring wealth from the state to the people—Soviet factory directors, as
well as young and ambitious communist officials, could get hold of
businesses, as could those well connected to Yeltsin’s team. In the process,
a tiny minority became fabulously wealthy.

But Navalny’s generation came too late to the party. And he realised
that Yeltsin and the reformers had paved the way to Putin. With the
complicity of their supporters—like Navalny himself—the ‘democratic’
reformers had laid the ground for an authoritarian and corrupt system.
Many of them had believed that the Russian people were ‘not ready for free
elections’—and, in their eyes, this justified manipulating elections so that
‘democratic’ candidates won.10

Navalny became actively involved in Russian politics when Putin was
rising to the heights of Russian power. Yeltsin made Putin his prime
minister in August 1999 and soon his successor, with Putin becoming acting
president on 31 December 1999.

Meanwhile, following the heady days of reform in the early to mid-
1990s, liberals were in steady decline as a political force. Yeltsin had



implemented liberal policies but had refused to support liberal parties, for
fear of being constrained by them. In the 1999 legislative elections, liberal
parties had managed to squeeze into parliament, but not by much. They
were unpopular already—and their prospects didn’t look good.

Navalny joins the party

In spite of this lack of popularity, Navalny decided to join a liberal party in
2000. Liberals were under threat and Navalny claimed he wanted to support
them. The party he chose, Yabloko—meaning ‘apple’ in Russian—was
small and slightly left-leaning.11 The party’s leader, Grigory Yavlinsky—an
economist—had proposed an alternative plan to achieve the transition to a
market economy. He was a constant critic of Yeltsin and his administration.

Yabloko had a principled reputation, contrary to its rival on the liberal
flank, the Union of Right Forces (SPS)—a party closer to the Kremlin. In
Navalny’s words, Yabloko was ‘the only consistently democratic party that
talked about ideas and that didn’t trade them for money or offices’.12

Despite its decent reputation, Navalny found the party to be a ‘total
mess’, full of idlers.13 Nevertheless—or, perhaps, precisely for that reason
—he quickly rose through the ranks in the Moscow branch: from member
of the regional council to campaign manager for the national parliamentary
elections, deputy to the chairman, chief of staff, and up to a national
position in the party’s federal council.

The Moscow branch of Yabloko proved to be an excellent position to
start a political career in a centralised country like Russia. Navalny showed
clear abilities as a party functionary. He drew a salary from the party,
complemented his income with legal work, and claimed he learned a lot
there.14

But Navalny did not limit himself to party work. At the time, he already
showed interest in blending civil-society activism and traditional politics. In
2003, the Moscow branch of Yabloko launched the Committee for the
Defence of Muscovites, fighting against the boom in illegal, corrupt
construction under the patronage of then boss of Moscow, Mayor Yuri
Luzhkov. Navalny’s trademark demonstrative courage—his bravado—was
already on display: ‘We’re the only ones who don’t fear Luzhkov’.15 He



would later claim that fighting developers could easily have had him
killed.16

Climbing aboard a sinking ship

In 2006, alongside Maria Gaidar—opposition activist and daughter of the
former 1990s liberal prime minister, Yegor Gaidar—Navalny started
organising political debates.17 They were soon a sensation, featuring
prominent politicians from across the political spectrum. They were also an
occasion for scandal: one of the debates was derailed by neo-Nazis.18 At
another, a brawl erupted, and Navalny shot one of his attackers with a
rubber bullet pistol.19

As his reputation in Moscow grew—albeit not without controversy—it
also started to become global. In 2010, he became a Yale World Fellow—a
prestigious international programme for ‘young leaders’, with a four-month
stay at the Ivy League university. For his application, he could count on
support from the Russian capital’s intelligentsia and liberal politics scene—
leading journalist, Yevgenia Albats; economist and rector of the New
Economic School, Sergei Guriev; chess master and opposition politician,
Garry Kasparov; and Maxim Trudolyubov, a columnist for Vedomosti—the
Russian equivalent of the Financial Times.20

Navalny was building a solid network in Moscow. He started to become
a regular feature on the Ekho Moskvy radio station and to be mentioned for
his party work in the capital’s newspapers. The leading business daily
Kommersant quoted him for the first time in June 2004. He was, in short,
making a name for himself in that small world of liberal politicians,
academics, and journalists called the tusovka—the clique.

But while his star was rising, his political camp all but disappeared. The
fortunes of liberal politicians did not improve during Putin’s first two terms
as president, from 2000 to 2008. At the 2003 legislative elections, both
Yabloko and SPS failed to pass the threshold of votes needed to enter the
Duma. And at the next elections in 2007, they fared even worse: 1.59 per
cent for Yabloko, and less than 1 per cent for SPS. Navalny was starting to
think that liberalism looked like a ‘political corpse’.21



After toeing the Yabloko party line for years as a loyal activist and party
functionary, Navalny now had ideas as to how he might revive the party,
liberalism, and the opposition in general. And these ideas came under a
simple label: nationalism. In 2007, he opened what remains one of the most
controversial chapters in his political career.

Political alchemy: trying to fuse nationalism and liberalism

At first sight, a liberal in Russia cannot be a nationalist—the two categories
exclude one another. When perestroika reopened long-closed political
debates in the Soviet Union, liberals found their models in the West—and,
in their enthusiasm for democracy and the rule of law, they cursed Soviet
and Russian imperialism. Liberals believed that nationalism could only end
with Russia dominating its neighbours.

For most Russian liberals, nationalism might be acceptable if it meant
freeing one’s nation from Russian imperialism—as in, say, Poland or
Latvia. In Russia, this wouldn’t work—and, to this day, the word
‘nationalism’ carries connotations of bigotry, superiority, and chauvinism.
A liberal might call themself a patriot, but not a ‘nationalist’. This does not
mean that liberals cannot have racial prejudices. What crossed a red line
was to embrace an explicitly nationalist agenda.

But Navalny believed precisely in crossing that line: the future of
liberalism lay in embracing nationalism.

In the mid-2000s, a new nationalism was on the rise in Russia. In the
1990s, most nationalists—or ‘national-patriots’, as they often called
themselves—cultivated nostalgia for the Soviet Union. Some of them
imagined that Russia would dominate Eurasia, the vast landmass between
Western Europe and East Asia where, some argued, Slavic and Turkic
people shared a common culture alien to European values.22 They were
usually accused of being ‘red-brown’—that is, mixing far-left and far-right
authoritarian ideas.

Now, a new generation of nationalists looked to the West—to the
successful populist and far-right parties of Europe, the French National
Front or the Austrian People’s Party (ÖVP). And as Putin’s hold on power
seemed unassailable, some liberals were also opening up to the idea of



collaborating with nationalists in common protest. In the mid-2000s, the
‘Other Russia’ coalition aimed to unite all manner of opponents to Putin’s
rule on a minimal, democratic platform: from liberals like Kasparov, to
National Bolsheviks like Eduard Limonov—a dissident poet whose political
platform mixed fascism and socialism with provocative direct action.23

NAROD—the people

Navalny did not limit himself, however, to mere tactical collaboration with
nationalists. Since 2005, nationalists of all hues had been organising an
annual rally in Moscow—the Russian March. Navalny started attending in
2006 as an ‘observer’ from Yabloko, then as a fully-fledged participant the
following year.24 He wanted to build an alliance that blended liberalism and
nationalism. The result was NAROD, a movement that called itself
national-democratic.

Navalny created NAROD with Sergei Gulyayev—a liberal politician
from St Petersburg—and Zakhar Prilepin—a veteran of the Chechen wars, a
National Bolshevik, and one of Russia’s most famous writers. The initiative
benefitted from a generous investor: political consultant Stanislav
Belkovsky. On the lookout for fresh anti-Putin faces, he funded Navalny
with ‘tens of thousands of US dollars’ to launch a movement.25

The name of the movement co-founded by Navalny set the bar very
high. The acronym for the Russian National Movement of Liberation forms
the word narod—the ‘people’ in Russian. NAROD’s goal was to unite
people beyond their party affiliations, hoping that ‘national-democratic’
ideals might provide broad appeal and set the stage for a wide political
coalition. Its manifesto was written in a dense style, blending nationalist
clichés—‘the population of Russia is degrading and dying’—and
denunciations of corruption, lawlessness, and cynicism. NAROD aimed to
create the ‘conditions for the conservation and development of the Russian
people, its culture, language, and historical territory’. The movement
opposed the idea that Russia should be ‘multinational’—a ‘chimera’, it
claimed.26

While in Yabloko Navalny was mostly in charge of organisational
matters, his role in NAROD allowed him to flesh out a concrete political



programme. The NAROD manifesto articulated democratic reforms and
remained vague, policy-wise, about what ‘nationalism’ would mean in
practice. What it did call for was a ‘sensible’ immigration policy: ‘Those
who come to our home but do not want to respect our laws and traditions
must be thrown out.’27

Jumping ship—or walking the plank

Putin is often branded a ‘Russian nationalist’ in the West. Where did
Navalny’s ideas stand in relation to the president’s? Putin had promised to
rebuild a strong and respected Russia and was never shy in praising the
Motherland. But he steered clear of embracing ethnic Russians too closely.
To him, those who chanted ‘Russia for ethnic Russians’ were either ‘idiots’
or ‘provocateurs’, as he sternly declared in 2003.28 Putin never failed to
praise Russia’s multinational character—and never bent to the nationalists’
calls for a stricter immigration regime.

This type of nationalism also proved intolerable to the leadership of
Yabloko. Uniting nationalists with liberals, as Navalny proposed, crossed a
red line. His immediate superior in the party, Sergei Mitrokhin—chair of
the Moscow branch of the party—called on Navalny to resign from his
position, which he did. But Navalny remained a member of the party for a
while, even though he now considered the ‘left-liberal tendency’ of the
party to be a ‘mistake’ and continued to advocate for a ‘national-democratic
ideology within its ranks’.29

But, in December 2007, the national bureau of Yabloko had had enough.
It expelled Navalny ‘for having caused political damage to the party,
including for his nationalist activity’.30 Nationalism certainly played its part
in that decision—Yabloko is not known for accommodating this kind of
ideological deviation. But many pointed out—including Navalny himself—
that he had also called for the domineering founder and leader of the party,
Yavlinsky, to step down, which may have precipitated his downfall.31

Nationalism on the rise



Nationalism was then a scene bustling with groups vying for an audience.
And gaining respectability was especially crucial: the word itself carried
toxic connotations, and many nationalists were not helping on that front.

Nationalists back then sought inspiration in the West, but some of them
were looking to a darker European past: Nazi Germany. The 2000s saw a
dramatic rise in skinhead groups committing racist attacks in Russia.
Underground terrorist organisations were also established.32 In 2011,
members of one of the deadliest such groups, the National-Socialist
Society–North, were found guilty of twenty-seven murders.33

Navalny wanted nothing whatsoever to do with that. In 2008, the New
Political Nationalism conference brought together representatives from
NAROD and several other groups.34 They adopted a resolution crafted to
offer voters nationalism with a human face. No to ‘crazy Soviet patriots’, no
to ‘skinheads’, no to ‘Orthodox banner-bearers with beards’. Yes to
‘respectable’ politicians of the ‘modern Western European’ kind—lounge
suits for all.

Some liberals, like Ilya Yashin—a friend of Navalny and no
sympathiser of nationalism—approved of this trend, hoping it would offer a
peaceful space for nationalists to congregate. Better this than ‘baseball
bats’, he thought.35 Likewise, Yevgenia Albats claimed she encouraged him
to attend the Russian March, and even went there with him.36 This strategy
has been called the ‘normalisation’ of nationalism.37

But, at the time, it meant more: it was an attempt to create a fusion of
liberalism and nationalism—a creed that could unite the majority of the
population against the Putin regime. The aim was to overcome what
Navalny thought was an ‘artificial division’ and ‘political nonsense from
the early 1990s … when “democrats” were fighting “communists-
nationalists”’. In short, the goal was to make a renewed nationalism the
ideology of the opposition.38

There were good reasons why Navalny and other nationalists thought
their time had come. The 2000s saw a massive spike in anti-immigrant
sentiment in Russia. This was directed first and foremost against migrant
workers from Central Asia and the Caucasus, who often did menial jobs in
retail or construction. This hostility also targeted Russian citizens—
especially people from the North Caucasus, including the republics of



Chechnya and Dagestan, who had moved to big cities in central Russia.39

Across the country, xenophobia inspired large-scale riots.40

Those videos…

NAROD came to nothing in the end. It organised a few conferences, penned
a manifesto, and that was about it. One lasting impact, however, was the
production of infamous videos published in 2007 that are still debated as of
2021. In one of these, Navalny plays a dentist—a ‘certified nationalist’—in
his office, weaving a metaphor between ‘teeth’ and ‘Russia’: a tooth
without a root is dead, and so will Russia be if it’s deprived of its Russian
roots. In order for Russia to keep its Russian roots, the clip advocates
deporting illegal immigrants, although denouncing neo-Nazi violence. It
concludes: ‘We have the right to be Russians in Russia, and we’ll defend
that right.’41

The other infamous NAROD video presents another metaphor. Sitting at
a desk, Navalny mentions how cockroaches or flies can be disgusting, and
how you can chase them with a fly-swatter. But what should you do, asks
Navalny, if the cockroach is too aggressive or too big? The video shows a
picture of Chechen terrorists, with Shamil Basayev—one of the most well
known—in the centre. A frightening character enters; Navalny shoots him
and concludes: ‘I recommend using a handgun.’42 NAROD then stood for
gun-rights. ‘Artistic license’ was Navalny’s reply when asked if he regretted
these videos.43

The failure of NAROD did not convince Navalny to abandon
nationalism, however. His mission was to convince the population that the
Kremlin was just ‘pseudo-nationalist’, while his own kind of nationalism
could unite people in protest. For this, however, you needed issues and
campaign slogans.

Navalny believed that nationalism was about the real, concrete
problems of ordinary people. Take immigration: ‘There is a great number of
illegal immigrants. It’s a fact that on this indicator, Russia is second only to
the United States’, he told a journalist.44 In order to reduce immigration,
Navalny advocated for the introduction of a visa regime with countries of
Central Asia. Under Russian law, citizens of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,



Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan can enter Russia without a visa and remain in the
country for ninety days.45

These problems are all self-evident to the average person on the street—
so thought Navalny. But ‘politically correct’ liberals fell into irrelevance by
not acknowledging this: ‘As a matter of principle, they considered certain
topics as dangerous to discuss.’46 And one of those pressing topics was the
situation in the Caucasus.

‘Stop feeding the Caucasus’

When the Soviet Union collapsed, several republics in the North Caucasus
—Chechnya, most notably—had attempted to break free from Russian rule.
Moscow’s refusal to grant the region independence resulted in
extraordinarily brutal wars, with active Islamist militancy, the devastation
of the region, and terror attacks that hit big cities, including Moscow. By
the end of the 2000s, most insurgents had been crushed and Moscow was
rebuilding Chechnya—ruled semi-autonomously with an iron fist by
President Ramzan Kadyrov.

Navalny resented the leadership that had turned Chechnya into a
fiefdom.47 Nationalists held that Kadyrov had built his own dictatorship in
Chechnya, lavishly bankrolled by Moscow—and, yet, was allowed to live,
in practice, outside the laws of the Russian Federation.

The question of the Caucasus had always proved contentious to Russian
nationalists. But in 2011, several came up with a simply named campaign
designed to bring them new supporters: ‘Stop feeding the Caucasus’. The
campaign, joined by Navalny for a while, mixed a xenophobic dog whistle
against people in the Caucasus with a political critique of Kadyrov’s rule—
and, by implication, Vladimir Putin.

The associations of the campaign and its xenophobic, racist undertones
were obvious to many in Russia.48 Navalny did, however, attempt to
distance himself from the stigmatisation of the peoples of the Caucasus,
saying that the enormous resources transferred to Chechnya were simply
embezzled by local elites—and that local populations who did not see
‘anything of that rainfall of money’ were certainly ‘not happy about this’.49



A rising star of the opposition

By 2010, Navalny was one of the rising figures of the opposition scene. His
anti-corruption activism had established him as an original player in that
world. His blog on LiveJournal was one of the most popular on the Russian
internet. He was getting his first profiles in the press, both in Russia and in
the West—‘tall and blond, Navalny, who is thirty-four years old, cuts a
striking figure’, wrote Julia Ioffe for The New Yorker.50 The New York Times
first mentioned his name in 2010 as a ‘prominent blogger’ and would
feature its first profile of him in March 2011, noting his ‘blue-eyed good
looks and acidic sense of humour’.51 He was a fixture on Ekho Moskvy,
appearing five times as a guest in 2010, thirteen times in 2011.

By this point, he had already established a distinctive approach:
straightforward, blunt, ironic, acerbic, brash. His blog was full of Russian
and American memes and pop culture. It had facts, too. Here’s how Leonid
Volkov—one of Navalny’s closest and oldest associates—described it in
2011: ‘Appropriate and much needed. No endless musings about who was
right in 1993, or about the merits of some person in 1989, no foaming-at-
the-mouth indictments of the bloody regime. Applied politics: setting
concrete problems, proposing concrete alternatives, meaningful criticism,
with figures in hand.’52 And many found it fun.

As a politician of the internet age, Navalny wasn’t alone. The turn of the
2000s and the 2010s saw the coming of age of a number of young
politicians eager to dislodge the old guard of opposition leaders. Many had
come to the realisation that whatever their talents, these older leaders had
been tainted by their involvement with politics in the 1990s. Their
involvement in the reforms of the 1990s, as well as the devastating
consequences of the resulting upheavals, made these figures dead wood in
the eyes of the population—or they were just too stale.

A new generation had to come—and it created movements and
coalitions challenging old-style parties. Among liberals, Yashin—born in
1983—became one of the leaders of the Solidarnost movement—a coalition
of activists from small, liberal parties—after having tried to oust Yavlinsky
from the leadership of Yabloko. Roman Dobrokhotov—also born in 1983—
led the democratic youth movement ‘We’. All these leaders and movements



were challenging the regime in an atmosphere of stifling stability—and
hoping they would be able to exploit any chance they might get.

Against Putin’s ‘party of crooks and thieves’

Politically, 2011 was a peculiar year in Russia. Everything seemed up in the
air. Russia might become more modern, open, and liberal—as President
Dmitry Medvedev gave some reasons to hope. Or it might slide deeper into
authoritarianism.

Medvedev had ruled Russia as president since 2008 in an awkward
tandem with Putin as his prime minister—and Medvedev’s four-year term
was coming to a close: the presidential election was set for spring the
following year. But, before that, legislative elections were scheduled for
December 2011.

The ratings of United Russia—the authorities’ formidable ‘party of
power’—were on the wane. Both Putin’s allies and his opponents were
looking to the December elections as a general rehearsal for the presidential
election. The fates of Medvedev and Putin hung in the balance—as did that
of Russia.

Navalny also had his eyes on the 2011 elections, which were hardly
promising for the liberal opposition. Many liberals had deluded themselves
into thinking that their demise was due simply to authoritarianism—to
believing, in other words, that Putin ruled by force alone.

Russian liberalism also had a distinctive elitist bent: the Russian people
were ungrateful, dark masses, unable to see the light of progress. If only
they could understand how democracy and markets were good for them.
That’s what some liberal elites appeared to think, at least. And if the people
couldn’t see the ‘right’ way forward, some even argued that they might
need a strong hand—a Pinochet or a Lee Kuan Yew.53

Navalny was not among them. He admitted that there was an ‘elite’ with
special responsibility. But this didn’t reflect fundamental differences in
values, he thought. Everyone—from the ‘drunk’ in a small town to the
‘television worker in Moscow’—shared the same values. They understood
that corruption is bad and that abiding by the law is good: ‘Let’s not fool
ourselves into thinking that there’s cattle and elites.’54



Navalny thought that the ‘real’ opposition had to be appealing to the
people. And that helped explain his forays into nationalism. He also thought
that Putin had real support in the country.55 True, there is fraud at the polls,
he noted, but the regime’s power is based on its popularity—a popularity
that translates into votes: ‘The power of Putin is not based on some
mythical “siloviki” [i.e., on coercive actors] … it’s based on the real ratings
of Putin. He’s the most popular politician in Russia, and he’ll remain so in
the future, even with fair elections and free media.’56

Putin was popular, but his party, United Russia, less so. And it was
losing ground in local and regional elections. Could it be the weak link in
the regime? That is precisely what Navalny thought. In order to win, the
opposition would have to drive down the ratings of United Russia: ‘The
opposition must work systematically to bring the ratings of United Russia
back to where they belong: around 20–25 per cent’, said Navalny.57 This
would translate into bad electoral results for the authorities, thereby
weakening the ruling group. That was the plan—simple, but ambitious.

Revealing corruption was the first part of Navalny’s plan. And it got a
serious boost when he started calling United Russia the ‘party of crooks and
thieves’. The slogan stuck. It was simple and in line with Navalny’s core
issue: corruption—the issue that was designed to unite everybody against
Putin and his cronies. Navalny used the slogan relentlessly.

A slogan is not enough

Lowering Putin’s popularity and discrediting his party with a catchy slogan
was one thing, but what about elections? The regime looked strong, liberal
parties had faded into irrelevance—and there was no unity among liberals
on the horizon.

Worse, with elections being ever less free, the opposition faced a basic
dilemma, leading to endless debate. Boycotting elections was an option—
and had the advantage of being principled. Navalny had, in fact, advocated
this approach in the past, along with NAROD.58 But, by boycotting,
wouldn’t liberals run the risk of disappearing completely from public view?
On the other hand, when they did participate in elections, they were
humiliated.



A year before the 2011 elections, Navalny concluded that the boycott
strategy had failed. United Russia had a supermajority in the State Duma—
the lower chamber of the national legislature—and Medvedev had been
elected in the first round of the 2008 elections. Something else was needed.
If you can’t boycott elections, then you have to participate in them—but
how?

Tactical voting was the answer. People needed to go to the polls to
‘destroy’ United Russia by whatever means necessary.59 ‘To vote for any
party but United Russia’—this was the slogan and the strategy. And
Navalny put so much effort into popularising it that it became known as
‘Navalny’s option’.60 But what did it mean in practice?

Authoritarian regimes leave opposition-minded citizens with bad
options only—and the need to make compromises. For Navalny, this meant
voting for parties of the ‘systemic opposition’—those parties willing to
work within the system. When he came to power, Putin did not ban
opposition. He chose to manage it. And the result of this ‘management’ was
the systemic opposition. These parties accept that there are red lines they
shouldn’t cross. They receive help—money, airtime, the right to participate
in elections—in return for their loyal opposition, for making Russia look
like a democracy. On the surface, at least.

But voting for the systemic opposition is not palatable to everyone
opposed to the ruling elite. And Navalny was conscious of this. In a
February 2011 blog post, he told his readers: ‘You don’t need to explain to
me that “A Just Russia” is no different from “United Russia”, and that
Zhirinovsky is bad, and that the Communist Party is decrepit.’61

These were the only three nominally opposition parties with national
parliamentary seats in 2011. The most powerful was the Communist Party
of the Russian Federation (KPRF). It stood on a platform mixing socialism
—with a heavy dose of Stalinist nostalgia—and Russian imperialism,
suffused with Christian Orthodoxy.62 It has been led by Gennady Zyuganov
—a former Soviet apparatchik—since its founding in 1993.

The nominally left-wing A Just Russia was created by the Kremlin in
order to siphon off votes from the Communist Party—a party that has
sometimes ventured into real opposition. Vladimir Zhirinovsky, finally, was
better known than his party, the Liberal Democratic Party of Russia
(LDPR). Arguably the least aptly named party in the history of politics,



LDPR was neither liberal nor democratic—but, if anything, of the far-right,
populist kind. Its leader, Zhirinovsky, is widely considered to be a
professional ‘buffoon’.63

For many voters, these parties hardly made for an appealing option. But
Navalny believed that, as unattractive as these parties may be, the benefits
of voting for them were worth it. It would cause stress to the system. Any
decrease in United Russia’s results would be perceived as a loss for the
Kremlin. Navalny believed that the more votes were cast, the harder it
would be for the authorities to rig the elections. And it might embolden
their more opposition-minded members, turning these nominal opposition
parties into real allies.64

The return—of Putin and protests

On 24 September 2011, a question on the minds of many Russians was
answered. Would Putin return to the presidency? He would. Medvedev
declared that, according to what the two subsequently claimed was a long-
planned decision, Putin would run in the 2012 presidential election.
Medvedev would head the United Russia list in the upcoming Duma
elections and become prime minister. The move caused outrage among the
opposition-minded, and even those who had believed in Medvedev’s
promises of modernisation. For them, his whole presidency now looked
even more like a sham, simply keeping Putin’s seat warm and following the
letter, but not the spirit, of the Constitution.

Not everything was under the Kremlin’s control, however. The
parliamentary elections held on 4 December 2011 were a blow to United
Russia: its official share of the vote fell to less than 50 per cent for the first
time since the 2003 elections, in spite of manipulation. Documented by an
active movement of observers using smartphones, details of electoral fraud
were spread around Russia—and the world—on social media.

The first protest was organised the next day by the liberal movement
Solidarnost—and it caught Navalny by surprise. Solidarnost had advocated
spoiling ballot papers in the elections, rather than adopting Navalny’s
tactical voting approach—and that angered him. As a result, Navalny did
not want to attend the rally, he recalled. ‘But when I saw the numbers for



United Russia in Moscow, that they “invented” 46.5 per cent, when even in
Vladivostok they got only 25–30 per cent, I went into a crazy rage. I went
there thinking the rally would be a disaster’—that nobody would show up.65

But they did. Several thousand people gathered in Chistye Prudy—a
grand boulevard in the very centre of Moscow. As is usual in Russia, the
police had erected a perimeter with barriers and metal-detectors—but the
space they had cordoned off was too small. Navalny remembered seeing
many ‘new faces’, so many that Yashin recalled that it took him half an
hour to make his way through the dense crowd to the stage.66

The rally on 5 December 2011 had been authorised by the authorities.
What had not been authorised was to march to the Central Electoral
Commission, a few hundred metres from the Kremlin. Three hundred
demonstrators were detained for doing so—including Navalny, for fifteen
days. He would follow subsequent events from a jail cell, seeing the scale
of the protests, but not participating directly in their organisation.

Navalny was released on 21 December 2011 and his first LiveJournal
post was full of optimism: ‘We went to jail in one country and woke up in
another.’ He claimed the Kremlin had lost the support of the majority:
‘Before: yes, there’s cheating, theft and illegality, but the majority still
supports them. After: there’s cheating, theft and illegality, but without
support, and with the anger of the majority.’67

Navalny was not alone in feeling optimistic. In terms of numbers,
demonstrations had not been held on this scale in a long time. But the
protests also showed that new leaders had appeared—and from a younger
generation, even if older leaders, such as Boris Nemtsov, a former deputy
prime minister, were still prominent. The movement grouped old and new,
civil society organisations and political parties.

What was also striking was the ideological diversity beneath the
common demand for free and fair elections. Liberals, socialists,
communists, and nationalists stood side by side in the demonstrations. The
protests took place in a joyful, optimistic atmosphere, with slogans and
placards full of humour. Many journalists, writers, and artists—the
intelligentsia—were prominent speakers.

Becoming an opposition leader



Navalny was a leader of the protest movement already—in Moscow, at
least. On 24 December, he participated in a demonstration on Sakharov
Avenue—named after the famous Soviet dissident, Andrei Sakharov, just up
the road from Chistye Prudy. It gathered between 30,000 and more than
100,000 people.68 (As always with opposition protest numbers in Russia,
the lower figure comes from the authorities, the higher from the organisers.)

Navalny’s words on 24 December were provocative and memorable—
but non-committal: ‘I see here enough people to take the Kremlin right now.
But we’re a peaceful force, we won’t do that—yet! But if these crooks and
thieves try again to trick and lie to us, we will take it! It’s ours.’69 Writing
on his blog after the rally, Navalny seemed to believe the authorities were
ready to reform for ‘the sake of survival’.70

Navalny articulated a four-point strategy. First, the State Duma elections
were illegitimate and he demanded immediate political reform, followed by
new elections. Second, the protest movement should grow—and get
prepared not to leave the streets. Third, the next presidential election,
scheduled for March 2012, would not be legitimate until the registration of
candidates was liberalised. Fourth, he called for negotiations between the
protest movement and the authorities. They should be public, and the
protest movement should elect delegates through an internet voting
procedure. The goal was to answer the criticism that the opposition didn’t
represent the multiple viewpoints on the streets.71

More demonstrations followed. But so did counter-demonstrations. The
Kremlin decided to mobilise massive crowds in support of Putin. Their fear
was clear: a Russian version of the ‘Orange Revolution’—mass protests in
Ukraine in 2004–5 that resulted in regime change, and that the Kremlin
thought were instigated by the West. With this heightened pressure, and
their own rallies mobilising fewer and fewer people, the opposition found
itself at a loss.

President Medvedev had announced political reforms in December,
hoping to defuse the protest. He promised to ease the restrictive legislation
on political party registration, allowing more parties to form. He also
promised to return direct elections for governors—that is, the heads of the
Russian regions. Since 2005, they had been appointed by the president
without a popular vote. But the authorities clearly had no intention of
negotiating directly with the protesters.



Navalny’s strategy concentrated, therefore, on expanding and organising
the protest movement—and calling to vote for any candidate but Putin.

Protest peters out

There was no momentum for the second point of Navalny’s plan: to prepare
people ‘not to leave the streets’—as had been the case in Ukraine in 2004,
when a tent city was quickly erected and stayed put in central Kyiv on
Maidan Square. It seems that Navalny did not, in fact, ‘get prepared’ for
such a scenario.

A few days before the presidential election, four journalists grilled him
on the topic on the independent TV channel Dozhd (Rain). Would tents be
distributed on election night? People, Navalny replied, were
‘spontaneously’ getting ready for that, and it ‘would happen’.72 But the tents
did not appear.

The presidential election took place on 4 March 2012. According to
official results, the election was a triumph for Putin, who avoided a run-off,
winning more than 63 per cent in the first round. On his blog, Navalny
declared: ‘We can only repeat the obvious. From today, Russia lives without
legitimate, legal authorities. The crooks who usurped the Kremlin
acknowledge it. This is why they launched a real military operation. The
city hasn’t seen such a number of soldiers since 1993.’73

The next day, a sanctioned rally took place on Pushkin Square—a
traditional site of protest about a mile away from the Kremlin—gathering
between 10,000 and 25,000 people.74 When it came to its end, some 1,500
protesters remained on the square, along with Navalny, Sergei Udaltsov—
the leader of the Left Front, a coalition of socialist movements—Yashin,
and other leaders of the protests. Riot police dispersed the demonstration
and detained 400 people.75

In an interview, Navalny claimed he had hoped for a repetition of what
happened on the night of the Duma elections—a spontaneous march
through the centre of Moscow—but that the massive presence of police
forces on that day prevented the move.76 But he also claimed he didn’t
believe a revolution was in sight. The authorities had ‘regrouped’ and



reinforced support for Putin that Navalny believed to be real. The long-term
goal would involve much work to chip away at this popularity.

The Kremlin, for its part, stepped up repression against the protest
movement. On 6 May, a new demonstration was organised, this time on
Bolotnaya Square—a large open space on an island in the Moskva River
facing the Kremlin. Putin’s inauguration ceremony was due the following
day. The demonstration—organised by Navalny, Udaltsov, and Nemtsov—
ended in confusion, violence, and repression. Some 450 demonstrators were
detained. While in previous demonstrations short administrative arrests
were the most common punishment, this time the authorities reacted with
full-scale criminal prosecutions. Twenty-eight activists, representing the
whole ideological spectrum, ended up being sentenced to prison terms
ranging from two-and-a-half to four-and-a-half years.77 There would be no
Maidan in Moscow.

Back to the liberal mainstream?

These protests—known as the For Fair Elections movement—were
remarkable in uniting forces across the political spectrum. Early on,
numerous organising committees had been set up, none of them very
efficient. This diversity proved difficult for the long-term prospects of the
movement, something the fate of the Coordination Council of the
Opposition only confirmed.

The Council was elected online in October 2012, coordinated by Leonid
Volkov. This was a bottom-up experiment with online direct democracy.
And the elections were a technical success, attracting more than 80,000
participants.78

But, from the start, the Council’s job was frustrated by the vagueness of
its objectives. Ideological diversity had certainly helped to swell the ranks
of the protesters, but it stunted any wide-ranging organisation. As a result,
the Coordination Council soon fell into irrelevance, with endless debates
and conflicts.79

The For Fair Elections movement had provided Navalny with a unique
platform, and he emerged from it as one of its leaders. It also transformed
his strategy, ideas-wise. Nationalists were present in the movement—but as



a minority. Elections were the focus, and nationalist themes had receded to
the background.

Nationalism, it seems, did not live up to expectations. Navalny reflected
to the journalist Ben Judah: ‘I have some conservative views, but I joined
Yabloko for a reason … I’m more or less a liberal kind of guy.’ He was not
a fan, in general, of ‘ideological mumbo-jumbo’.80 Navalny has never been
very specific about where he stands on the issues that matter most to the
nationalist scene. As Russian nationalism expert Marlène Laruelle has
written, Navalny ‘can only disappoint those who expect from him a
modicum of theoretical construction: he is a doer, not a thinker’.81

Navalny is an ordinary politician in that he does not readily admit when
he is wrong. Whether he really changed his mind or not on the question of
nationalism remains unclear. He himself claimed his views had not
changed, and he continued to use some nationalist talking points. But his
next moves revealed that he was back firmly at the centre of the liberal
opposition.

Navalny on the ballot—-for the first and last time

During the protest movement, Medvedev had promised that regional heads
would be elected again—and it started with Moscow. Sergei Sobyanin was
appointed mayor of Moscow in 2010, replacing Luzhkov—a colourful
character who had ruled over the Russian capital since 1992. In 2013, the
Kremlin decided that the technocratic figure of Sobyanin needed fresh
electoral legitimacy. On 4 June, Sobyanin resigned and announced a snap
election, scheduled for September. Polls predicted a landslide victory.82

On the opposition side, Volkov was bullish. The same day as Sobyanin’s
resignation, he proclaimed on Twitter: ‘No boycott. In itself a campaign is
an important mobilising story, a way to rock the boat. Just let’s not raise
expectations too much.’83 Navalny immediately announced he would run if
he could.84 The liberal party RPR–PARNAS endorsed Navalny’s candidacy
and even managed to have him registered with the support of United
Russia.

The authorities had a not-so-secret hope that Navalny would be routed
in the process.85 The Kremlin was then in the habit of allowing weak



candidates on to the ballot. That way, it could reap the reputational rewards
of holding elections without running the risk of losing them. Wasn’t
Navalny just a liberal blogger unable to attract the votes of ordinary
Russians?

Even in Moscow, Navalny’s ratings were fairly low at the start of the
race: in July, the independent pollster the Levada Center estimated them at
merely 8 per cent, while Sobyanin polled at an impressive 78 per cent. But
expectations for Navalny quickly picked up—and polls would soon confirm
the trend.86

That he would be allowed to participate was far from guaranteed,
however. At this very moment, Navalny was being tried for embezzlement
in the Kirovles case. Few doubted what the verdict would be—especially
since the prosecution had struck a plea bargain deal with Vyacheslav
Opalev, the former head of Kirovles. He would ‘actively provide the
investigation with information’ about Navalny’s ‘criminal plan’.87

On 18 July 2013—the day after being registered as a candidate for the
mayoral election—Navalny was convicted and sentenced to five years in
prison, which barred him from running. Proekt—a leading Russian
investigative website—claimed that officials in the Kremlin had apparently
made a mistake: they had not ‘thought to call the court’ to prevent Navalny
from being locked up—something that would prevent him from continuing
to take part in the Moscow election.88

Navalny immediately appealed the conviction. And the prosecution
allowed him to be released pending appeal. Although the move was
puzzling to observers at the time, the prosecution may simply have been
correcting the Kremlin’s earlier apparent mistake. And this all seemed like a
classic case of ‘telephone justice’, when political authorities interfere in
high-profile cases, although somewhat messier than usual this time.89

Navalny could campaign. He received the support of some nationalists.
But he was also endorsed by an impressive array of representatives of the
Russian liberal intelligentsia. Among them, writer Lyudmila Ulitskaya (‘My
ideal is not Navalny. It’s Vaclav Havel. We don’t have Havel, but we have
Navalny’); journalist Leonid Parfyonov (‘We haven’t had new politicians
for so long!’); and gallerist Marat Guelman (‘Absolutely everything is
transparent, with passionate young people’).90



Vying for the support of the same constituency, Navalny’s former party,
Yabloko, did not support him and ran its own candidate—Sergei Mitrokhin,
for whom Navalny used to work. In an interview, Mitrokhin reiterated his
hostility to Navalny’s nationalism—an ideology he deemed ‘extremely
destructive’ for Russia as a multi-ethnic state, besides being ‘unbecoming to
us, the party of the intelligentsia’.91 Even though Navalny had been
supported by some of the Moscow intelligentsia, many did not consider him
one of them.

The campaign was a sensation. No local or regional election had
attracted this much attention for a while. Leonid Volkov boasted that,
contrary to opposition candidates in previous races, their team had chosen,
‘as an experiment, to work, and not just to write in blogs’. Speaking to
journalist Ilya Azar in his campaign office, Volkov claimed: ‘Look around,
everyone’s working, there are 300 people already in our headquarters, on a
24/7 regime, a shitload.’ And Azar remarked that, while waiting for Volkov
for twenty minutes, six people had come into his office to sign up to help
with the campaign.92

Navalny’s electoral campaign recruited thousands of volunteers and set
up stands across Moscow to distribute leaflets. The inspiration was
decidedly Western. Volkov imagined ‘campaign meetings like in the
American movies’.93 And Navalny claimed he was inspired by the third
season of the US television series The Wire, which depicted the election of
the mayor of Baltimore.94

But, inside the team, not everything was going well. Several years later,
Ekaterina Patyulina—a staffer in 2013—accused Volkov of what she
termed ‘sexual harassment (in its Western understanding)’ during the
campaign.95 In text messages that she later made public, it appeared that he
had pressured her to date him. When she refused Volkov’s advances, he
fired her friend Maxim Katz from the campaign—out of ‘jealousy’, she
claimed.96 In his reaction to the allegations, Volkov cited several substantive
reasons why Katz was fired. He also admitted that he had been in love with
Patyulina and that his text messages now seemed ‘stupid’ to him—but he
denied having harassed her. Navalny dismissed Patyulina’s accusations and
supported Volkov—although Navalny later claimed he would not tolerate
sexual harassment in his team.97



A victory in defeat

Navalny’s programme did not limit itself to narrow urban problems—as its
slogan made plain: ‘Change Russia, start with Moscow’. His programme
was designed with the help of the economist and former rector of the New
Economic School, Sergei Guriev—then exiled in France.98 It promised a
‘comfortable city’ up to ‘European standards’, but also one ‘where free
citizens have a feeling of personal dignity and can directly influence
municipal authorities’. In order to achieve these goals, Navalny and his
team advocated direct democracy (referendums), a drive towards
transparency, and more neoliberal solutions: ‘Competition in housing and
utilities, health and education’—in other words, privatisations.99

Navalny did not seem particularly keen on support from nationalists, but
his campaign did include positions courting those receptive to nationalist
themes, including strict positions on immigration.100 He also suggested
banning the ‘Lezginka’—a traditional Caucasian dance—claiming that
Muscovites considered it a ‘challenge to society’ that did not correspond to
the ‘cultural code’ of the city.101

The results were a triumph for Navalny. On 8 September, he officially
received 27.24 per cent of the vote, nearly forcing the incumbent Sobyanin
—with 51.37 per cent—into a run-off. Though turnout was low—fewer
than a third of the seven million registered voters turned out—the result was
widely held as a success. Navalny now stood above any opposition leader
of his generation.

Navalny, party-builder

Normal politicians usually belong to a political party. Navalny didn’t.
As his national profile rose, Navalny was asked again and again

whether he would join a party—or create his own. In June 2011, he
declared: ‘If you want to create a party, you need to get two million per year
to support it and go to the Ministry of Justice to register it. This is not a
struggle for power. It’s a senseless waste of time.’102 Until partial
liberalisation in 2012, laws on political parties in Russia were restrictive—



something reflected in a simple number: there were only seven official
parties registered in 2011.

Navalny proclaimed: ‘I’m taking another route. Weakening the
legitimate support for United Russia—the fight against crooks and thieves:
this is my political campaign, my struggle for power. It is many times more
effective than any party.’103

Meanwhile, friends from the Urals—Volkov and Fyodor
Krasheninnikov, a political consultant—were busy designing the party of
the future. In April 2012, they announced that they would form a new
political party on the basis of their online voting platform ‘Demokratiya2’.
Both were interested in radical, tech-driven ideas: they had published a
book, Cloud Democracy, that extolled the virtues of IT for party structures.
Volkov and Krasheninnikov believed that new technologies had
dramatically lowered the cost of parties, allowing crowdfunding to help
create these structures from the bottom up.104

The party’s founders had even imagined that direct democracy could
help design their programme:

Are we, as a party, ‘for’ or ‘against’, same-sex marriage, a flat
income tax, or immigrants? Every party must have a thought-out,
ready answer. But not a party that builds its activities on electronic
democracy. If we were asked, we could determine the opinion of
the party in a couple of hours, and if it’s necessary, even quicker!
We vote, we get the opinion. Today we’re for same-sex marriage (or
against), and a week after…105

But these ideas were soon abandoned as the party adopted a
conventional platform. That platform was recognisable: the party—soon
named the People’s Alliance—was a ‘party of the opposition’. Though it
eschewed traditional labels, where the party stood was quite obvious: it
aimed ‘to transform Putin’s regime into a modern European democracy’.106

Notably, the party’s platform did not include any nationalist rallying
points, even though Volkov and Vladimir Ashurkov—executive director of
the Anti-Corruption Foundation—both supported a visa regime with
Central Asia. If needed, its focus on liberal and democratic institutions, and
the ‘effectiveness of the state’, confirmed that orientation—a ‘centrist’ one:



‘We should be at the centre and capture people’s attention to the maximum’,
said Ashurkov in August.107 Internet politics was giving way to traditional
politics.

In September 2013, Navalny announced that he was ready to lead the
People’s Alliance—and they chose him as their leader. Navalny now had a
party. But he still needed to register it—no small step for an opposition
project in Russia.

One last attempt for unity

2013 was a good year for the Russian opposition—at least as far as
elections were concerned. Even though the For Fair Elections movement
was over, opposition candidates had managed to win in several big cities.
Yekaterinburg, Novosibirsk, and Petrozavodsk elected opposition mayors—
and Navalny made a strong showing in the Moscow mayoral race.

But this was all too much for the Kremlin. These wins were a reality
check—and the country’s political leadership decided to do something
about it.

The following year looked tougher as a result. The Kremlin had
increased its control over the opposition by barring candidates from
participating in many local and regional elections—the surest way not to
lose. In St Petersburg, for instance, even a popular candidate, Oksana
Dmitrieva, from A Just Russia—a systemic opposition party—could not
register in the September 2014 elections.

These new rules made the ‘Vote for any party but United Russia’
strategy more difficult. This approach was built on the assumption that it
was possible to support and embolden the systemic opposition. But now
that they were again deprived of strong candidates—candidates with at least
a certain amount of popularity, competence, and stamina—it became close
to impossible to advocate voting for them.108

All this called for new ideas. Alluding to his own earlier strategy of
encouraging people to vote for political parties other than United Russia,
Navalny now believed there could not be ‘simple strategies that can be
described with a slogan anymore’. The opposition needed to stand on
‘moral positions’, not simply on politicking. Now, Navalny argued that they



should boycott elections when real opposition candidates were barred from
running: ‘We are not fighting for this or that candidate to be elected, we are
fighting for the rule of law in Russia.’109

At the same time, developments abroad were putting the opposition in a
difficult position. In Kyiv, the 2013–14 Maidan protests had resulted in the
ousting of President Yanukovych, precipitating a deep crisis in relations
between Russia, Ukraine, and the West. The annexation of Crimea, conflict
in Donbas in eastern Ukraine, and sanctions were now dominating the
agenda in Russia. And this did not bode well for the opposition in general—
and liberals in particular. All parties of the systemic opposition had
supported the annexation of Crimea—or its ‘reunification’ with Russia, as
they called it—as had the vast majority of the population.

Liberals had organised marches calling for peace in Ukraine—but they
looked more and more like an embattled minority. They were routinely
presented as a fifth column representing the interests of Ukraine and the
West. This was forcing hard choices for liberals—and leading them to
consider unity, again.

Unifying liberal forces was their holy grail. It had been discussed
frequently since the beginning of the 2000s—and failed each and every
time.

All the most important liberal groups met in Moscow in November
2014 to discuss this perennial issue. The conference was organised by
Nemtsov’s RPR–PARNAS party, which came up with a classic theme for
Russian liberals: the choice of Europe.

According to Nemtsov, Russia was facing a geopolitical and
civilisational choice. On one side, ‘the party of the Chinese choice’. Putin
and his allies—the ‘party of war, international isolation, repression,
censorship, corruption’—was turning Russia into a ‘natural resources
colony of China’. On the other side, ‘the party of the European choice’—
the democratic opposition. Facing such an epochal decision, liberals should
unite.110

Yabloko refused outright to participate in any alliance that would
include ‘nationalists, left-wing radicals, or parties that tolerate them’—an
unmistakable allusion to Navalny.111 He himself had been fairly sceptical
about unification in the past but warmed to the idea in the following
months, becoming an advocate of uniting those who stood for the



‘European choice’.112 Besides, pessimism about the chances of getting
candidates from his own party registered were mounting—a coalition might
be a good alternative strategy.

The Democratic Coalition

Then, in February 2015, Boris Nemtsov—a leading figure of the opposition,
who had been pushing for unity among liberals—was assassinated, right
next to the Kremlin. Two months after this dramatic event, the leader of
RPR-PARNAS, Mikhail Kasyanov, and Navalny announced that they
would form a coalition to compete in the next Duma elections.113

According to Navalny, the Coalition’s main goal was to represent
people with democratic views: ‘A huge number of people in the country
think that Russia must develop according to the European way, that we need
alternation in power, independent courts and free media.’114 Despite that
support, ‘people with democratic views’ were not in parliament—and the
goal was to change this.

But that would be no small feat. Politicians from liberal parties had not
held seats in the Duma since 2007. The Democratic Coalition hoped it
could win seats in the September 2016 legislative elections. In the
meantime, the 2015 regional elections were a first step in that direction. The
Coalition planned to run in four regions, but was only allowed to field
candidates in one—the Kostroma Region, a sparsely populated, rural region
some 300 kilometres north-east of Moscow, worlds apart from the capital.115

Campaigning in a rural region with virtually no liberal support on the
ground proved extremely difficult. Even though opposition numbers were
small, the authorities used a wide array of dirty tricks and ‘administrative
resources’ against the Democratic Coalition. For instance, at a meeting with
voters, a black man arrived in a car with fake US diplomatic plates in an
attempt to discredit the candidates as American stooges.116 With only 2 per
cent of the vote, the result of the elections was an unequivocal
disappointment for the Coalition.

The September 2016 Duma elections should have been the next
challenge—but the Democratic Coalition did not live to see them. The
Coalition’s strategy was heavily dependent on RPR–PARNAS being a



registered party that could participate in elections—contrary to Navalny’s
party.

But RPR–PARNAS was in deep crisis. One of its founders, Vladimir
Ryzhkov, had already left and the party was re-named ‘PARNAS’. Nemtsov
had been assassinated. Mikhail Kasyanov—a former prime minister to
Putin—was now in full control of the party.

The Coalition now comprised mostly supporters of Navalny, the
PARNAS party, and a few smaller groups.117 Navalny and his allies hoped
that primaries could determine who would lead the Democratic Coalition’s
list in the next Duma elections—and, no doubt, that he would come out on
top. But the Russian law on parties and elections gave Kasyanov control of
the party and, therefore, the list. His allies had to give him the top spot.

But Kasyanov was not the obvious vote-getting choice. He was widely
considered an uninspiring, technocratic figure. In the end, however,
Navalny and his team agreed to compromise with Kasyanov’s demand to be
on top—reluctantly.

Scandal in a hotel room

But, in April 2016, a devastating blow came from Kremlin-controlled
television. The NTV channel released an investigation programme showing
videos of the married Kasyanov half-naked with a female member of the
party in a hotel bedroom. A former employee of that channel would later
claim his bosses ‘didn’t hide’ the Kremlin’s role in ordering the film and
that the FSB provided the videos.118

The sex scandal was the tipping point for the Democratic Coalition. The
opposition criticised the unseemly attack on Kasyanov, but it damaged his
reputation significantly. Navalny lashed out at Kasyanov, calling on him to
organise primary elections to determine who would lead the democratic list
—and remarked that even United Russia organised primaries.119 He
repeated that Kasyanov was not a charismatic politician. But Kasyanov did
not bend; the Coalition collapsed as Navalny and his supporters abandoned
it.120

Navalny had invested quite some time and resources into this coalition
strategy—and it was over. He concluded that working with liberal parties in



Russia was out of the question.
Yabloko had already decided that its 2018 presidential candidate would

be its founder, Grigory Yavlinsky—despite the disaster of the 2016 Duma
same elections, where his party received a mere 2 per cent of the vote. In
these same elections, Kasyanov’s PARNAS party ended up with even less:
0.73 per cent of the vote.

Navalny blamed the ‘old guard’ leadership of liberal parties:

For the last thirteen years … they have only lost … There has never
been in world politics an example of a party with the same name
and leaders losing for thirteen years and then, boom! Winning. It’s
impossible. After such defeats, parties must change their names,
their leaders must leave … This is what voters want. This is how
parties live. This is how politics is done in democratic countries.121

Navalny accused Russian liberal parties of being inept. In between
elections, ‘they’re in a state of lethargic sleep, and then, a month before the
election, they pop up to say: vote for us, we’re the best that there is. Then
they lose.’122 And when they lose, Navalny claimed, they blame voters.

Navalny’s strategic musings were also a way to take stock of the
shortcomings of the For Fair Elections movement. The protest movement
was mostly about voting procedures—‘my vote counts’. Now, the fight
should concentrate on allowing real candidates on the ballot—starting with
him and his movement. Navalny was already looking to the next
presidential election scheduled in 2018, and he would not be dragged down
by coalitions he could not control.

Everywhere but on the ballot—the 2018 presidential campaign

The 2018 presidential election promised to be a plebiscite. Putin’s re-
election was never in doubt. The date itself—18 March—had symbolic
significance: on that day in 2014, Putin had signed into law the
‘reunification’ of Crimea with Russia.

There was no alternative to Putin in sight. The systemic opposition
represented in the State Duma had publicly supported the president’s



Ukraine policy. Zhirinovsky, the far-right populist who had his first
presidential run in 1991, would be on the ballot. But he was mostly now
seen as a ‘clown’ who always ended up siding with the Kremlin.123 Navalny
never took him and his party, LDPR, seriously. The Communist Party
managed to come up with a surprise. Instead of their leader—a four-time
presidential candidate already—the party went for an unknown
businessman, Pavel Grudinin.

Though the Communists were the most significant party of the systemic
opposition, this was certainly not enough to make the race competitive.
Putin enjoyed sky-high popularity, still riding the wave of support following
the annexation of Crimea. He was seen as above the fray—not an ordinary
candidate. The Presidential Administration was aiming for 70 per cent for
Putin in the first round, with 70 per cent turnout—and hoping it could
achieve it without too much falsification.

The end of the Democratic Coalition had shattered any hopes that the
liberal opposition might run a single candidate. Yavlinsky would be on the
ballot—after runs in 1996 and 2000. Although he had stepped down from
the chairmanship of Yabloko in 2008, he still held significant authority
within the party. The Kremlin pushed its business ombudsman, Boris Titov,
to run in the name of loyal liberalism—but he would barely campaign at all.

The only surprise came from Ksenia Sobchak. Born in 1981, the
daughter of Anatoly Sobchak—the first elected mayor of St Petersburg and
Putin’s mentor—Ksenia Sobchak was a celebrity. She was known to
virtually all Russians as a television presenter and producer, as a socialite
and successful businesswoman. Sobchak had joined the 2011–12 protests—
causing her to lose many television contracts—and turned to opposition
politics and journalism.124

After this stint at opposition, Sobchak was now widely rumoured to be a
candidate planted by the Kremlin to enliven the race—a claim she denied.125

The other candidates—a total of eight names ended up on the ballot—were
unpromising.

When Navalny announced his candidacy in December 2016, he stated
that this would be no ordinary campaign. Wary that he would not be
allowed to run—he was well aware of the nature of elections in Russia—he
set his sights high:



I call us all to organise a real election in 2018. This task is not an
easy one, because real elections have not taken place in Russia
since 1996. To transform a procedure that for twenty years has been
meaningless into a real confrontation of ideas, programmes,
approaches, and campaigns. And I want to be your voice, your
representative in this election. A real politician, connected with
people, representing their interests.126

Navalny was now running for the nation’s highest office. And, as a
politician, he had several liabilities. The first, paradoxically, was his
reputation as a corruption-fighter: many saw him as a one-trick pony. In
2012, he had released a programme proclaiming that fighting corruption
was his main aim: ‘That’s my economic programme’—and not much else,
for which he was widely criticised.127

The second liability was that the economic policies of liberals did not
appeal to the majority of the people—and that’s an understatement. This
was the criticism he directed at Sobchak, too—a ‘caricature’ of democrats
from the 1990s with ‘cannibalistic views on politics and the economy’
(‘cannibalism’ meaning here radical, pro-market policies, contemptuous of
the lives of ordinary Russians).128 Navalny needed to look like a competent
politician, while not alienating people who were wary of economic
liberalism.

‘Stop feeding the oligarchs’

The solution to this conundrum was inequality. When he announced his
candidacy, Navalny devoted much attention to the ‘monstrous inequality of
wealth and opportunities’ that plagued Russia—the main point of his
programme. Power has been ‘usurped’ by a ‘narrow group of people’, he
said—the ‘0.1 per cent’ who own ‘88 per cent of national wealth’. These
people are not ‘wonderful entrepreneurs who have created businesses but
the participants of large-scale privatisation and bureaucrats’.129

Navalny’s programme amounted to a third way between economic
liberalism and a fully left-wing approach. He contrasted his programme to
the three groups of economic policymakers that dominated the Russian



debate. These were neoliberals wishing to raise the pension age, supporters
of state planning and isolation, and Putin’s government that was just happy
with ‘doing nothing’ and ‘enriching officials’.130

Volkov confirmed that the plan was to shatter the association between
‘liberals’ and right-wing economic policy.131 To tackle inequality, Navalny
proposed increasing the minimum wage and benefits, and making housing
affordable. His programme also proposed taxing privatised infrastructure.
The slogan ‘Stop feeding the oligarchs’ offered the benefits of fighting
against reviled groups (oligarchs and bureaucrats) and broadening his social
appeal. This was a slogan that was ‘both left-wing (for social justice), and
right-wing (against monopolies) … both conservative and liberal’.132

Was this populism? In the most widely used academic definition,
populists pit a ‘pure people’ against a ‘corrupt elite’ and argue that politics
should be an expression of the ‘general will of the people’. That Navalny
opposes the ‘corrupt elite’ goes without saying. He also wants politics to be
about the will of the people against the usurpation of power by the ruling
elite. But his solutions to these issues are liberal—rule of law, separation of
powers, and pluralism of political forces. He has also proposed shifting
powers away from the president to parliament.133

In other words, Navalny views the current standoff between a corrupt
elite and a united people as temporary. He and Volkov have made clear
many times that their political ideal is a system where different democratic
forces compete—Navalny’s party as one among many.134

If part of the economic programme leaned left, another part leaned right,
towards neoliberalism—an ideology centred on markets, competition, and
private initiative. It called for transparency, the fight against monopolies,
competition, de-bureaucratisation, lower taxes on labour, and small
business. But these neoliberal measures were supposed to foster a
‘transition from oligarchic capitalism to social capitalism’.135 One of his
advisers told a journalist: ‘If you ask him, business is good, competition is
good, mainstream western advice is good … But now he believes more in
socially inclusive policies and fairness. So if you want to define him, in the
US he would be a Democrat, in Europe he would be centre-right.’136

Nationalism, dropped?



Navalny’s campaign confirmed that he had mostly abandoned nationalism
as a path for the opposition. He claimed he was still a Russian nationalist,
that his positions had ‘not changed a millimetre’ since 2011.137 But
nationalism was clearly no longer his public ideology.

On the most contentious issue of Crimea, Navalny had already struck a
pragmatic tone. In 2014, he declared:

Even though Crimea was seized in a gross violation of all
international norms, it is now a part of the Russian Federation—
these are the realities. Let’s not fool ourselves. And I strongly
advise Ukrainians not to fool themselves either. Crimea will remain
a part of Russia and will never be Ukrainian in the foreseeable
future.138

The declaration struck a middle ground between liberals and
nationalists. Some liberals were advocating returning Crimea to Ukraine
unilaterally. Not Navalny. Many nationalists were claiming everything was
fine with what happened in Crimea—it was not an ‘annexation’ but a legal
and legitimate reunification with Russia. Not Navalny.

Never was this pragmatic attitude better illustrated than during his July
2017 debate with Igor Strelkov, one of the leaders of the insurrection in
Donbas. On the issue of the war in Ukraine, Navalny claimed that ‘a bad
peace is better than a good war’.139 Russians are a ‘divided people’—but he
opposed any ‘chimeric’ foreign adventures to defend them in Russia’s ‘near
abroad’. Navalny felt that Russians and Ukrainians were one and the same
people.

But Navalny’s position on Ukraine was determined by considerations
about the interests of Russian citizens, not those of the ‘Russian people’ in
an ethnic sense, he said. These interests, for Navalny, were mostly material:
subsidising the war in Donbas would be too big a burden for the Russian
taxpayer—not to mention the tragedy of the conflict more broadly. This
position was miles away from the emotional appeal to national greatness
that surrounded the events in official discourse and state media. In a choice
between guns and butter, Navalny was going for butter.140 The only point
suggestive of his nationalist agenda was his proposal for a visa regime with



the countries of Central Asia. Navalny was now campaigning on issues
quite far from the traditional nationalist platform.

His political programme was lengthy, with lots of data and graphs in
order to signal its seriousness. He claimed that the programme had been
‘elaborated and written’ by ‘opinion leaders, professionals in the fields of
economics, law and culture’. On his campaign website, they were presented
as guaranteeing a ‘balanced and realistic programme’. Among them were
Vladimir Milov, economist and former deputy minister for energy; Pavel
Chikov, director of the human rights group ‘Agora’; Yelena Lukyanova, a
professor of law; and Sergei Aleksashenko, an economist and former first
deputy chairman of the board of the Central Bank.141 These were decidedly
liberal figures.

Navalny ran a campaign similar to the one he had run in Moscow in
2013. This time, however, it was on a different scale—that of Russia itself.
Volkov served again as his campaign manager. It was professional and
centralised, relying heavily on volunteers and paid staff.

After a year on the road, Navalny struck a satisfied chord: ‘For the first
time in recent Russian history, we have created a real, massive political
structure, whose basis is made up of headquarters in eighty-three cities, and
almost 200,000 volunteers across the whole country.’142 Even allowing for
the possible exaggeration that is sometimes involved in such accounts, this
was an accomplishment. In the end, the campaign claimed to have raised—
in a transparent manner—368 million roubles (more than £4 million at the
time).143

The campaign’s main thrust was to show mass support through multiple
campaign rallies—attendance ranged between several hundred and a few
thousand.144 Mass, visible support helped to underline another one of
Navalny’s main points: that the Kremlin is afraid of him and his supporters.
That his supporters were also harassed and arrested helped make this point:
why the repression if he’s not a threat?

In the end, the real election Navalny was hoping for did not take place.
He could not participate in the presidential contest—the Kirovles case had
struck again. After his conviction in 2013, Navalny had taken the case to
the European Court of Human Rights—and won. In 2016, the Court ruled
that the Russian ‘domestic courts applied criminal law arbitrarily’.145



The Russian courts did not give up, however. They tried Navalny again,
and sentenced him in early 2017 to a suspended term of five years.146 The
law now prevented him from running in elections for about a decade.147 The
chairwoman of the Central Electoral Commission downplayed the
significance of this: Navalny ‘is a young, promising politician … [W]hen
this period of ten years is over, around 2028 … he’ll be able to run in
elections … Let him show, not with pressure from the street but with his
ideas, that he’s worthy of the office of president’.148

The meaning of success

Navalny reacted to the decision by announcing that ‘elections are not taking
place because Vladimir Putin is terribly scared, fears competition with me
… and has given orders to his servants in the Central Electoral Commission
to deny my registration’.149 Navalny chose to boycott the election and
organise it as a ‘voters’ strike’. The expression alluded to something more
active than the image of the boycotter simply sitting on their couch on
election day—and it involved mass efforts at organising observers and
protests.

It’s difficult to assess whether this ‘strike’ was a success. Navalny
himself claimed it was—but ‘normal’ politicians are usually loath to admit
defeat.150 Turnout for the 2018 presidential election was high: above 67 per
cent—by official measures, at least. Putin was re-elected in the first round,
with more than 76 per cent of the vote.

What was obvious was the poor showing of liberal candidates. Sobchak
and Yavlinsky managed to attract less than 2 per cent of the vote. Navalny
was dismissive of what he considered remnants of the past. And he was
ambitious about his plans: ‘We should not discuss the unification of the
opposition, but its creation. First in terms of ideas, and then, in terms of
organisation … We should discuss how we can win 60 per cent.’151

Navalny had been in politics for close to twenty years, and he was now
known throughout the country—a politician of national importance. He
wasn’t on the ballot in 2018, but the campaign itself was a success. Navalny
did not have a party, but he could mobilise thousands of supporters across
Russia. His campaign website concluded: ‘We created and maintained a



network of headquarters across the whole country. They will continue their
political activity further, they will fight for our rights and not let the
authorities rest. Join us.’

The impossible politician

The story of Navalny’s journey as a politician can be bewildering. At some
points, he has called for the liberal opposition to unite. Then he opted to go
alone. Regarding elections, he has sometimes called for boycotts, but then
for the fielding of opposition candidates—and then for protest voting.
Sometimes, slogans are central. At other times, they’re rejected as
simplistic. Then they’re back in favour once again.

How should we make sense of these zig-zags—of this inconsistency?
One answer is that the back and forth is not inconsistent at all—that it

reflects adaptation to a political system that may seem static from a
distance, but that is, in fact, constantly changing. When the Kremlin—itself
responding to the For Fair Elections protests—relaxed party registration
laws, this prompted Navalny to try participating in elections, even though,
up to this point, he had considered them meaningless. But when the
Kremlin returned to banning hopeful candidates, Navalny was prepared to
shift course again.

Such adaptations also concern ideology. When Navalny realised that
nationalism was not a platform to win over the masses, he started to
emphasise the issue of economic inequality.

One may call him inconsistent and an opportunist for these turns, like
his less pragmatic colleagues in the liberal opposition have constantly done.
But, in reality, they appear to reflect Navalny’s readiness to subordinate
both tactics and substantive demands to the one thing that he has been
remarkably consistent about: the need to fight an authoritarian system that
uses corruption and repression to secure its power.

Navalny’s story also sheds light on the perennial difficulties facing
Russia’s political opposition. Why have they experienced such problems in
working together? One answer relates to a basic feature of politics and
politicians of all stripes: egos. Yavlinsky’s insistence on being a presidential



candidate for Yabloko, despite his unpopularity, is one such example of
political vanity—and it led to intense friction with Navalny.

But that is far from the whole story. Another factor is the sheer variety
of political positions in the opposition camp—as, for example, was on
display during the December 2011 protests in Moscow. Opposition to Putin
and in support of free and fair elections might bring people together in the
short term, but longer-term cooperation has often proved impossible.

Given the nature of Russia’s authoritarian political system, even people
sharing the same goals can disagree quite significantly over the best ways to
achieve them. A boycott might be backed for its moral purity—that is, for
not endorsing sham elections by taking part in them—but other opposition
forces have tried to engage with elections, attempting to make them freer
and fairer through tactical voting. In contrast to completely closed
dictatorships, therefore, systems like Russia’s offer different—if limited—
entry points. And all of these are bad options, leading to disagreements
within the opposition as to which path to take.

Also, mistrust can run deep in the opposition camp—and this is far from
unfounded. The Kremlin has courted and co-opted people and organisations
of various stripes. And that means that people can be paranoid as a result—
even in cases where the Kremlin is not involved at all.

Beneath the seemingly monotonous surface of Putin’s dominance,
politics in Russia is far from dull and boring. Both the Kremlin and
opposition adapt constantly. But, when Navalny was barred from the 2018
presidential race, it was clear to all that the Kremlin had blocked off his
chances of becoming a ‘normal’ politician.

One thing was now clear to him: protest was crucial. And he wasn’t
starting from scratch. Navalny had been a protester for most of his political
career, and, when running for president, he had started building a movement
across the country. To tell this story—of Navalny as protest leader—we
now need to leave Moscow and head to the regions—and to the activists on
the ground.



4

THE PROTESTER

‘We are not afraid!’
Vladivostok, 23 January 2021. Thousands of protesters block

Svetlanskaya Street—a major thoroughfare lined with shops and historic
buildings in the heart of Russia’s main port city in the Far East. Close to the
borders with China and North Korea, Vladivostok is Russia’s main gateway
to the Pacific.1

As the sun moves westward, lighting up the vast space that is Russia,
city after city joins the protests. Tens of thousands of demonstrators are on
the streets.

But one man is missing. Navalny is in custody, awaiting his 2 February
court appearance that will decide whether he will go to prison.

Across Russia, people are calling for Putin to leave office. They’re also
demanding that the Russian president ‘give the palace back to the people’,
responding to the ‘Putin’s Palace’ video posted by the Anti-Corruption
Foundation on 19 January. After documenting the complex web of finances
and the unbelievable splendour of the palace on the Black Sea, allegedly
built and maintained for Putin himself, Navalny turns to the camera:

Putin and everyone who guards him, steals for him, and falsifies
elections for him—these are a few hundred thousand people at the
very maximum. But we are tens of millions. We don’t just believe
in our strength … When 10 per cent of the unsatisfied take to the
streets, they won’t dare to falsify elections … All we have to do is
stop being patient.2



The film is part of a dramatic series of events. Navalny returns to Russia
and is arrested, as expected. While the world is watching, his team releases
the video, adding fuel to the flames. And then, a few days later, the protests.

Their spread is unprecedented. Some cities have not seen a sizable
crowd on the streets in decades.

And all of this does not just happen by chance. People’s anger is real
and genuine. But that they turn out onto the streets at this very moment
reflects years of work by Navalny’s team to channel and consolidate protest
potential.

We now trace Navalny’s evolution from a Moscow politician without a
party to the leader of Russia’s largest political movement fully independent
of the Kremlin. We show how protest became such a vital part of Navalny’s
toolkit—in part because street mobilisation was one of the few things still
possible in the restricted political environment of Vladimir Putin’s third
presidential term. We trace how Navalny, learning from the For Fair
Elections protests of 2011–12, consciously used protest to mobilise support
and inspire activists for his country-wide organisation.3

But mobilisation has not been a one-way street—of Navalny using
people for his own goals. Discontented Russian citizens from all sections of
society faced the ever-increasing costs the authorities have placed on
political activism—threats, arrests, surveillance, and violence—not because
Navalny manipulated them into blindly following his call, but because they
see in him somebody they themselves can use in their own push for political
change.

In other words, we show how Navalny the man became Navalny the
movement.

A politician derailed

Protest is central to Navalny’s activities. Beyond his YouTube videos, he
has been most prominent when appearing in demonstrations calling for
‘Russia without Putin’, decrying election fraud, and calling out corruption.

But he has paid the price. Not counting his 2021 sentence, he has spent
over 250 days in jail.4 This includes many short periods of arrest, when he
was punished for violating some of the many complex rules the authorities



have built to contain protest. Examples of these violations include calling
for a rally that has not been approved by authorities, or an alleged ‘failure to
comply with a lawful request of a police officer’. But Navalny has often put
a good spin on his time in jail, saying he has time to read and get to know
people from all walks of life.5

This is what we see when the media covers Navalny and his movement.
But, if you dig a bit deeper, it’s clear that protest is fundamental to
Navalny’s life as an opposition politician. Without protest, his opposition
activities would look very different—and might not even exist.

Opposition in Russia is not forbidden as such. But Russia is also not a
democracy. We can tell democracies from non-democracies by asking one
basic question: do ruling parties sometimes lose elections? In Russia—and
other non-democracies—only opposition parties tend to lose important
elections. And politicians who refuse to accept the Kremlin’s dominance
face a very hard time. The Kremlin uses an array of tools to ensure it gets
the election results it wants, drawing from a ‘menu of manipulation’—a
series of ways to unlevel the electoral playing field.6 Ballot stuffing might
be one element—and social media is often saturated with images of such
falsifications around elections in Russia. But other forms of manipulation
are likely to be even more important: from blocking opposition candidates
getting onto ballots in the first place to skewed media coverage favouring
the authorities’ picks.

The possibilities for an aspiring opposition politician like Navalny were
limited from the beginning. And this was bad news for someone who sees
themselves as a ‘normal’ politician working inside political institutions—a
campaigner, a party leader, even a president. All of that was out of the
question.

Protest as the solution

But politics is not just about elections. Even in the world’s liberal
democracies, voting is only one form of political activity. Protest is another
—and it is the one that Navalny was drawn to, given the informal but strict
constraints the authorities placed on institutional politics.



In a system intolerant of opposition, protest becomes a key way to
engage in politics. When opposition politicians are barred from ballots, kept
off the air, and pursued by law enforcement, mobilising on the streets is one
of the few channels left to make yourself heard, gain new supporters, and
build pressure on the authorities.

This is not to say that protesting has been easy. Protesters in Russia
have faced increasing restrictions over time, especially after the
shockwaves that the For Fair Elections movement sent through the Kremlin
in 2011 and early 2012. But, even if constrained, protest itself was—and
still is, to some degree—possible. Navalny, then, increasingly focused on
protest simply because it was one of the few channels left open to him.

And Navalny made the best out of a bad situation. Being forced into
street politics made him take it seriously. And that meant transforming
protest from an occasional outburst of dissatisfaction—lively but
uncoordinated—into a political strategy.

Two stories from the provinces

Rostov-on-Don, 10 December 2011. Six days have passed since the national
parliamentary elections—and protests are spreading rapidly through the
country. In Rostov, several hundred young people march through the city,
holding up blank sheets of paper. The message is simple: why write
anything when everyone knows what’s going on?

Rostov is a large city—a metropolis of more than one million
inhabitants in the south of Russia. Its central streets, lined with imposing
white houses, speak of its past as an imperial trading hub. And it is still a
rich city. But, unlike other places where growing wealth coincided with the
emergence of politically independent business and media in the post-Soviet
period, Rostov’s political sphere has always been tightly controlled.

During the first two decades after the fall of the Soviet Union, the
governor, Vladimir Chub, a political heavyweight, did not shy away from
direct pressure on anyone questioning his power, including journalists and
politically engaged businesses.

Because of these challenges, political opposition in Rostov has largely
been confined to a small circle of battle-hardened activists of different



political stripes. When they gathered for their small demonstrations, pikety
(pickets), liberals stood next to National Bolsheviks, the radical group led
by Eduard Limonov that blends fascism with state socialism and punk
aesthetics. These kinds of coalitions—built on personal connections and
common opposition to the authorities much more than ideology—are not
untypical in Russia.

But in Rostov, solidarity among dissidents is even more essential—
because there are so few of them.

As young people carry their white paper sheets along the grand city
boulevards, the veteran activists are stunned: where did these people come
from? For weeks, they struggle to build a connection to these young
protesters, partly because authorities are quick to shut down the social
media groups where protest marches are coordinated, arrest their
administrators, and preemptively threaten students of Rostov’s state
university not to take part. Nonetheless, established activists and
newcomers manage to co-organise rallies in the winter of 2011–12—and,
for a time, it looks as though there is real potential for Rostov’s opposition
to grow.

But the group of veteran activists does not know how to engage the
newcomers in anything beyond their small, regular pickets. As a result, the
rallies that were so inspiring, unexpected and shocking, even—in the
beginning at least—peter out amid repression and frustration. When Leonid
Volkov organises the Coordination Council of the Opposition in October
2012 to give the national movement an organisational base, Daria, one of
the few remaining newcomers, is hopeful: ‘We need something like this for
Rostov, too!’ But Boris, a long-term liberal activist, replies: ‘Why bother? It
would be the same five people anyway.’

Perm, 11 December 2011. The For Fair Elections wave of protest engulfing
the country arrives in the city on a Sunday, one day after most other cities,
including Rostov. But the nature of protest is remarkably similar. Based on
a social media group, people in their twenties and thirties coordinate a
vibrant demonstration that stuns observers and long-term civic activists.

In Perm, existing activism is much more professional than in Rostov.
The city—an industrial centre of one million inhabitants in the Urals—has a
history of liberal voting; repression is on a much lower level. More



importantly still, it is home to a unique coalition of NGOs and civic groups
that regularly cooperate with authorities on local matters, sometimes even
co-drafting legislation.

But they know how to protest, too.
When the newly mobilised protesters cheerfully fill the city’s spaces

with their banners—not empty, like Rostov, but with home-drawn slogans
—the old guard of activists are sceptical at first. ‘We were afraid they
would turn protest into a game, a fake’, recalls Sergei, an established liberal
organiser. But they also see the potential. They, therefore, engage the
leaders of the social media group and, in time, build an ad hoc organisation
together—the ‘Council of 24 December’, named after the day of the largest
rally in 2011.

The Council organises many new initiatives, like a local electoral
monitoring group that still exists as of 2021. It is a hub of activity, fusing
the experience and resources of Perm’s established civil society with the
motivation of a new generation of protesters.

But it is also a place of conflict. The newcomers demand new national
parliamentary elections and more honesty in politics. They press for broad,
sweeping changes but have no clear political programme. Sergei and his
colleagues, while sympathetic to the newcomers, have their own, much
more specific local goals. Most of all, they are fighting the region’s
governor, Oleg Chirkunov—a smart and approachable manager who
nonetheless carries out Moscow’s undermining of local self-government,
reducing the city’s political clout.7

Some of the inexperienced members get the impression that their
initiatives are ‘exploited by people who have their own interests’, as one of
the young organisers recalls. Although the Council established democratic
procedures, the new protesters feel personally excluded from the real
decision-making—and, after the protests have quietened down, withdraw in
frustration about ‘politics’.

We are not alone

These stories from late 2011 and early 2012 contain important lessons about
protest in Russia—and for Navalny.



The first is that protest has an enormous capacity to inspire and unite
previously disparate social groups. The protests of 2011–12 were not
coordinated by anyone in particular. Opposition groups had organised the
monitoring of the elections, but the mobilisation itself—of people coming
out onto the streets—was largely spontaneous.

Many protesters did not attend the rallies with a concrete goal in mind.
When protests began, people vented their anger over electoral falsification
and the September 2011 announcement that Putin would run to become
president yet again. But, at the same time, many protesters did not have a
precise political identity—they were not ‘liberals’, ‘democrats’, or
‘socialists’ as much as curious and concerned citizens not used to engaging
with politics directly, never mind protesting on the streets. Political
outlooks developed during the protests much more than they drove them at
the outset.

In 2011, many protested for the first time in their lives. And when they
stood on the squares and walked the streets of their hometowns, many could
not believe their own eyes: ‘This was so amazing,’ recalls Tanya from
Perm, ‘you saw that there are so many like-minded people.’ From Tahrir
Square in Cairo to Maidan in Ukraine, these moments of realisation are
often the first steps to a large and sustained wave of mobilisation.

The experience of protest can transform people’s understanding of
themselves and their place in society, creating a collective identity. In the
end, the For Fair Elections protests brought little positive change in terms of
politics. On the contrary, once Putin was president again in 2012, he
initiated a crackdown on the timid liberalisations introduced during Dmitry
Medvedev’s presidency—and protest participants were sentenced to lengthy
jail terms. But, for many, it was their first step into politics—and it was the
moment when they realised that they were not alone.

Protest—and then what?

This realisation can be incredibly motivating. But the story from Rostov
shows that protest can, nevertheless, recede quickly. The second lesson for
Navalny was, therefore, that, to have real political impact, the inspiration



and enthusiasm that protest generates needs to be captured, channelled, and
consolidated—that protest needs organisation.

The Council in Perm did just that. It offered those who were motivated
by the protests a structure for sustained activism. And it connected newly
mobilised protesters with those who, through decades of civil society work,
had built up the knowledge and the network needed for effective activism.

Material resources were also key. The Council included some
independent local businessmen who provided a small salary for the
Council’s secretary, and the new monitoring organisation was allowed to set
up its headquarters in a building owned by one of the Council’s members.

This, like so many other examples from different regions, showed how
much knowledge and experience there was in the provinces. Contrary to
what the stereotypical liberal in Moscow might have believed, not only was
there life beyond the capital but there existed the necessary conditions for
political work. There was, in other words, a glimpse that protest politics in
Russia was not necessarily restricted to Moscow and St Petersburg.

However, these episodes also showed the problems of relying on protest
for long-term political projects. How they played out depended to a large
degree on local specifics. When, as in Rostov, there was no initiative to
structure the protests early on, they did not last for long. And even in Perm,
the Council could not realise its full potential, as the conflict over its agenda
and the dominating role of older activists frustrated some of the
newcomers.8

If Navalny was to make protest work for his fight against autocracy and
corruption, what he needed was something that blended the best of both
worlds. Protests that inspired and motivated long-term engagement, and a
structure that drew upon the experience and knowledge in the regions while
not being dependent on any particular circle of local activists. In his year-
long campaign for the 2018 presidential election, Navalny set out to build
exactly that.

But he was not alone.

The movement’s architect



‘First entry—so that this space isn’t completely empty.’9 With these deeply
uninspiring words on his new blog, Leonid Volkov set foot on a path that
changed his life entirely.

Born in 1980, Volkov witnessed the economic turmoil and social
catastrophes of the 1990s as a teenager, but his own professional life began
when things started to get better. Still under thirty years old, he had risen
through the ranks of SKB Kontur—a large IT company in his hometown of
Yekaterinburg. Born into a family of mathematicians, he started out as a
programmer, but quickly took on managerial roles. And, in the heyday of
Russian blogging, he began to experiment with LiveJournal, the same
platform that Navalny and countless others used at the time for public
writing.

Undecided at first what his blog was going to be about, Volkov’s topics
quickly developed from personal stories to politics. In December 2007—
less than three months after the first entry—Volkov tells the story of how he
attended an introductory course for volunteer election observers: ‘Yesterday
I went to a training session for observers and heard a lot about possible
types of violations. I tried to remember everything. I was very impressed.
There’s a lot I hadn’t imagined before—and how easy it is to end up with
the kind of result you need!’10

Witnessing the 2007 parliamentary elections made a great impression on
Volkov. In an entry posted only hours after polling stations closed, he
provided a detailed analysis of the falsifications he observed. Volkov
concluded that Putin’s allies wanted both a good result for their candidates
and a high turnout, but that they couldn’t achieve both at the same time
without manipulations. Volkov’s blog provides a record of his politicisation
in real time.

Over the next two years, Volkov’s blog turned from a personal,
experimental space into an important local source of commentary and
information in Yekaterinburg. Volkov was able to speak to a section of
Russian society that had not previously been interested in politics: the very
group that would, four years later, fill the streets of Moscow to protest the
parliamentary election results. In Yekaterinburg, these highly educated and
relatively well-off urbanites slowly began to politicise in 2007—in part
inspired by Volkov’s blog.



Before long, he decides to run for the city council as an independent
candidate. This is the first time Volkov organises an electoral campaign,
something that will soon enough become his job. A blog entry lists what
this campaign did and did not include: ‘Number of volunteers—36. Total
circulation of campaign materials—61,548 copies … Number of gifts
distributed—0.’11

Volkov here ridicules the established practice of buying votes with
‘gifts’ and contrasts it with his own democratic, ‘normal’ campaign.

He wins the seat and gets to work. Membership in the city council’s
finance committee gives him access to the city’s budget plans that he
discusses on the blog. He organises livestreams of parliamentary sessions.
He popularises local politics. And, at the same time, he leads the local
branch of the liberal Solidarnost coalition and heads the local branch of
Golos, the electoral monitoring organisation. Volkov now embodies liberal
activism in Yekaterinburg.

When listening to friends and aides, the air is thick with praise. ‘Active,
competent, intelligent’, says one. ‘A smart guy who quickly teaches himself
everything’, says another. In the eyes of the local business community, a
third recalls, Volkov appeared to be a ‘decent young man’. They liked
interacting with Volkov and he convinced them to contribute to his
campaigns.

But there are those with other views. Volkov was always a liberal
extremist, says Dmitry, a former ally turned editor-in-chief of the regional
administration’s official newspaper. Volkov can be harsh, ‘intolerant of
those who do not immediately agree with his views’. But even Dmitry
admits that, in 2009, Volkov became the ‘epicentre of the movement’.

An essential component of that movement is protest. In 2010, Volkov
organises large, colourful rallies against the construction of a new cathedral
on a central square in Yekaterinburg and for keeping direct elections for the
city’s mayor. As a local Communist deputy puts it, these were the first
protests that were not primarily driven by economic or social concerns like
prices, pensions, and welfare benefits. Instead, Volkov’s middle-class
audience turned out for urban issues and for political freedom, changing the
demands of protest. And Volkov was, if not the cause of that change, then
certainly its catalyst.



A leader meets his strategist

These events did not go unnoticed in Moscow. Later, Navalny recalled that
Yekaterinburg had been crucial in his effort to reach an audience beyond
Moscow.12 And it was in Yekaterinburg where he forged a personal
connection that would prove decisive.

In the autumn of 2011, Volkov decides to take things a step further. He
wants to become a deputy in the region’s parliament—one rung up the
ladder in Russia’s federal political system compared to his seat on
Yekaterinburg’s city council. Again, he campaigns, now with two years’
experience on the council and with the help of several aides. He is also
financially well supported: when asked to leave his firm in 2010—possibly
because his political profile was proving increasingly tricky—his generous
severance package allows him to invest in political projects.

But the authorities know him by now. In their eyes, he is no longer the
harmless, ‘smart Jewish programmer boy’—an impression relayed by his
political scientist friend, Fyodor Krasheninnikov. He has become a threat.
And when someone is a threat, the safety measures in the system kick in:
Volkov’s candidacy is declined, allegedly because of faulty signatures.

With the support of Yekaterinburg’s liberal activists, Volkov organises a
demonstration to protest the decision—and Navalny travels to
Yekaterinburg. They have met before at least once, in Moscow, at Garry
Kasparov’s apartment. But this is Navalny’s first political appearance on
stage anywhere outside the capital.13

From now on, Volkov and Navalny work as a team. And soon, Volkov
—until 2012 an aspiring local politician hoping one day to become mayor
of Yekaterinburg—decides that constantly being in the spotlight is not his
thing. He has campaigned and given speeches, but he has always thrived
most when organising. In the current political environment, moreover,
building competing liberal opposition platforms—one led by Navalny, one
led by Volkov—does not make sense. And so Volkov decides to do what he
does best. Navalny the politician has met Volkov the strategist.

How to build a movement?



Fast forward to December 2016. The protests of 2011–12 are long gone,
Navalny’s party has not been allowed to register, and the Democratic
Coalition with Yashin and Kasyanov has collapsed. But, by now, Navalny
and Volkov have years of teamwork experience—and the Anti-Corruption
Foundation has developed into a professional political machine. It was time
for the next step.

When Navalny announces his plan in December 2016 to run for
president in the 2018 election, he knows the authorities are likely to block
him. When they let him run in the 2013 Moscow mayoral election, it was
clearly a strategic mistake that they are unlikely to repeat. What is entirely
possible, however, even when Navalny’s candidacy ultimately fails, is to
use this campaign to finally reach beyond Moscow and build a truly Russia-
wide political structure. This is at the heart of the plan from the outset in
late 2016.

Volkov gets to work. The goal is simple enough: mobilise those who
might support Navalny—or, at least, back his anti-Putin course—and open
campaign offices in the country’s larger cities that can coordinate Navalny’s
future actions. As Navalny repeatedly says, this is simply what presidential
candidates do in ‘normal’ democracies: travel the country, open campaign
branches, talk to potential voters. Be a politician.

But building the largest political structure independent of the Kremlin is
not a normal thing to do in modern Russia. In a country where political
resources—even of nominally opposition parties—are tightly controlled,
and the non-systemic opposition has little to no chance of appearing on
nationwide traditional media, nobody has dared to put a plan of these
proportions into action. But there is a way—and that way is through protest.

Four circles of resistance

To understand how Navalny approached this huge task, it is helpful to view
his campaign as four concentric circles. Navalny and his core FBK team are
in the centre. This is where the decisions are taken. The first circle consists
of the regional offices, their staff, and the volunteer activists who do the
everyday work of the campaign. The second circle contains the
sympathisers—those who may not be activists themselves, but who are



ready to vocally support Navalny and spread his cause to their families,
schools, and workplaces. The two outermost circles are made up of the
general population, the potential electorate—those on whose support the
success of any politician ultimately depends. Circle three consists of those
who might vote for Navalny, while circle four, finally, contains those who
either distrust or oppose him—or are not even aware of his existence.

Protest is the primary vehicle to pull people closer to the centre.
One way it does that is by raising attention. When hundreds or

thousands walk through a neighbourhood chanting and holding signs, when
dozens of police vans pull up in the city centre and the everyday course of
life is interrupted, when journalists interview participants and pictures of
crowds fill online spaces, then people pay attention, even if they do not
directly engage.

Navalny’s visibility has, indeed, been boosted by a few high-profile
episodes.14 Before 2011, only 6 per cent of respondents in nationally
representative surveys knew his name. After the For Fair Elections protests
of 2011–12, that figure had risen to 34 per cent. It increased again to over
50 per cent during his 2013 mayoral campaign in Moscow, rising again
during his presidential campaign in 2017–18 and in 2020–21 following his
poisoning. In 2021, those who knew nothing of Navalny were in the
minority—25 per cent.15 In all these periods, protest was an important factor
raising Navalny’s profile: it drove media attention—some positive, some
negative—which in turn drove name recognition.

Name recognition is, of course, not the same as support. But it is a
necessary condition. And, in contrast to earlier periods, in 2017 Navalny’s
visibility and his support grew in parallel.16 His campaign—to a large extent
driven by protest—not only made him better known but also made him
more popular.

Another way in which protest can draw people into the movement is the
experience itself. Protest socialises and inspires. As seen already during the
For Fair Elections movement, protest can profoundly change people’s
perceptions of their surroundings—and the views of their fellow citizens.
Those who previously thought they were alone with their views, isolated
dissidents in a city of indifferent bores—or, worse, hostile Putin fans—now
suddenly see that there are, to quote Tanya from Perm again, ‘so many like-
minded people’.



In 2017, protests formed part of a three-stage mobilisation strategy to
get Navalny’s presidential campaign rolling: social media PR, nation-wide
protest mobilisation, and the opening of local campaign offices. Stage one
involved the ‘Don’t Call Him “Dimon”’ video exposing allegations of
corruption against former prime minister Dmitry Medvedev, posted on
YouTube on 2 March.

Stage two followed a few weeks later, when Navalny demanded
answers from Medvedev.

On 26 March, Navalny’s team held rallies in ninety-seven cities, the
largest protest wave since 2012. On 12 June, when a second round of
protests was called, the number of cities with people on the streets grew to
an unprecedented 154.17 As in 2011, the rallies brought together many
people who had never protested before. In most regions, they were the
largest rallies since at least 2012; in some, they were the first large protests
in decades. And Navalny’s team was shrewd enough to frame them broadly
and inclusively.

Navalny was conscious that people opposing corruption, a politicised
justice system, and the absence of political competition would not
automatically translate into support for him. And so, instead of placing the
protests in the context of his own run for president, he and his team framed
them as protests against political corruption in general. They were fuelled,
no doubt, by the video on Medvedev, but spoke to a broader anger at the
lavish lifestyle of the elites and the seeming impossibility of getting rid of
United Russia—and Putin. They attracted a much broader crowd than
Navalny’s core fans: concerned, sometimes angry citizens and activists
from across the political spectrum. Many openly distanced themselves from
Navalny personally but nonetheless used the occasion to voice their
discontent—something that would occur again in early 2021.

The 2017 protests came at exactly the right moment. Just like those of
five years earlier, they infused many with renewed optimism, a sense of
agency, and the drive to get involved. But unlike 2011–12, there was now a
movement to join. No longer did the growth of opposition in the regions
depend on the complex, and often conflictual, interactions between
established activists and enthused newcomers.

Stage three, then, was the creation of regional campaign offices. In a
few places like Moscow, St Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, and Samara, these



offices had already formally opened in February or March—often with a
visit from either Volkov or Navalny. In most cities, however, the opening
was planned for April, May, or June 2017. And even for those already
launched, recruitment of permanent staff and campaign volunteers was only
just beginning. Now, those who wanted to join the movement could simply
knock on the door of Navalny’s new office or check their local social media
to see when it was going to open. The protests had the desired effect: of
pulling people inwards, from the outer circle of those who had never heard
Navalny’s name to the circle of potential supporters, and further inwards
into the circle of activists.

The making of an activist

Sometimes, that inward transition proceeded very quickly. Sitting at one of
the white IKEA tables that filled Navalny’s offices across the country,
twenty-one-year-old Oleg describes how he moved from a passive
consumer of YouTube videos to paid staffer of Navalny’s campaign in less
than four months. ‘I first learned about the campaign in the beginning of
March through the video “Don’t Call Him ‘Dimon’”’, he says. ‘Back then I
had no idea about the opening of the office here.’ Oleg chuckles in disbelief
at his own activist career.

The film captivated him. And when he heard a few days later that there
was going to be a protest in his hometown, he decided to go. ‘My friends
weren’t really up for it, but I went anyway. There, I met a few people who
told me of this office here.’ Oleg checked it out, liked what he saw, and
became a volunteer with all that entailed: organising events, distributing
flyers, and hiding campaign material when the police came to seize it. He
socialised, met new friends, and, when a paid position opened, he took it.

There are numerous stories like this. An online survey conducted among
Navalny’s social media groups in early 2018 showed that a full 35 per cent
had first heard of the campaign through the YouTube video on Medvedev.18

Of those respondents who took part in the protests of 26 March or 12 June
2017, half had never protested before, just like Oleg. And of those who then
went on to become volunteers or staffers, 60 per cent had no prior activist



experience.19 It is no exaggeration to say, then, that the protests marked the
birth of a new generation of activists in Russia.

Enlisting the regions

Enthused activists and IKEA tables were not the only recurring features,
however. In any of the offices that popped up around the country—in
Volgograd, Moscow, or Krasnodar—you got the impression of stepping into
a branch of a hip national retail chain. But, instead of trainers, these places
traded in politics.

The colour scheme ran throughout all campaign materials, including the
office walls, evoking a refreshed, modernised Russian flag: white, red with
a hint of salmon pink, and a light blue that was almost, but not quite, green.
The colours subtly underscored how Navalny wanted his campaign to be
seen: as a patriotic attempt to refresh rather than revolutionise Russia, to
help it develop its full potential.

Navalny himself was everywhere. The campaign slogan
‘NAVALNY2018’ covered the walls, the light grey sweatshirts of staff and
volunteers, and merchandise items. Passers-by were greeted from the
windows with his programme statements, like ‘Affluence for all, not wealth
for the 0.1%’. And Navalny’s face was on countless brochures that activists
handed out to visitors.

The highly standardised branding ensured not only that people got the
same impression of Navalny’s campaign across the country. It also made
sure that the campaign did not depend too much on local resources—a
problem that plagued the activist projects coming out of the 2011–12
protests. Here, the campaign’s headquarters made sure that the basic setup
was in place everywhere—a functional and visually appealing space,
enough campaign materials to distribute, and two to three paid staff,
including a ‘coordinator’ and someone with legal knowledge to help wrestle
with authorities when they seized equipment, cancelled rallies, or pressured
landlords. All of this made sure that first-time activists always had a fully
set-up place to go and immediately start working, without much prior
knowledge or experience. This was the definition of professional political
organising.



But for all the standardisation, Volkov and Navalny’s team also made
sure that the offices integrated into the local activist spheres. This made
sense not just to avoid the impression of colonisation and remote control
from Moscow, but also because there was a lot of activist potential and
local experience to draw upon.

Soon, the offices turned into hubs of activity. Local activists frequently
gave guest lectures on electoral monitoring, interaction with police, or even
deeply theoretical topics. An activist from the liberal PARNAS party in
Kazan, for instance, held a two-series lecture on social theory, and, in
Yekaterinburg, a veteran activist discussed ‘varieties of liberalism’.

But even more important were the practical resources. When Navalny
toured the country in the autumn of 2017, the authorities declined most
requests to hold public gatherings, often in violation of the Russian
Constitution. Going ahead and holding unsanctioned events would give the
police a pretext to arrest and repress, which the campaign sought to avoid.
They, therefore, looked for large private spaces. In Perm, they found a
slightly unusual one: Navalny, a controversial liberal, set up a stage in the
courtyard of a socialist-led housing commune. This would not have been
possible without the local connections that routinely cross political
alignments.

Tapping into the potential of the regions also included the recruitment of
personnel. Although there were cases, like Volgograd, in which the local
office’s head came from Volkov’s orbit and without connections to the city,
most were locals—and most were deeply rooted in various activist projects.

The selection process for personnel, meanwhile, resembled the practices
of a large commercial firm more than those of a social movement. Usually,
the campaign announced the opening of a local office and invited interested
candidates to submit a CV. Volkov made clear that the selection was
competitive and followed clear criteria. This was not just due to Volkov’s
background in business. It also had a signalling function: in everything
Navalny’s team did, they sought to set an example of how the ‘wonderful
Russia of the future’—one of Navalny’s preferred slogans—would be
working. The goals are precise and the institutions are fair—and that is the
image they wanted to project to the outside, too.

As Volkov made clear, leading a regional office was not so much
political as it was organisational. Although experienced activists had



valuable resources to contribute and were, therefore, privileged, the main
selection criterion was managerial competence. When in the southern city
of Krasnodar the campaign selected a coordinator who had been organising
the local ‘Russian Marches’ and was involved in the nationalist ‘Movement
Against Illegal Immigration’, Volkov simply said that there had been an
open competition in which the candidate had convinced the campaign
leaders that he was best qualified for the task.20

Not a grass-roots movement

Realising objectives is perhaps not exactly what comes to mind when
thinking about activism. But this was the goal of the campaign: grow fast,
mobilise as many supporters as possible, and gather signatures for
Navalny’s presidential candidacy. Although it relied on local knowledge
and experience, the regional offices had little leeway in choosing their
activities or their strategy. One staffer in a region on the Volga complained
that the campaign style was too fixed on a young, urban audience. They had
wanted to adapt their activities to reach out to pensioners. For instance, the
imagery of yellow ducks—alluding to the duck pond featuring in the FBK’s
investigation into Medvedev’s alleged ‘secret dacha’—just didn’t work for
people outside the metropolises, he squirmed. And yet, directions from
Moscow were clear: no changes to the campaign material.

A young activist from a southern city had a similar complaint. One of
Navalny’s six major demands during the 2017–18 campaign was ‘Trust the
people, don’t decide everything in Moscow’. But that is not what he
observed in the running of the campaign itself. ‘It’s all very professional’,
he said—but also somewhat ‘authoritarian’. Every post, every video he
made as a social media manager he had to send to the central headquarters
for approval. When he worked for the liberal party Yabloko, he recalled,
things were different. This lack of trust from the Navalny campaign in their
own local staff made him think: ‘I don’t know whether they will be more
democratic, more liberal on other questions, I’m just not sure.’

But he and most others with similar objections understood the reasons
for the tight top-down organisation. The campaign was operating in a
hostile environment, with just a tiny fraction of the resources that its



adversary—the authorities—commanded. If they wanted to stand a chance,
quick reactions—rather than drawn-out, democratic discussions—were key.
Why are the offices called shtaby—the Russian word for military
headquarters—asks one coordinator, and immediately gives the answer:
‘Because we are fully mobilised here for the fight.’

Nonetheless, there was certainly tension between the local
embeddedness of activists—the grass-roots spirit emanating from the rallies
—on the one hand, and the tight working of a well-oiled political machine
on the other. It was that combination that made the campaign strong,
attractive, and adaptable—but it also provoked a clash of philosophies that
not everybody was happy with.

‘Manipulating the country’s youth’

For years, the Kremlin has accused Navalny of using the country’s youth
for his own self-interested goals. When Putin talks about him—albeit never
actually using his name—an image of Navalny pulling strings is often
lurking in the background.

The Kremlin sees no problem in making teenage school children attend
marches for United Russia or in enlisting the nation’s teachers—who often
operate polling stations during elections—in the orchestration of electoral
fraud.21 But Putin makes clear that he views himself and the Russian state as
the protector of the country’s ‘naïve and misled’ youth, manipulated by
Navalny for his own power games.

With this accusation, the Kremlin taps into the idea that politics as such
is a bad thing. In Russia and other post-communist countries, where
political competition is often associated with the chaos and hardship of the
1990s, this conviction is widespread. In that reading, politics is not the art
of the possible, but the art of deception: an immoral game of cynics, in
which all players focus on nothing but their own individual gain. Politics is,
therefore, something to stay away from or something best left to the grown-
ups—those in power.

Many people in Russia are genuinely convinced of that idea—in part,
for good reason. But the Kremlin has also done everything to cultivate it. It
is one of the favourite exercises of government-friendly outlets to expose



opposition infighting—the sordid airing of Kasyanov’s pillow talk is just
one example. And even the justice system is enlisted to provide proof: in
January 2021, shortly after the first wave of large protests against Navalny’s
imprisonment, authorities opened a criminal case against Volkov for
‘encouraging minors to participate in unauthorised rallies in Moscow and
other Russian cities’.22

The charge of instrumentalisation—that Navalny is using people for his
own ends, including by putting them in harm’s way—assumes that people
at Navalny’s protests are blind followers of his, ignorant of possible
consequences, and without any agency. We now ask whether that is indeed
the case.

Not a rich kids’ movement

The polls show that Navalny has amassed a sizable group of potential
voters—were he ever again to appear on a ballot. To return to the image of
concentric circles, these make up circle three. But any political force needs
the rank-and-file—those who are more than simply potential voters. Who
are these people? Are they different from the rest of Russia? If so, in what
ways?

Since this group of vocal followers is, naturally, much smaller than the
group of potential voters, it is impossible to rely on general population
surveys for information about them. However, the results of a survey
conducted by one of the authors in early 2018—when Navalny’s
presidential campaign was at its peak—offers an insight. The survey
engaged with subscribers to Navalny’s social media groups in Moscow, St
Petersburg, and other cities like Vladivostok, Barnaul, and Ivanovo. Since
these people had joined explicitly pro-Navalny groups with their publicly
visible profile, we can assume that they are more strongly committed than
respondents in general polls. They, therefore, do not represent the ‘average
Navalny supporter’, which is helpful if we want to zoom in on his
movement.23

To better understand how this group differs from other Russians, they
can be compared to the participants of surveys conducted at a similar point
in time.24 Because the 2018 survey was conducted online and only in large



cities, the results should be compared to survey responses from those who
live in cities with over 500,000 inhabitants and who regularly use the
internet.

In general, Navalny’s core online supporters are younger and better
educated than other urban internet users.25 But the data clearly debunk one
of the Kremlin’s stereotypes—of Navalny’s followership being fanatic
minors. The ‘fanatic’ part will be addressed below, but the numbers on age
clearly show that people under eighteen make up less than one fifth of all
respondents.

Men are clearly overrepresented, making up two thirds of the group.
This mirrors the impression of the interviews taken at the campaign offices.
It does not necessarily mean that Navalny’s ideas are more attractive to
men, but men expressed their support for Navalny more openly.

Another stereotype that has haunted the liberal opposition since the
protests of 2011–12 is that this is simply a movement of the affluent—of the
urban middle classes who are out of touch with the hopes and fears of real
Russia. From what we know about the composition of protests back then,
there is a grain of truth in this: protesters in Moscow were indeed better off
than other Moscow residents.

But, for Navalny’s movement, this does not hold. The data show that
Navalny’s group is better off than people in the countryside, but a little
poorer on average than those who live in big cities.26 This really is striking.
Combined with the findings on age, it shows that the narrative of a rich
kids’ movement is simply wrong: these are neither kids, nor are they rich.27

It takes guts to be an activist

In January 2021, shortly after Navalny had been detained upon arrival by
plane to Moscow, TikTok—a social network not exactly known for politics
up to that point—burst with pro-Navalny content. Many videos appeared in
which secondary school students—fifteen or sixteen years old—replaced
official portraits of President Putin in classrooms and hallways with
portraits of Navalny. The videos were often set to music, like the all-time
protest classic ‘Changes’ written by the late Soviet rock singer Viktor Tsoi,



or a recent tune by the rapper FACE with the distinctive line ‘To be against
the authorities doesn’t mean to be against the Motherland’.

The Kremlin was worried. Based on a hasty decision by the Procuracy,
Roskomnadzor—the Russian state agency responsible for regulating
telecommunications—demanded that TikTok stop distributing information
‘that aims to involve minors in illegal activities’—similar to the charge that
Volkov faced.28

The videos became so popular that they eventually spilled over into
other social networks. The Kremlin, meanwhile, tried to frame the
movement as one of misguided school children. What is it, then, that drives
people—young and older—to support Navalny publicly? And what risks do
they face by supporting him?

The 2018 survey shows that more than half of respondents had argued
with others about their support for Navalny—in their families, at school, or
at work. That number grows to more than two thirds for those who, like
Oleg from Yekaterinburg, were actively involved in Navalny’s campaign,
distributing leaflets and coordinating protest—that is, conducting a ‘normal’
campaign in abnormal circumstances.

Of course, private conflict is unpleasant and may keep many potential
activists from ever engaging in activism, but the impact on Navalny
supporters extends beyond arguing with a pro-Putin parent or a work
colleague. The organisation OVD-Info—which legally supports people who
get into trouble for their political activism—documents the repression
against Navalny supporters in painful detail.29

The list is long and disheartening. During the 2017–18 campaign alone,
there were hundreds of arrests and police searches at Navalny’s regional
offices. Police threatened volunteers, staffers, and their relatives.
Universities held ‘preventive conversations’ with students. Unknown
assailants and openly pro-Putin groups like the ‘National Liberation
Movement’ (NOD) attacked volunteers while police looked the other way.
And, after protest rallies, regional coordinators regularly spent five to seven
days in detention for violating one or more of the complex protest
regulations. In all, the survey shows that one in two activists had
experienced at least one of these forms of repression.

When asked about potential consequences for their own lives, most
activists replied that they hoped repercussions would be minimal, but that



they were ready to put up with what’s coming their way. ‘Of course, I
expect problems’, said one activist from Rostov. ‘I was already convicted
once of an administrative offence’—for attending a non-sanctioned rally
—‘and I know that if I’m convicted two more times, I can be criminally
charged.’ And, besides concrete legal threats, there is constant surveillance
by the ‘Anti-Extremism Centre’—a unit within the Ministry of Interior,
established by Putin in 2008, that is frequently used for intimidation. But
the activist shrugs it off: ‘When we talk to these agents, they say things like,
“I know you didn’t spend the night at home.” But that doesn’t scare me at
all: “If you’re interested in such things, feel free to observe me”’, he quips.

Polina, twenty-six—an energetic staffer and experienced Yekaterinburg
activist since the 2012 protests—shows a similarly cool attitude when
interviewed in 2017. Perhaps, she concedes, a future employer could be
wary that, due to her political engagement, authorities would harass the
business with excessive tax inspections or health requirements. ‘But no boss
in his right mind will be afraid of that—and working for someone who’s not
in their right mind isn’t a good idea anyway’, she laughs.

When talking to an interviewer, some of these people may understate
their level of fear in an effort to impress. But it obviously takes guts to be
an opposition activist in today’s Russia. These are exceptionally brave
people, but they’re not superheroes. They are ordinary Russians from all
walks of life. But, at some point, they decided to accept the conflict, the
threats, the potential problems for their professional future. Why? What is it
that drives them? What do Navalny’s supporters see in him?

The personal in the political

There is not one reason that unites all of Navalny’s supporters. The
movement is diverse, as the personal backgrounds of supporters above
suggest. But a general rule is that those who are closest to the action, those
who invest themselves most into the campaign work, are usually not simply
driven by personal admiration for Navalny the man.

Of course, Navalny has real fans—those who admire him mainly as a
charismatic figure and who engage positively with every Instagram post
from him and his family. A former coordinator of a regional office talks



about his own teenage daughters: ‘They strongly feel everything that
happens to him as a human tragedy. My eldest daughter—she’s seventeen—
cried when she heard that Navalny was sent to prison. They feel a lot of
sympathy for Navalny’s wife Yulia, too.’

Support for Navalny the man is also something that drives his campaign
activists. For instance, when he held his 2013 campaign in Moscow, Polina
from Yekaterinburg thought that Navalny was different from any other
opposition politician she had seen so far. ‘When I looked at the candidates
for governor or for parliament, they were all fake to me, insincere. But in
Navalny’s campaign I saw sincerity, I saw that the man really wants to do
something good.’ A survey respondent agreed: ‘I like that he suggests
things which many in this country, for some reason, think are unattainable
and utopian.’

Navalny can be very inspiring. In a system that has long sought to
depoliticise and sow doubts about politics as a legitimate endeavour,
somebody who calls on people to trust their own ability to change things
stands out. That optimism, combined with his dry humour and readiness to
face challenges, are the things that come up most when talking to his
supporters. Asked about Navalny’s most important personal qualities, Yuri
—a former campaign coordinator in Yekaterinburg—simply says: ‘I might
not agree with all of his views, but I’ve never met a braver person.’

It’s no surprise, then, that many survey respondents list personal
features as a reason to support Navalny’s cause. ‘He is brave and
charismatic’, writes one; ‘I believe in him!’, writes another; and a third is
certain that ‘he is the only person I would trust with the leadership of the
country. I’ve lost faith in all others.’

An alternative without alternatives

These and many other statements underline that there is much about
Navalny himself that attracts people. But for most individuals—regardless
of whether they are online subscribers, campaign volunteers, or paid staff—
their personal support for him is an expression of a larger goal. For many
people, Navalny is an exceptional person and an inspiring politician.
However, they do not support him simply for these qualities, but because he



is the best-placed person to challenge the current political order. A survey
respondent combines the personal and the political in the most concise way:
‘Honest, smart, strong, energetic, brave. And there’s no alternative.’

This statement may seem paradoxical. When someone likes Navalny
because he is strong and brave, why would they care whether there are
other able politicians or not? But the apparent paradox underlines that, for
most people, their political goals come first, and Navalny, the person to
enact them, comes second.

In the survey, the word ‘alternative’ is one of the most frequent terms
people use in connection to Navalny—and they use it in two ways. The first
presents him as a challenger to the existing political system. ‘Navalny is an
alternative to the current authorities’, ‘I can no longer stand the
unchangeable regime. We need an alternative; we need political
competition.’ In this reading, Navalny simply provides something different.
It is not so much about him as it is about a challenge to Putin, United
Russia, and the authoritarian political system that conflates Putin with
Russia itself. This is the meaning that FACE echoes, rapping that ‘To be
against the authorities doesn’t mean to be against the Motherland’.

The second perspective views Navalny—for now, at least—as the only
person capable of bringing about such change. Just as Polina expressed it
when sharing her frustration about ‘fake’ opposition candidates, many
activists and supporters are convinced that there is nobody but Navalny who
can mount an effective challenge to the Putin-led political system.

Combined, these two meanings of ‘alternative’ describe Navalny’s
position in Russian politics. He provides an alternative to Putin’s
authoritarianism—and he is the only one doing so with a country-wide
profile and the appropriate resources. He is an alternative without
alternatives.

Who’s using whom?

The staffers in the regional offices share this perspective. Some express
admiration for Navalny, like the employee who admits that his approach to
politics is always personal. ‘I follow personalities’, he says, ‘and Navalny is
someone who does not abandon or betray—a person who has ideals and



pursues them.’30 But most, at the same time, are keen to emphasise their
devotion to the cause rather than the figure.

A theme that runs through many interviews is that staffers view their
alliance with Navalny as temporary. Right now, they say, Navalny deserves
Russians’ support because he has built the only movement that can
strengthen political competition, fight for an independent judiciary, and root
out corruption and political favouritism. Any differences we might have,
many claim, don’t count as long as there is a whole authoritarian system
that we’re up against.

For example, an activist from Perm—who was already fighting for
better local housing policies when Navalny was still a blogger—smiles
when asked whether he disagrees with Navalny politically. Navalny is all
wrong about housing, he says, ‘but I forgive him, because that’s secondary
right now’.

Statements like these abound. Some left-wingers are not content with
Navalny’s call for a visa regime with former Soviet republics in Central
Asia, some centre-right liberals do not agree with his demands for greater
social protection and higher state investments—and some criticise Navalny
for conceding that Crimea will remain Russian. But all are ready to sacrifice
these kinds of disagreements for the greater, more urgent good as they see
it.

Viktor, the first-appointed coordinator in Yekaterinburg, puts a name to
this idea: Navalny ‘is an instrument’, he says, a weapon in the fight against
authoritarianism and corruption. For many, Navalny is the best-placed
figure right now, and that clearly has to do with his personal abilities, but
that does not mean unlimited, cult-like devotion to him personally.

This turns the Kremlin’s idea of ‘Navalny the manipulator’ on its head.
It’s not Navalny who uses ‘naïve’ Russians for his sinister power games,
nor is it the West, oligarchs, or Kremlin clans who use Navalny. It’s
ordinary Russians who use him. They invest their time, their money, and
sometimes risk their health, because they view him as a driver of change, as
somebody able to catalyse and channel their own push for a better future.

It’s the economy—or is it?



What unites Navalny’s movement is clear. It is the demand for a say in who
governs the country, for a fairer justice system that cannot be used for
political aims, a Russia that no longer beats and imprisons its own citizens
for political motives. This makes sense in an authoritarian country: it seeks
to create the conditions for political contestation, for a ‘normal’
representative democracy, where parties and candidates compete for the
support of voters.

But is there more that Navalny’s supporters share—on economic issues,
on foreign policy, on immigration?

In classical Kremlin-speak, one criticism levelled against Navalny is
that his battle against autocracy is just a ‘negative agenda’. He does not
provide anything positive. All he can do is criticise. That is clearly untrue,
as the evolution of his political platform shows. But where do his supporters
stand on issues?

To understand how ordinary people feel about complex political
questions, survey researchers sometimes ask respondents to place
themselves on a scale between two extreme positions: do they prefer a fully
state-controlled or a completely market-based economy, or something in
between? Navalny’s supporters overwhelmingly choose the market: they
are, in that sense, classical economic liberals, much more so than the
Russian population as a whole.31

On the other hand, when asked whether the state should provide for
people in need or whether people should take more responsibility for
themselves, Navalny’s supporters favour government intervention.
Similarly, a large majority thinks that income inequality is too large. Only a
small fraction agrees with the idea that ‘we need larger income differences
as incentives for individual effort’. Here, it seems, they locate themselves
clearly on the left—this time in agreement with a majority in Russia.

Is this a contradiction? Does it simply reflect Navalny’s liberal and
more recent centre-left demands without revealing what his supporters
actually want? Yes and no. It is true that Navalny is remarkably effective at
attracting people with different political attitudes and uniting them under his
anti-Putin and anti-corruption umbrella.

But there is more to it.
Both survey results and staffers’ positions reflect what, in a Western

European context, would be called a social democratic profile. His



supporters believe the individual is the master of their fate, holding that the
state should not interfere with people’s economic choices. This is also why
many activists hate corruption: using power positions for economic gain is
bad for competition, depriving ambitious and talented people of what they
deserve.

But, as Viktor from Yekaterinburg puts it, the state also has a
responsibility: ‘The state should let everybody make money who wants and
is able to, but at the same time it should support those who really cannot
earn money on their own.’

What most Navalny supporters could probably agree on, then, is an
economy that is firmly in private hands, that rewards individual initiative,
but that is controlled and tamed by a redistributing state. This fits well with
Navalny’s own positions as summarised by two Russian leftist thinkers: ‘He
advocates “normal” capitalism with functioning democracy, a large middle
class, and a welfare state capable of smoothing out income inequality.’32

Whether or not this is a realistic goal in Russia in the near future is a
different question. Another is whether Navalny would be able to uphold this
position if he ever were to come to power—or whether he would succumb
to pressure from his currently much more market-friendly advisors. But if
the mood in his movement does not change, then his supporters would
clearly be a force for an economy that is liberal but more redistributive than
Putin’s oligarchic state capitalism.

Nationalism and xenophobia

Navalny has demonstrated that a focus on corruption can bring together
ideologically diverse groups. Finding a similarly inclusive position on
nationalism—the topic that Navalny clearly has the most complicated
relationship with—is more difficult.

Navalny’s position on establishing a visa regime with countries of
Central Asia hasn’t changed. According to proponents, introducing such a
regime would reduce illegal immigration. This measure is a crucial part of
the nationalist platform in Russia. More broadly, Navalny has expressed
some regrets about his nationalist past—but has never wholeheartedly



distanced himself from it.33 So, does his platform attract xenophobes and
nationalists?

It does—but his supporters are no more nationalist or xenophobic than
the rest of the Russian population. It is difficult to measure xenophobia
directly because respondents will often conceal their real attitudes from
researchers and pollsters.34 But it is possible to ask slightly more subtle
questions. To measure attitudes towards various socially marginalised
groups, the World Values Survey—a global polling project—asks people
whom they would not like to have as neighbours, including migrant
workers—the direct target of Navalny’s visa regime demand.

In a 2017 survey that is representative of the Russian population, a third
of respondents claimed they would not like to have migrant workers as
neighbours. This share is exactly the same among Navalny’s supporters. So,
if that question tells us anything, then, put simply, Navalny’s supporters are
neither more nor less xenophobic than the broader Russian population.

It is no wonder, then, that racist stereotypes regarding the alleged crimes
of working migrants—the same stereotypes that Navalny sometimes used in
the past—do pop up when talking to activists.

Interviewed in 2017, one activist ran through a variety of reasons why
she fully supported the visa regime. One of the arguments she gave is that,
as Navalny claimed, legal registration would protect migrants from the
severe exploitation at work sites that many currently face—because
companies cannot be held accountable when they illegally employ
unregistered workers. Viktor agrees: ‘The current situation is mostly abused
by unscrupulous employers. This is bad first and foremost for migrants
themselves.’

But a second reason for the young female activist is what she calls ‘the
criminal component’. When you walk through some parts of our city alone
at night, she says, ‘most likely someone will take your phone, your purse, or
even your life … And when you press charges, no one finds that person
ever again.’ She thinks that an official registration system, such as taking
fingerprints upon entry into the country, might act as a deterrent.

Interviewed again on her positions in 2021, she still supports the visa
regime—but says that neither her former colleagues from Navalny’s office
nor her Central Asian friends would particularly like that. However, she



makes clear now that, in her view, crime is not a question of ethnicity but
simply results from migrants’ status as legal incognitos.

These things, of course, are difficult to disentangle. Without insinuating
a racist motivation on her part, the case shows that the demand for a visa
regime is compatible with various positions, including blatant racism: ‘For
sure’, says another activist, ‘if Uzbekistan and Tajikistan become civilised
and rich countries that are no longer a threat, then welcome!’

That said, such ideas do not appear to drive many of Navalny’s
supporters. For one thing, asked about the special status of ethnic Russians
in society, the vast majority distance themselves from such claims and
stress the multinational character of Russian society. Emphasising ethnicity
—‘that’s just nonsense’, grunts Viktor, the coordinator in Yekaterinburg. ‘I
really don’t like it when ethnicity is excessively stressed. It makes
absolutely no difference—you live and pay taxes in Russia? Then you’re
Russian.’35

In fact, some of Navalny’s core activists are critical of the visa regime.
‘It’s a right-wing topic, and I consider myself on the left’, says one. Another
immediately names the visa policy when asked what elements of Navalny’s
programme he does not support: ‘As a social liberal, I don’t think this is
that necessary.’

In contrast to socially responsible capitalism, where Navalny and most
activists seem in agreement, the visa regime is—with notable exceptions—
something that Navalny’s base tolerates more than they champion. But it is
also not an issue that drives many away.

All of this demonstrates Navalny’s success in formulating positions that
can be supported by a diverse group of people. On topics other than fighting
corruption and autocracy, this sometimes means being consciously vague,
providing a platform for people to project their own demands. This is
clearly a strategic move—and one for which he can be, and is, criticised.
But it only shows once more that Navalny cannot dictate viewpoints and
agendas, that he depends on the support of Russia’s people if he is to affect
anything at all.

The man and the movement



Marching down St Petersburg’s Nevsky Prospekt alongside 20,000 others
protesting Navalny’s arrest in early 2021, Stepan, a nineteen-year-old
student, makes one thing very clear: ‘I am no fan of Navalny’s. I’m a fan of
the rule of law.’36

Navalny has built his movement through protest. Over the years, he has
very consciously employed it as a mobilising device, crafting—first and
foremost with the help of Leonid Volkov—a formidable political force. But,
as we have shown, this does not mean Navalny can count on unwavering,
uncritical personal devotion from supporters and protest participants.

Navalny’s supporters may be inspired by his courage and optimism, but
they make their own choices. And so do people like Stepan, who do not
count themselves among Navalny’s partisans but nonetheless protest at his
rallies. All of them pursue a goal that is greater than Navalny the individual:
a Russia that is free of political repression, of elite corruption, and whose
enormous wealth is more equally distributed.

But even though, ultimately, it’s not always about Navalny, he has time
and again consolidated and channelled people’s push for change.

And his actions, it turns out, have also had a profound effect on the
Kremlin.
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THE KREMLIN V. NAVALNY

‘Complete nonsense’.
So replied Putin’s press secretary, Dmitry Peskov, to a question on

everybody’s mind: is Putin ‘afraid of Alexei Navalny’?1

It’s 19 January 2021—two days after Navalny’s return to Russia. His
plane was rerouted, his supporters were confronted by riot police, his
associates were detained, and he was taken into custody as soon as he
stepped foot on Russian soil. Given all of this, it seems that the journalist’s
question was a reasonable one to ask—but Peskov was having none of it.
And the protests that were announced in support of Navalny for the coming
days, he said, did not worry the Kremlin either.

But anyone on the streets of Moscow that Saturday—and a week later—
could be forgiven for having a different impression. Police were
everywhere. Van after van pulled into the city, metal crowd control fences
went up across the centre, thousands of officers lined the streets. Central
metro stations were closed, police in plain clothes patrolled cafés and
‘urged’ their owners to shut down Wi-Fi networks.2 It looked as though the
city was trying to prevent a revolution.

About 160,000 people turned out to non-sanctioned rallies across the
country on 23 and around 66,000 on 31 January.3 The revolution did not
take place—but police did their best to prevent it anyway. Up to mid-
February, OVD-Info documented over 11,000 detentions, 140 cases of
police beating unarmed participants, and ninety criminal cases that were
opened against protesters.4



These numbers were unprecedented for Russia under Putin. So was the
president afraid of Navalny after all?

One thing is certain: the Kremlin takes Navalny very seriously. As
journalists found out from sources in the Russian security services, the FSB
looks into why people support Navalny and monitors protest turnout.5 Also,
Peskov has admitted that Putin is regularly informed about Navalny—and
the Russian president himself even revealed that he gave his personal
permission for Navalny to be taken abroad for treatment in August 2020.6

We might never know whether Putin is actually afraid of Navalny. But,
perhaps, the more relevant question to ask is whether, and how, the Kremlin
has reacted to the actions of a man it claims to be irrelevant.

Five dimensions of change

So far, we have shown how Navalny has reacted to the Kremlin and the
evolution of politics under Putin. Both Navalny’s anti-corruption activism
and protest mobilisation were clear responses to the limited opportunities to
be a ‘normal’ politician—to compete for power in free and fair elections.
Navalny has tried to make the best of an increasingly dismal situation.

But Navalny has not been pushing back against a static political force—
a Kremlin that is monolithic and immovable. Influence also runs the other
way: from Navalny and his movement to the Kremlin.

In that process, the Kremlin has become more blatantly authoritarian.
Since the end of Medvedev’s presidency and the mass protests of 2011–12,
Putin’s system has made repression more severe and more visible to scare
people away from protesting. It has limited access to information about
officials, complicating the FBK’s investigations. Without banning
opposition outright, it has further restricted access to elections, even to
those at the lowest level that matter least. And it has discredited opponents
as traitors.

But as the Kremlin has become more repressive, it has also established
emotional connections with parts of the population and built alliances with
select parts of civil society. In other words, the Kremlin has tried to
mobilise real support—and not without success.



All of these changes from the Kremlin are reactions to the challenges
that Putin has faced during his rule. We have looked at many of them from
the perspective of Navalny: how to build support in the population, how to
fight corruption, how to organise protest, how to compete in elections. It’s
now time to look at how the authorities have adapted to these challenges,
focusing on five dimensions: Putin’s support, freedom of information, civil
society, protest, and elections.

Navalny has become the main political counterforce in the country—its
second most important politician, even though Peskov would never admit it.
The Kremlin’s reactions, therefore, have a lot to do with Navalny.

But Navalny did not appear in a vacuum—and the Kremlin does not
react to him alone. As we show for each of the five dimensions, there is
much more to Russian politics than Navalny. He is part of a broader
movement of citizens and organisations—in Moscow as well as in the
regions. The five cases illustrate this: sometimes Navalny is present,
sometimes less so. But all of them convey the surprising dynamism
underlying Putin’s seemingly stable rule.

We now follow the Kremlin’s search for social support and its quest for
control—both of Navalny and those beyond.

Hearts and minds

Vladimir Putin enters the Kremlin’s Georgievsky Hall. The largest hall in
the Kremlin’s Great Palace—built in the nineteenth century to host the
family of the tsars—its walls are covered with tributes to Imperial Russia’s
military victories. Having arrived at the podium, Putin faces the audience
with a calm, confident, determined expression—and a barely noticeable
smile. What he is about to say will make history.

‘Good afternoon, esteemed members of the Federation Council, State
Duma deputies, representatives of the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol
who are here among us, citizens of Russia!’7 Putin does not even get
beyond this opening before the first standing ovation. On mentioning
Crimea, everybody rises from their seat, applauding. Putin’s expression is
just as calm now, but the smile is wider.



It is 18 March 2014—and Russia is about to officially annex Crimea.
Or, as Putin says, ‘reunite it with Russia’.

The annexation is in clear violation of Ukrainian and international law.
It will isolate Russia internationally, leading to economic sanctions from
Western countries that will trigger highly damaging counter-sanctions. But
the speech is about something else. It is, for Putin and those assembled,
about historical justice and national greatness, a glorious past that is now
connected to a glorious future.

Putin speaks about the roots of Christian Orthodoxy that unite the
people of Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus, about the multinational character of
Crimea that makes it similar to Russia, about the port city of Sevastopol and
its heroic fight against the Nazis. ‘Everything in Crimea speaks of our
shared history and pride’, he says. ‘In people’s hearts and minds, Crimea
has always been an inseparable part of Russia.’

It is easy to dismiss the whole scene as a well-staged spectacle by
Russian officialdom—parliamentarians, military figures, law enforcement,
clerics from Russia’s Orthodox, Muslim, and Jewish communities—who
are eager to show their support for the national leader. And it is that—but it
is also much more. These are not the dull, expressionless faces of
subordinates receiving yet another lecture from Putin, as is often seen
during broadcasts of other meetings. Here, people’s eyes are filled with joy.

A turn to emotions

Putin’s speech marks an emotional turn in the Kremlin’s strategy to bolster
its rule. The first decade of Putin’s presidency was marked by strong
economic recovery and the strengthening of the central state. Stability and
growth were what convinced people of the Kremlin’s leadership.

But the For Fair Elections protests in 2011–12 showed that not
everybody was going to accept the implicit social contract, where the
authorities promised rising living standards in return for political
acquiescence. Even though the messages voiced at the protests were
diverse, it was clear that many now demanded a say.

At some point in early 2012, the Kremlin decided that it could not
please everybody. It turned to those people who did not support or



understand the protests, who were still content with the existing social
contract, or who were simply afraid of change. Trying to unite these very
different sections of the population behind their leader, the Kremlin started
to restructure ‘Putin’s majority’.

Emotions played a big part in that endeavour. And the events of 2013–
14 in Ukraine provided unexpected help.

In November 2013, people in Ukraine rose to demand closer ties to
Europe and an end to President Viktor Yanukovych’s corrupt rule. Despite
Putin’s proclamations to the contrary, the Ukrainian Maidan—its violent
climax and the fall of Yanukovych—were useful for the Kremlin, because
they strengthened the emotional appeal of the Russian leadership’s agenda.

Chaos in Kyiv—and, later, war in eastern Ukraine—re-ignited fears of
revolutionary violence at home, in Russia. A pro-Western Ukrainian
government aroused concerns over renewed NATO expansion. Russia, in
the eyes of many, needed to be defended. But Russia’s response—swiftly
annexing Crimea according to a scenario that had been planned several
weeks in advance8—also allowed the Kremlin to add pride and joy to the
emotional mix. Putin, the message went, did not just protect Russia. He also
restored its greatness.

Not just propaganda

All of this sounds as though the Kremlin carefully planned its response to
the challenges it faced at home. It sounds as though Russia used special
forces to annex Crimea, a loyal parliament to enact the needed laws, and
state-controlled media to deliver the propaganda, forcing a strategy to
legitimise its rule upon a passive and brainwashed population. But, just as
Navalny does not simply use Russians for his own political goals, the
Kremlin could not just manipulate them at will, either.

Power in Russia, as social scientists Samuel Greene and Graeme
Robertson show, is ‘co-constructed’.9 This phrase captures a very important
feature of Russian politics: even though formal democratic institutions are
highly flawed, favouring the current authorities, Putin’s power is rooted in
the population itself. Far from simply flowing from propaganda and
repression, the president’s power depends on daily support from millions of



Russian citizens. For some, that support takes the form of harassing
Kremlin enemies or attending pro-Putin rallies. But, for most, that
construction of power happens in the more mundane spaces of schools,
workplaces, and families. That’s the reason, after all, why Navalny’s
supporters have so often experienced conflict not just with the official
organs of the state but with colleagues, friends, and family members. These
seemingly non-political sites are, in fact, charged with politics.

Acknowledging that the president’s power is dependent on popular
support, the Kremlin regularly experiments with offers that it can make to
the population to try to win them over. The turn to emotions was one such
offer—and one that was particularly effective. Positive emotions like pride
in Russia’s renewed greatness—and negative ones like fear of chaos and
foreign domination—were collectively experienced by millions of citizens,
building emotional connections to each other as much as to their leadership.

‘Putin is Russia, Russia is Putin’

What does all of this have to do with Navalny? The new emotional strategy
was designed to construct a majority—and a minority. It was consciously
excluding those who want Russia to take the ‘European way’—to build
closer alliances with Western countries, to tame presidential power, to make
Russia a democratic country. It also excluded those with socially liberal
attitudes, emphasising Russian Orthodox Christianity and associating
homosexuality with the ‘morally degraded’ West.

This way, the Kremlin reinforced the polarisation of Russian society,
trying to reduce society to two opposing camps—the ‘patriotic majority’
and everybody else.10 This strategy was not targeted at Navalny alone, but it
was a clear answer to the challenge that dissatisfied citizens had mounted
against the Kremlin, both during the For Fair Elections protests and during
Navalny’s Moscow campaign. The response was clear: You are a small,
estranged minority.

This new Kremlin strategy was built on nationalism. Putin brought
Crimea ‘home’. And he finally ‘raised Russia from its knees’, after the
humiliation of the 1990s when, many were convinced, Russia was
subordinated to the West. Putin, therefore, established himself as the



country’s prime defender of national interests. Even more than that, he
became equated with Russia itself. As parliamentary speaker Vyacheslav
Volodin put it, ‘if there’s Putin, there’s Russia, if there’s no Putin, there’s no
Russia’.11

It was nationalism with a specific twist, as Putin continued to emphasise
the multi-ethnic character of Russian society. But, still, he won over a large
share of Russian nationalists, driving a deep wedge into that camp, much of
which had previously harboured oppositional views. Boris, a far-right
radical in Perm—who had been convicted of inciting racial hatred and
categorically opposed Putin’s ‘awful migration policy’—said that, ‘for
Crimea, I forgive Putin a lot’.

Navalny, as we have shown, had mostly abandoned nationalism as a
public ideology a few years before, but the annexation of Crimea ensured
that the topic was not going to offer promise for the opposition any time
soon.

Powerful but fragile

Emotional experiences create a sense of community and can, therefore, be a
much more powerful way of winning people’s hearts and minds than
rational calculations of costs and benefits.12 This is captured in the famous
Russian phrase of the ‘battle between the TV and the fridge’, where
propaganda can win despite deteriorating material conditions.

But the phrase is inaccurate, because it portrays the population as
passive and easily misled, just as pro-Kremlin media sometimes portray
Navalny’s supporters. Controlling the most important media is an enormous
advantage, but it does not allow the authorities to manipulate people at will.
Putin’s rule depends on the population accepting his offers. That makes it
both powerful and fragile.13

The joy on people’s faces in the Kremlin’s Georgievsky Hall was real,
as was the joy and pride of millions of Russians in 2014. But it is difficult
to sustain such emotional highs. The euphoria that surrounded the
annexation of Crimea was an enormously effective tool to bolster Putin’s
rule—but, since 2018, Putin’s ratings have come down again from the
astronomic heights they reached at that time. This decline in support was



triggered by the government’s decision to raise the retirement age, but the
trend has been sustained by both stagnating economic prospects and a lack
of positive emotional anchors.

This does not mean that the Kremlin’s emotional strategy is over. In
early 2021, Navalny was not just taken to court for having violated his
parole conditions, but also for allegedly insulting a veteran of the Great
Patriotic War—the Russian term for the Second World War.14 Along with a
cosmonaut, an actor, and other famous Russians, the ninety-four-year-old
former soldier had appeared in a promotional video by the state-owned
outlet RT that was designed to elicit support for Russia’s 2020
constitutional changes.

In a characteristically sharp attack, Navalny had called the participants
in the video ‘corrupt lackeys’.15 He had not mentioned the veteran
personally, but his presence in the clip was enough. Navalny, so the
accusation went, had committed a grave moral offence against a war hero—
one that could, and should, be punished. It was again the emotional strategy
in action. This time, however, it mobilised what is fundamental to the very
identity of many Russians: the memory of the Great Patriotic War.

Classified information

‘LSDU3’ and ‘YFYaU9’. These cryptic codes swept across the Russian
internet in 2016. But why?

They are codenames for Artyom and Igor Chaika, respectively—the
sons of Yuri Chaika, Russia’s prosecutor general between 2006 and 2020.

The Chaika family was the focus of an Anti-Corruption Foundation
investigation, released on 1 December 2015—two days before Putin’s
annual ‘state of the nation’ address.16 Navalny’s FBK presented evidence
that, it claimed, showed the sons’ extensive commercial empire. Peskov
brushed the allegations aside, saying they did not relate directly to the
prosecutor general himself—and Yuri Chaika said that the investigation was
‘a hatchet job, not paid for by those who made it’.17

The investigation was crucially dependent on official records linking
Artyom and Igor—along with their relatives—to property and businesses.
One such source of information was ‘Rosreestr’—Russia’s Federal Service



for State Registration, Cadastre, and Cartography—which manages
information on property ownership.

On 9 June 2016, Navalny announced that Rosreestr had replaced the
Chaika sons’ actual names in official records.18 Navalny provided a series
of ‘before and after’ pictures on his website, showing the replacement of
real names with the codes on official documents. And he was clear about
what he saw as the purpose of these changes—to hide information that
could be used to expose high-level corruption:

We believe that Rosreestr officials are criminals, that what they are
doing is completely illegal, and that they should be held responsible
for this. They are clearly doing this on the orders of the Kremlin,
but all the same. We’re suing Rosreestr for each case of
classifying/blackening out [the names of] officials and their
children.19

Navalny included pictures of C-3PO and R2-D2—droid characters from
Star Wars—next to photos of the Chaika sons and their father to hammer
home the weirdness of the codenames. And Russian internet users followed
suit, turning ‘LSDU3’ and ‘YFYaU9’ into memes. This once again showed
Navalny’s approach: packaging serious content in a light-hearted format—
with a view to reaching as broad an audience as possible.

But the Kremlin wanted a less risky way to keep officials shielded from
the glare of FBK’s investigators—one that reduced the likelihood of state
bodies looking like fools.

From obscuring to classifying

‘On the Introduction of Changes to the Federal Law “On State Protection”
and Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation’.20 This was the
boring, bureaucratic name of a draft law Putin introduced into the State
Duma in February 2017 that threatened to strike a blow to the heart of the
FBK’s investigative approach.

The final version of the law that Putin signed in July 2017 gave grounds
to classify the personal data of people with ‘state protection’, as well as



their family members. According to Transparency International Russia, this
legal change would allow information on top-level officials—including, for
instance, Prosecutor General Yuri Chaika and his family—to be excluded
from state registries.21

But this legal change was absent from the version of the draft law
submitted by Putin in February. Instead, it was introduced as a last-minute
amendment to the draft law during review in the State Duma. This is a
classic technique often used in Russian law-making to sneak controversial
legal changes past the scrutinising eyes of legislators and journalists—a
practice that also reduces the opportunities for people to kick up a fuss.22

The FBK’s Georgy Alburov wasn’t too concerned, however. He said the
Foundation would employ other means to discover the elite’s property
holdings. One technique involved matching the size of prestige property
recently on the market to the data contained in officials’ yearly asset
declarations.23 While this wasn’t a perfect solution, it was another way to
get the job done.

This was, then, a game of cat and mouse. The FBK would exploit one
channel of information; the authorities would take steps to block access;
and Navalny’s team would find ways to overcome these difficulties.
Navalny and the Kremlin responded to each other in a constant back-and-
forth. Indeed, the grounds for classifying information were widened with
another law, passed in December 2020,24 which made it easier for the
authorities to withhold information about a range of officials. Although the
bill was approved by more than 70 per cent of deputies in its final vote in
the State Duma, a Communist Party deputy asked the bill’s authors whether
they were ‘closing the mouths of the remaining brave journalists who
identify high-ranking corrupt officials’.25

The information in question up to this point has been open-source,
accessed legally. But the response to Navalny’s August 2020 poisoning
raised the profile of a shadier type of information.

‘Probiv’

Personal information, it seems, has a price.



The investigation by Bellingcat, The Insider, CNN, and Der Spiegel into
Navalny’s poisoning drew, in part, on leaked information sold in online
black markets—a practice known in Russian, and now more broadly, as
‘probiv’.26 Such records include flight manifests, mobile phone records, and
bank account details.

The use of probiv by Bellingcat and its partners did not go unnoticed by
Russian law enforcement. In the first few months of 2021, several Russian
police officers were arrested on suspicion of leaking information that might
have been used in the Bellingcat investigation.27 As noted by Russia analyst
Mark Galeotti, ‘[t]hose very same security officers meant to be protecting
the nation’s data, are actually the most enthusiastic in monetising the
capacity for probiv their positions offer’.28

But that didn’t stop the authorities from trying to reduce the
attractiveness of this market for personal data. In February 2021, a draft law
was introduced into the State Duma, proposing criminal liability for law
enforcement officials who disseminate information about their colleagues
obtained through their positions.29 The goal, it seemed, was to create a
chilling effect.

This was yet another step by the authorities to restrict access to
information that could be deployed against them. The FBK itself has
claimed that ‘only open sources of information’ are used in its
investigations.30 But Navalny’s poisoning and the steps taken to uncover the
details of the attack underscored, more broadly, the possibilities—and perils
for the Kremlin—of online information.

The ‘Runet’s’ shrinking space

Upon assuming power as prime minister in 1999, Putin promised ‘not to
touch’ the Russian internet for the foreseeable future.31 And, although many
would say that he has not kept his promise, the Russian internet—also
known as the Runet—was for a long time an almost anarchic zone within an
otherwise gradually tightening public sphere.

Nonetheless, as Navalny and many others perfected the use of social
media for organising resistance and distributing information that the



authorities would have preferred to stay under wraps, the Kremlin sensed
the danger.

On 9 December 2011, the FSB urged Pavel Durov—a young tech
entrepreneur and founder of the Russian Facebook equivalent, VKontakte
(VK)—to block several pages on which protest events were coordinated.
Durov did not comply. Instead, he used Twitter to publicise the FSB’s letter
and accompanied it with a photo of a dog in a hoodie, sticking out its
tongue.32

But, in less than two years, Durov had sold his stake in VK—shortly
after to be acquired by oligarch Alisher Usmanov’s Mail.ru Group. Durov
also stepped down as CEO of VK, complaining about the authorities’
requests to shut down pages of Navalny’s supporters and to provide
information on opposition accounts.33 Durov emigrated and founded the
messenger app Telegram.

As an encrypted messaging app, the Russian authorities didn’t like
Telegram either. So much so that, in April 2018, Russia’s communications
regulator, Roskomnadzor, tried to block the platform. Chaos ensued. Instead
of successfully disabling use of Telegram, the regulator’s actions led to
service disruptions for unassociated online services.34 (Roskomnadzor lifted
its ban in June 2020.)35

Navalny’s website also faced difficulties in 2018. Access to it was
temporarily blocked after he published an investigation into connections
between oligarch Oleg Deripaska and then Deputy Prime Minister Sergei
Prikhodko. Pictures of the two on Deripaska’s yacht had appeared on the
public Instagram account of the model Nastya Rybka, who was also on the
boat.36

Navalny used the pictures, Deripaska sued Rybka for ‘infringements of
his private life’, she deleted the pictures, and Roskomnadzor blocked
Navalny’s website—until, a week later, he deleted the post as well and his
site was reinstated. Navalny, therefore, showed the capacity to compromise
in order to keep his website accessible. And yet, he also showed the
capacity for cheekiness: he reminded people that they could still access the
video on YouTube.37

* * *

http://mail.ru/


Navalny is who he is because of the internet. From his LiveJournal blog to
his first forays into online crowd-sourcing, his website, and the FBK’s
YouTube hits, he has used online platforms to investigate—and make public
—allegations of corruption and official wrongdoing. The relative freedom
of the Runet allowed Navalny to spread his message without access to
traditional media, especially television. His public persona is, to a large
degree, his internet persona.

But this source of strength has also made Navalny—and the
investigations conducted by his team—vulnerable to counter-measures
taken by the Russian state. And yet, the episodes above show that the FBK
has been able to respond to this evolving challenge.

Civilising society

Perm is a special city. A place of exile for dissidents in tsarist and Soviet
times, it is home to one of the few museums on Stalinist repressions in
Russia. But there is more to the city than that.

Andrei Nikitin, an enthusiastic commentator, once called Perm the
home of Russian liberalism.38 And while liberal parties used to fare slightly
better here than they did elsewhere in the 1990s and 2000s, what made
Perm liberal is first and foremost its civil society.

‘Liberal’ in this context relates to the idea that social organisation is
independent of the state. Groups of citizens work together to keep the state
in check, but also to assist it in providing services to its citizens. Such
vibrant civic self-organising is what Tocqueville admired so much about the
United States in the mid-nineteenth century and what he thought to be the
basis of a healthy democracy. It is also what Nikitin admired about Perm.

During perestroika in the 1980s, the history department of Perm State
University was a place where critical minds gathered. Here, many of those
who would later become the city’s leading civil society activists met for the
first time.

The 1990s witnessed a flourishing of self-organisation. In the
beginning, this boom was supported by foreign aid designed specifically to
move Russia’s nascent civil society towards the Western ideal of a state-



independent sphere. The Ford Foundation,39 in particular, lent significant
assistance, but later the regional government provided grants as well.

And, in contrast to some other places, where such money ended up
being stolen, it fell on fertile ground in Perm. There was a group of people
who made it their vocation to animate the ideal of civil society.

How to deal with the authorities

Various human rights organisations, like the Perm Civic Chamber and the
Perm Regional Human Rights Centre, were founded in the 1990s. The local
branch of the historical and civil rights society Memorial organised an
unprecedented educational programme on Soviet repression, building up the
Perm-36 Gulag museum on the city’s outskirts.

But, in the 1990s, when the central state in Russia was weak and poor,
the activities of these groups did not just mean defence against state
overreach and education about state repression. They also meant helping
people to get what was rightfully theirs—whether that was education, a
pension, or welfare. Aleksandr Zotin, for example, led one of the most
effective housing organisations in the country, helping thousands defend
their rights against the authorities and utility companies. Human rights in
Perm were—and still are—explicitly social rights, too.

All of this had an intellectual basis. Igor Averkiev, one of the central
figures in Perm’s NGO scene since the 1990s, maintained a blog where he
reflected on much of what they did, some of it based on philosophical
thought, some based on practical experience. Among these writings were
‘Perm’s rules of conduct’.40

The text, written in 2004, describes in self-confident terms how Perm’s
civil society challenged—but also how it collaborated with—local and
regional authorities. In times when political opposition was gradually
declining—even in liberal Perm—the idea was that civil society would take
its place. Without ever seeking political office themselves, activists sought
to influence policy in the interest of citizens and vulnerable groups. And
they did: their decidedly pragmatic approach led to the adoption of several
local and regional bills.41



‘Foreign agents’ everywhere

This model was largely unheard of in most other regions. And it eventually
came to an end in Perm, too. Vsevolod Bederson, a young scholar and civic
organiser from Perm, sees two reasons for this. Both of them have nothing
to do with the city itself and everything to do with the changing political
climate in the country, spurred by persistent challenges from Navalny and
others. The first of these reasons was the notorious ‘foreign agent’ law that
authorities also used to attack the FBK.

Introduced in 2012, the number of groups that could be subjected to the
law grew steadily. From 2019, it applied not only to NGOs with foreign
funding and allegedly political goals but also to media organisations. And,
since 2020, it has applied to individuals, too. What’s more, ‘foreign
support’ is no longer limited to money. It can consist of any ‘organisational
and methodological assistance’, as the law vaguely states. Moreover,
everyone who mentions these organisations in the press and social media
without pointing to their status as a ‘foreign agent’ can now be fined.42 To
the outside observer, this might seem petty but not draconian. But even the
original version of the law had severe negative effects on organised civil
society.

The second reason why Perm’s civil society was in crisis related to the
international context—a context that made the ‘foreign agent’ label
particularly damaging. With the Ukraine crisis and the annexation of
Crimea, the Kremlin ramped up its rhetoric against foreign interference. In
this environment, being labelled a ‘foreign agent’ could cost you all the
hard-earned trust of your constituency—as well as your connections to local
authorities, if only because they themselves did not want to be accused of
working with ‘foreign agents’.

But it was not just reputation that was at stake. Organisations that did
not comply with the rules faced high fines. Valentina Cherevatenko, head of
Women of the Don—a long-established women’s rights NGO that received
funding from the German Heinrich Böll Foundation—was even criminally
charged. She had, the accusation went, knowingly refrained from
registering her NGO as a ‘foreign agent’. For that, she faced two years in
prison. The charges were later dropped, partly because she had already paid



an administrative fine of 300,000 roubles (around £4,000 at the time).43 But
this case shows that the law is a constant Sword of Damocles for activists.

When the FBK fell victim to the law in 2019, authorities officially
based the case on roughly £1,750 from two private donors, including the
Spanish boxer apparently without any connection to Russia whatsoever.
Whether authorities engineered these payments, as Navalny suspected,
remains unclear—but they used the case to bolster their long-term claim
that Navalny is a Western agent.

The FBK, meanwhile, got inventive. Being obliged to label themselves
a ‘foreign agent’ on their website, they listed high-ranking officials and
state media executives with residence permits in Europe, noting wryly:
‘And yet it is us who have been labelled as a “non-profit organisation
performing the functions of a foreign agent” by the Ministry of Justice.’44

Taking with one hand, giving with the other

But NGOs in Russia are not just shamed and repressed: they’re also courted
and funded. The state placed restrictions on many of the potentially critical
portions of civil society. But, in parallel, it boosted domestic funding for
NGOs. And Putin did not shy away from making it personal. Since their
inception in 2006, the various programmes are known as ‘presidential
grants’.

In principle, any Russian organisation can apply. Sometimes, critical
organisations have received funding, like the NGO For Human Rights of
Lev Ponomaryov, who has tirelessly defended the rights of political and
other prisoners. Even Cherevatenko’s Women of the Don was awarded a
grant in 2014 when it was already a ‘foreign agent’.45 But the bigger share
usually goes to cultural and social organisations. These are not necessarily
loyal or uncritical when interacting with the authorities, but most clearly
view themselves as partners of the state rather than watchdogs, providing
expertise rather than oversight.46

In Perm, too, organisations needed to decide whether they accepted the
‘foreign agent’ label—which was hardly an option—or whether they should
try to attract domestic money. But Bederson points to an important catch:
‘This is civil society in an authoritarian system: if you take money from the



state, you can’t criticise it the way you want.’ Or that is at least what many
felt, perhaps not without reason: Memorial has not received a grant since
2016 and Ponomaryov’s For Human Rights lost its funding in 2018—and
was dissolved by the Ministry of Justice shortly after on the grounds of
alleged violations of the ‘foreign agent’ law.47

This double movement of restriction and stigmatisation on the one hand
and increased investment in civil society on the other reveals a clear pattern.
The state does not reject civic activity altogether. On the contrary, it often
welcomes it—also because social NGOs help compensate for an
insufficient welfare system. But the state tries to integrate civil society into
its distinctive conservative worldview, in which society and the state act in
concert in pursuit of common objectives. This, in principle, need not be
authoritarian. The authoritarianism comes with the repression of those who
disagree with this model.

Three strikes and you’re out

Ildar Dadin was once an ordinary Russian citizen. Born in the outskirts of
Moscow in 1982, he enrolled at a technical university, served in the army,
and worked in private security. But, in 2011, he got involved in protests.
And now, a repressive law is named after him.

His story shows how the Russian state changed its approach to protest—
something closely connected to Navalny’s role as a protest organiser.

In the 2000s, protest did not bother the Kremlin much. Most people
were happy that Russia was getting out of the economic troubles of the
1990s, that the central state was no longer being pushed around by oligarchs
and governors—that order was restored and life was improving. On the
whole, few felt the need to complain.

The first challenge Putin faced from the streets came in early 2005,
when the Kremlin sought to restructure the welfare system. Part of the logic
of the new Russian welfare state had been carried over from Soviet times,
granting people benefits and privileges based on their belonging to certain
social categories—students, pensioners, war veterans, Chernobyl
liquidators, and so on. These benefits were often in-kind, like free public



transport. Now, the government pushed neoliberal reforms, exchanging
these benefits for cash payments, which often left people worse off.

When regional governments started to implement the law, protest
erupted. Without political organisations leading the movement, people
organised across the country, marching and sometimes blocking roads. The
Kremlin was taken by surprise. And some regions reversed course, halting
or downsizing their reforms.

The movement gave a first taste that Russians—widely stereotyped in
post-Soviet times for being passive and apolitical—could force the
authorities to compromise.48 However, although the movement brought
some local groups together, it did not grow into a political threat to the
country’s leadership.

The following years saw an increase in protest, however. In these times
of recovery from the economic troubles of the 1990s, citizens usually
turned out when the state was directly infringing on their lives. New import
taxes on Japanese cars, for instance, inspired a movement of car owners in
the Russian Far East. And, across the country, small protest initiatives
fought environmental pollution or high-density urban development.49

These initiatives usually saw themselves as far away from ‘politics’.
They protested decisions of local administrations, they sometimes targeted
specific mayors or governors—but they did not question Putin’s rule. For
many, politics was a dirty word, which is also why these initiatives rarely
sought cooperation with politicians.

Openly political protest, however, was on the rise, too. In 2007 and
2008, for example, the ‘Dissenters’ Marches’ brought together Putin’s
opponents across the political spectrum. More generally, there was a move
away from the economic protest of the late 1990s towards more civic and
political protest in the late 2000s—and a move away from the provinces
and into the metropolises.50 Towards the kind of protest, that is, that
Navalny was then getting into.

Managed protest

None of this was to the liking of the Kremlin. And even though protest was
generally small in scale and localised, the Kremlin took it seriously.



Officials knew full well that, once protest reaches a stage that requires
broad, visible repression to quell, it might be too late. Large, open dissent
could help bring down Putin’s ratings—and elites could turn their back on
him. After all, the ‘colour revolutions’ in Ukraine and Georgia—which saw
the toppling of political leaders—were fresh in people’s minds.

So, just like it ‘managed’ political opposition, the Kremlin sought to
‘manage’ political protest in the 2000s.51 That meant, first and foremost,
preventing protest by pre-emptive arrests of leading activists. Where
political protest did happen, repression was usually not sweeping but
selective. This approach aimed to make dissent largely invisible—and broad
repression unnecessary.

In addition, the Kremlin invested heavily in pro-Putin organisations and
youth movements like Nashi (Ours) that could be quickly mobilised against
street challenges. This strategy was a conscious reaction, again, to the
‘colour revolutions’ in other post-communist states, where oppositional
youth movements had played major roles.

All these measures resembled the tools used to keep electoral opposition
at bay. Managing both protest and opposition was done in such a way as to
make the barriers in the system clear to those who challenged them directly,
and, for everyone else, to create the impression that Putin rules largely
unopposed.

From the Bolotnaya trials to Dadin’s law

This nuanced approach came to an end after the For Fair Elections
movement in 2011–12 when political protest exploded. There was no
chance for the authorities to pre-empt it, partly because the movement was
not just driven by the well-known protest leaders, but mobilised ad hoc on
social media.

The Kremlin’s first reaction was to embrace the new reality, albeit
reluctantly. In most big cities, protesters were allowed to march, while
police—unexpectedly for many opposition-minded citizens—stood by. The
Kremlin might have been driven by the hope that letting off steam would
calm people down, and that keeping police at bay might help to regain trust



among protesters. And this appeared to work as protests gradually
dissipated.52

But then came the rally on Bolotnaya Square in Moscow on 6 May
2012. The movement was already in decline, and the Kremlin made extra
sure that protests like this would not emerge again. When Navalny and
others called for a sit-in, the police—in violation of agreements with
organisers53—cordoned off a section of the square. Tensions built up,
scuffles erupted, and police started beating unarmed protesters. Hundreds
were detained.

In the wake of the event, the Procuracy opened criminal cases against
dozens of demonstrators—mostly young and from different political camps,
sometimes newcomers. Judges constantly violated procedural rules when
dealing with these court cases.54 Sometimes, even the police witnesses
themselves could not remember any harm allegedly done to them.55 In the
end, many protesters were sent to prison, sometimes for several years.56

The ‘Bolotnaya trials’, as they came to be known, marked a decisive
change in the Kremlin’s approach to protest. In their wake, the State Duma
passed several laws that restricted the conditions for legal protest. The ever-
increasing complexity of rules regulating protest made it ever more difficult
for activists not to violate them. And rule violation served as a pretext for
repression. One move in this regard—a change in the Criminal Code—is
today unofficially called ‘Dadin’s law’.

The law stipulates that individuals who are found to have violated
administrative protest rules three or more times within 180 days can receive
up to five years in jail. The trick with the law is that it works in conjunction
with the many small restrictions on protest, which makes it relatively easy
for a committed protester to receive two or more administrative fines for
violating protest rules within half a year. Participated in a peaceful but
officially non-sanctioned rally? Allegedly disobeyed the orders of a
policeman? That’s two offences.

Dadin—like so many others—attended his first rally in December 2011
and, after that, became an active protester. In early 2015, he was the first
person to be convicted based on this new law that came, informally, to bear
his name. Among the previous administrative fines were one received at a
single-person protest in support of the accused at the Bolotnaya trials, and



another from a rally in January 2015 in support of Navalny after his
conviction in the Yves Rocher case.

Dadin received three years in prison, later reduced to two-and-a-half.
After allegations of torture, and a domestic and international outcry,
Russia’s Supreme Court overturned the sentence in early 2017.57 The Court
did not, however, find a problem with the law itself, even though it punishes
people twice for one and the same act, and has, thus, drawn heavy criticism
from human rights lawyers.

Fearing protest

Dadin’s law is used mainly to scare activists rather than imprison them.58

But it has also been applied, for instance, against the Moscow-based
Yabloko deputy Yulia Galyamina who, after protests in Moscow in 2019,
received a suspended sentence and accordingly was barred from running for
a seat on Moscow City Council.59

Protesters are still facing increasing repression, even without recourse to
Dadin’s law. Data collected by OVD-Info on administrative cases against
protesters show a peak in 2011–12, and then a consistently high level since
2017 when Navalny started mobilising large rallies.60 But even arrests at
individual protests—the only form of protest that does not need prior
agreement with the authorities—in Moscow and St Petersburg increased
more than three-fold between 2013 and 2019. In 2020, arrests rose again
sharply.61

Such is the reality of protest in today’s Russia. Like political opposition,
it is not banned outright. Authorities still sometimes give permission to hold
rallies, and they do not always arrest everybody—but sometimes they do.

The Bolotnaya trials started a repressive trend that intensified with
Navalny’s rallies of 2017. Protest is no longer managed as it used to be in
the 2000s. Instead, the Kremlin has become ever more creative at making
protest difficult—and dangerous. Repression is more visible now and
applied to random participants, rather than just protest leaders. Riot police
arbitrarily snatching people from crowds is becoming a common sight.

The idea, then, is no longer to pre-empt protest by obstructing its
organisation, but to scare everyone off from attending. To the extent that



Navalny has developed protest as a political tool, the Kremlin has made
sure that people hear their response loud and clear: if you take to the street,
you might get into very serious trouble.

Khabarovsk: the exception?

In July 2020, Sergei Furgal, governor of the Khabarovsk Region in the
country’s Far East, was arrested, flown to Moscow, and charged with
ordering the murder of two businessmen in 2004, well before he became
governor. People spontaneously took to the streets, forming what became
one of the largest and most sustained protest campaigns in a decade. Tens of
thousands walked the streets of Khabarovsk every Saturday for months.
What angered people was that federal authorities were interfering with their
region, which had unequivocally voted against United Russia and the
Khabarovsk governor Vyacheslav Shport in the 2018 gubernatorial election.

In that race, Furgal had run for the systemic opposition party LDPR.
Nobody expected him to win—but then the protest vote against Shport, the
recently announced pension reform, and years of being ignored by Moscow
catapulted Furgal to victory. Although he ended up being surprisingly
popular once in office, most people protested in 2020 less for Furgal
himself and more to demand respect for their democratic choice.62

What was perhaps even more surprising than the sheer number of
people who turned out week after week was the fact that, at first, police
stood by—even though rallies were not sanctioned by the authorities. But
when the protests waned in the autumn, police started arresting journalists
and activists between rallies. Some were severely beaten.63

Was Khabarovsk an exception? If we look simply at law enforcement’s
initial response, yes. But with the subsequent crackdown, they returned to
their established script. More generally, this shift shows how the authorities
tailor their response to conditions on the ground. Where they deem it more
appropriate, they can hold back. But most of the time, they don’t.

Escalation game



Moscow, 11 September 2017. The team around Maxim Katz and Dmitry
Gudkov is in celebration mode.

Katz is a Yabloko politician and former Navalny staffer. Gudkov used to
be a State Duma deputy for the systemic opposition party A Just Russia—
before he was expelled from the party for engaging in too much actual
opposition. Together, the two have led the United Democrats—a coalition
of various liberal groups and activists—into the 2017 Moscow municipal
elections.

The outcome is a small sensation. Overall, United Russia receives most
votes, but the coalition manages to win a majority in several municipal
councils. In the Gagarinsky District, where Putin voted, all twelve seats are
captured by Yabloko.

Why did the Kremlin not prevent this? Perhaps authorities were too
distracted by Navalny’s presidential campaign; perhaps they did not take
this lowest of all levels of government seriously. Whatever the reason,
many at the time see in this a sign that not all is lost for liberal politics in
Russia.

Moscow, 13 March 2021. Police storm the Federal Forum of Municipal
Deputies, detaining about 200 participants, many of them journalists and
elected deputies, twisting their arms, pulling them into vans.64 It is the first
time that so many people have been detained outside of a street protest in
post-Soviet Russia.

The conference was again organised by the United Democrats. Its
objective was to share experiences and best practices before the municipal
elections in September 2021, bringing together independent and
oppositional municipal deputies from around the country.

Police justify their actions in terms of COVID-19 measures. They also
say that some participants have links to an NGO founded by Mikhail
Khodorkovsky—an organisation that was banned in Russia 2017 as an
‘undesirable organisation’.65 But, whatever the formal grounds, the goal of
the raid is evidently to intimidate those who want to challenge United
Russia—now even at the municipal level.

A change of heart



These two episodes feature the same people, the same city, the same level
of elections. But, while the authorities looked the other way in 2017, they
now made sure that everyone understood that times had changed. Why?
What happened in between?

One reason might be the United Democrats’ surprise 2017 victory itself.
The Moscow authorities had failed to mobilise their own supporters.
Turnout was low, benefitting the United Democrats who had campaigned
extensively. Perhaps Mayor Sergei Sobyanin and his colleagues in the
Kremlin wanted to make sure that this could not happen again.

But there is another reason—a broader, more general one.
As authorities have made it more difficult for opposition forces to take

part in elections on national and regional levels, many have moved to lower
levels in search of remaining freedoms for independent politics.

In 2019—and in a rare moment of unity—different opposition forces,
including Navalny’s team, attempted to coordinate candidates for the
elections to Moscow City Council, one level above the municipal councils.
In contrast to 2021, they were allowed to campaign.

But at the very last moment, the authorities pulled the plug. Most
candidates were denied registration, a decision that triggered protests—
50,000 at a sanctioned rally in central Moscow on 10 August 2019.66 As
was becoming the norm, these protests were met with police beatings and
resulted in criminal trials. The raid in March 2021 showed that authorities
were now ready, if needed, to stamp out any challenge at the moment of its
inception.

And this greater preparedness clearly has to do with Alexei Navalny.

A smart idea?

Navalny was frustrated at every turn when trying to take part in
conventional electoral politics. Although he led a political party, the
Ministry of Justice repeatedly rejected his requests to register it. He needed
to get creative. But Navalny also faced problems of a less formal nature.
For example, ‘political technologists’ more than once frustrated Navalny by
registering parties using the names that he had planned to use himself.67

Navalny needed, then, to find a way to outsmart the system.



It’s November 2018. Still in his presidential suit and tie, Navalny
releases another YouTube video. This time, however, he does not report
about yachts and vineyards. Instead, he presents an idea:

The parties themselves cannot agree to put up a single candidate
against United Russia. But we can. We are all different, but we have
the same politics—we are against the monopoly of United Russia.
The rest is mathematics. If we all do the smart thing and vote for
the strongest candidate, then this candidate will win, and the United
Russia candidate will lose.68

What Navalny advocates as ‘Smart Voting’ is his team’s latest strategy
to deal with the constantly shrinking space for the opposition in Russian
elections. In a way, it harks back to Navalny’s tactic of 2011 when he called
for people to ‘vote for any party except United Russia’. But there is an
important twist: rather than just voting for anyone, Navalny’s team would,
for every race, identify the one candidate it thought would have the best
chance of defeating the candidate from United Russia.

Opposition-minded voters could then enter their address into a website
and get information on the recommended candidate in their area. This way,
Smart Voting concentrates the protest vote to beat the Kremlin’s choice. It is
tactical voting in an authoritarian political system.

How does Navalny’s team identify which candidates to back?
According to Volkov, it’s determined by many factors—surveys, the
preceding electoral campaign, scandals. The exact mix is known only to
Navalny’s team. But one factor does not play a role by design: the
candidate’s ideology. This precipitates constant fights within the liberal
camp. Katz, for instance, has been a vocal critic of the approach—but so are
many others. Should we really vote for a communist or nationalist just to
make United Russia lose? Should we not, rather, concentrate on getting our
own candidates on the ballot—and, if we can’t, denounce the elections for
what they are: a farce?

Defending Smart Voting, Navalny borrows terms from political science
—and interprets them with classic Navalny humour:



Yes, of course, Smart Voting is not the ideal strategy. Clear as
daylight. I want to remind everyone that our political system is
called ‘electoral authoritarianism’. The word ‘electoral’ kind of
means that elections are manipulated so that only Putin wins. And
the word authoritarianism means, guys, that there’s no ideal
strategy.69

Navalny and Volkov continually stressed that opponents of the Kremlin
do not have the luxury of supporting their favourite political force. That is
for the future. Today is about exerting pressure on the authorities.

Elections in Russia, Volkov said in 2019, were often cleansed of real
contenders—to the extent that they have effectively turned into referendums
on Putin. But that means that the Kremlin really cannot afford to lose these
elections, given the reputational damage that would be inflicted on the
president if they did. And, if it does start losing elections—in the provinces,
in the municipalities, wherever—that may also make elites rethink whether
they want to continue backing the Kremlin. And this, in turn, can spice
things up considerably. In Volkov’s thinking, Smart Voting is supposed to
bring politics back to Russia—even without Navalny being on the ballot
himself.

Action and reaction

Does Smart Voting work? When first trialled in September 2019, it was not
a resounding success—United Russia still received a majority of seats in
many regional and city parliaments. But the numbers suggest that, without
Smart Voting, that victory would have been much larger.

In the municipal elections of St Petersburg of 2019, a study found that
being recommended by Smart Voting gave candidates an average boost of 7
per cent—perhaps not a lot, but sometimes enough to win.70 In Moscow in
the same year, Smart Voting helped oust several prominent United Russia
figures and helped candidates from Yabloko, the Communist Party, and A
Just Russia win seats. And in 2020, oppositional candidates—with whom
Navalny had been campaigning just before his poisoning—won a majority
in the city council of the Siberian city of Tomsk thanks to Smart Voting.



These are small victories. But they are significant enough to worry the
Kremlin, laying bare that its strategy to manage elections—in which
systemic opposition is permitted and most other opposition forces filtered
out—can backfire when anger and frustration is concentrated against the
ruling party’s candidate.

One of the reactions to Navalny’s initiative did not even come from the
Kremlin itself. All leaders of the systemic opposition parties distanced
themselves from Navalny and Smart Voting at every possible occasion—
even though their candidates only stood to benefit from it. Sergei Mironov
of A Just Russia, for instance, was convinced that his party’s performance
in the 2019 elections in Moscow had nothing to do with Smart Voting—
instead it was the party’s own strong campaign that made their politicians
attractive for Smart Voting in the first place.71

When the State Duma opened after the New Year break in 2021, all
parties were in agreement that Navalny was a stooge, a demagogue—and
utterly irrelevant. In a classic performance, Zhirinovsky called Navalny’s
supporters ‘drug addicts and prostitutes’.72

But, in preparing for the 2021 Duma elections—in which Navalny’s
team planned to use Smart Voting, even with him in jail—the Kremlin
needed more than discrediting statements from the old guard of systemic
opposition politicians. And rather urgently, since, in spring, United Russia’s
ratings stood at their lowest level for many years.73

In March 2021, the online outlet Meduza published extracts from a
document apparently intercepted from Moscow’s United Russia branch on
how to approach the September Duma elections.74 The document identified
Smart Voting as one of the main risks for the party’s electoral success—
together with possible investigations of FBK into individual deputies. As a
remedy, the document proposed setting up a website called ‘Smart Vote’ to
confuse voters and increase the use of so-called ‘technical candidates’.
These candidates run under the label of a systemic opposition party but, in
case they win, join United Russia’s faction or drop out.

A downward spiral



In light of all this, the police raid on the conference of municipal deputies in
March 2021 may seem more understandable. Since 2017, opposition forces
have developed strategies to use the few remaining opportunities afforded
by formal institutions. And authorities at all levels—mayors, governors,
election officials—feel the need to act. After all, the Kremlin requires them
to deliver majorities at the polls.

In this situation, Smart Voting takes the idea of tactical voting to its
logical extreme. For it to work, no ‘real’ opposition even needs to be on the
ballot. As long as there are elections with more than one candidate,
Navalny’s team can coordinate the protest vote. To undermine it, authorities
would have to make elections completely controlled rather than just
massively unfair.

That has not happened so far. But the Kremlin is edging towards it.

* * *

The shifting shapes of Russia’s regime

In the past fifteen years, Navalny—as anti-corruption activist, politician,
and protester—has evolved to adapt to the Kremlin. The cases above have
shown that the Kremlin has also evolved to adapt to Navalny.

But none of the above was a reaction to Navalny alone. Many other
individuals, opposition activists, and movements pushed the Kremlin to
react in various ways. The most important of these were the For Fair
Elections protests—where Navalny was but one leader among many—that
made authorities rethink the way they were holding on to power and
searching for ways to gain citizens’ genuine support. And this, more
broadly, shows that Navalny has often escalated existing tensions rather
than creating them in the first place.

A lot has changed, therefore, beneath the seeming stability of Putin’s
rule. Is it possible to assess—even if crudely—the general direction of that
change?

The idea that democracy and autocracy are two radically different things
is very much tied to the Cold War. Today, there is a consensus that there can



be many types of regime—with ‘regime’ neutrally understood as a set of
rules and practices by which countries are governed.

Some regimes are more democratic—they have functioning elections,
protect the rule of law, and tolerate independent media—while others are
less so. But undemocratic practices can and do happen in all kinds of
regimes. To say that a country is a democracy is only a very crude way of
saying that democratic practices prevail most of the time.

This also means that there is a large grey zone between liberal
democracy and totalitarianism. Rulers in this zone try to get the best of both
worlds: they attempt to look like democracies but manipulate rules so as to
avoid real political competition.

Russia is one such case. It is far from being a totalitarian dictatorship.
But it is also far from being a liberal democracy. There are elections—but
authorities make them very unfair. The state does not censor all media—but
it controls television and spreads disinformation. Protest and opposition are
allowed—but are constrained and repressed.

Within this grey zone, however, Russia under Putin has edged towards
dictatorship. We have shown that, partly in response to Navalny, the
Kremlin has placed more restrictions on access to information, further
encroached on the small freedoms that elections had provided, and ramped
up repression against protesters. In its reactions to challenges, then, the
Kremlin has decided to become less concerned with keeping up the
appearance—and substance—of democracy.

This does not mean, however, that Putin rules by force alone. Just as
Navalny diagnosed when he started his political career, Putin’s power still
rests on the support—both active and tacit—of a majority of citizens. The
Russian political regime has become more brutal and authoritarian. But, at
the same time, it has worked hard to gain the support of Russians, building
emotional connections and presenting Putin as the guardian of Russian
sovereignty.

In addition to these emotional strategies, the state continues to care for
the welfare of Russians. It balances the corruption needed to keep elites
happy with some sensible policies, including those that keep the state out of
debt, provide basic healthcare, and deliver a minimum of social security.

In other words, Russia’s authorities are much more adaptable and
realistic than many observers and challengers make them out to be. This



does not morally absolve them of their repression. But it helps explain why,
despite the formidable challenges that Navalny and others have confronted
the Kremlin with, it has retained the upper hand.

And yet, it seems that the Kremlin, despite all its adaptations, really
does not want to take any risks when it comes to Navalny. His poisoning
and later imprisonment clearly show that the authorities have made a
decision: Navalny should be gone for good.



6

NAVALNY AND THE FUTURE OF RUSSIA

Moscow, 2 February 2021.
Alexei Navalny smiles as he traces a heart with his finger on the glass in

front of him. Surrounded by officials, he gazes at his wife while standing in
the defendant’s box. With the world’s media trained on him, he waits for the
judge to announce his fate.1

Navalny is in court, again—and for a criminal case opened many years
earlier. In late 2014, he and his brother Oleg had been sentenced to three-
and-a-half years in the Yves Rocher case—a decision the European Court of
Human Rights ruled in 2017 was ‘arbitrary and manifestly unreasonable’.2

Alexei was handed a suspended sentence, but Oleg Navalny was sent to jail.
Although spared incarceration, Alexei still had to report twice a month to
prison officials—something he did not do while undergoing treatment in
Germany after his poisoning in August 2020. This was the formal reason
for the court proceedings: the Russian prison authorities were asking for his
suspended sentence to be revoked and for him to serve real time.3

But, for Navalny, this was not the real reason he was in court—he was
now being punished for his failure to die of Novichok poisoning on the
orders of Vladimir Putin:

I mortally offended him by surviving … And then I committed an
even more serious offense: I didn’t run and hide. Then something
truly terrifying happened: I participated in the investigation of my
own poisoning, and we proved, in fact, that Putin, using Russia’s
Federal Security Service, was responsible for this attempted murder.



And that’s driving this thieving little man in his bunker out of his
mind. He’s simply going insane as a result.4

As is standard practice in Russian courts, the judge read off the sentence
quickly and monotonously. It was as if the dull, grinding machinery of
Russian justice had taken vocal form. Navalny looked on, resigned to the
inevitable with a flicker of humour running across his face.

The verdict was widely anticipated—two years and eight months in a
penal colony.5

At the end of court proceedings, Navalny said to his wife Yulia, ‘Bye,
don’t be sad, everything’s going to be OK.’

But his supporters on the streets outside the court were less calm.
Coordinated by Navalny’s team, they set off for Manezh Square in central
Moscow—just in front of the Kremlin and Red Square. But the riot police
—a sea of intimidating figures, dressed in black—were waiting for them.

This would be the third time since Navalny’s return to Russia that his
team had called for protests. The vast majority were unauthorised—the
official reason being COVID-19-related health measures. The authorities
had made it clear repeatedly that demonstrations were illegal and would be
met with the full force of the law.

And they were. When Navalny’s team announced the first nationwide
demonstrations in January, a number of leading FBK figures—including
Kira Yarmysh, Lyubov Sobol, and Georgy Alburov—were pre-emptively
detained.6 And so was every single head of Navalny’s regional headquarters
—either before, during, or after the protests. Many of them were eventually
sentenced to short-term arrests or fines.7

Dozens of criminal cases were launched against participants and
organisers, including Sobol.8 Even family members were pressured by the
authorities. The father of Ivan Zhdanov—the Anti-Corruption Foundation’s
director—was detained by law enforcement officers who accused him of
abuse of office when he had served as a municipal official.9

The January protests also spurred a widespread crackdown on critical
voices in Russia. The editor-in-chief of the online outlet Mediazona was
sent to jail for twenty-five days. By retweeting a joke, authorities claimed
he had ‘organised’ the non-sanctioned rally on 23 January.10 And, on 14
April, three editors of the student outlet DOXA were charged with



‘encouraging minors to engage in illegal activities’. In a video, they had
demanded that authorities stop threatening students before the protests.11

And repression seemed to be working. Tens of thousands of protesters
had shown up on 23 and 31 January across the country. On 2 February, the
number was down to a few thousand at best, concentrated in Moscow and
St Petersburg, with over 1,500 people detained by police.12 Facing this
sharp reduction in numbers, Navalny’s team decided to declare a pause in
protest.

We now pick up Navalny’s story since his return to Russia—not as an
activist, politician, or protester, however, but as a prisoner.

Navalny the prisoner

Even though Navalny had been sentenced on 2 February 2021 to serve time
in a prison colony, he did not leave Moscow immediately. He was facing
another trial. This time, he was accused of defaming a Second World War
veteran. He was found guilty and sentenced to an 850,000-rouble fine (then
about £8,200).

On 25 February, with court proceedings concluded, Navalny was finally
moved from Moscow—destination unknown. For a few days, not even his
family or lawyers knew where he was.

On 15 March, Navalny wrote for the first time from the place where he
would serve his sentence—a ‘corrective labour colony’ in Pokrov, Vladimir
Region, about 100 kilometres from Moscow. ‘Three things do not cease to
surprise me. The starry sky above us, the categorical imperative inside us,
and that amazing sensation when you run your hand over your freshly
shaved head.’13

Navalny wasn’t beaten or threatened in prison. But he was constantly
reprimanded for petty reasons: getting up ten minutes earlier than ordered
or meeting his lawyer wearing a t-shirt.14 Then, somehow, CCTV footage
ended up in a Russian television report framing Navalny as a liar: he wasn’t
ill at all (he could walk ‘with a cup of tea in his hand’) and was
condescending to a prison guard (he addressed him ‘with his hand in his
pocket’).15



On top of this oppressive scrutiny, Navalny had been declared an
‘escape risk’—a status used to add further pressure to inmates.16 He was, for
instance, woken up at night—every hour. And yet, Navalny noted that,
armed with ‘humour’, it was ‘possible to live’ behind bars.17

But his health started to deteriorate. Navalny pointed to back pain and
difficulties walking due to numbness in one leg.18 He had, after all, still not
fully recovered from his poisoning in August 2020. Through his lawyers,
Navalny asked the prison authorities to grant him access to a specialist
doctor—as was his legal right—and to stop what he called torture by sleep
deprivation.19

When prison authorities blocked these requests, Navalny announced on
31 March 2021 that he would go on hunger strike. This was, for him, both
the only option left and a symbol. Less than two years before, Lyubov
Sobol had also been on hunger strike. In Navalny’s own words at the time,
this was a ‘very powerful act of self-sacrifice’—and he noted how many
great people, ‘from suffragettes to Gandhi and Sakharov’, had obtained
their objectives by taking this route.20

A few days into the hunger strike, though, Navalny had an unwelcome
visit: a whole crew from the state broadcaster RT. Their report painted a
rosy picture of life in jail: inmates could, they said, play table tennis (the
table had not been brought in for the report, the journalist assured). The
presenter, Maria Butina—also a member of the expert council for the
Russian High Commissioner for Human Rights—had herself done jail time
in the United States; conditions were, in her view, much better in Russia.
But, what’s more, they were even better than hotels in her hometown—
something she said with venom to Navalny’s face.21

When his wife visited him on 13 April, Navalny had lost 17
kilogrammes. Yulia Navalnaya wrote: ‘he’s still buoyant and cheerful’. But
he had little energy, finding it difficult to speak.22

The pressure didn’t let up. The newspaper he had subscribed to was
censored—the old-fashioned way, with scissors.23 He also said that sweets
had been sneaked into his pockets and inmates were given poultry to cook
in the common kitchen to tempt him out of his hunger strike.

And Navalny wouldn’t be Navalny if he didn’t see a political lesson
here on the ideology of those in power. They can’t understand, he said on
Instagram through his representatives, that someone would choose ideas



and principles over material comfort—they believe that everybody can
simply be bribed into submission. But Navalny was determined to fight, and
concluded with a winking emoji: ‘don’t you give up on important struggles
either’.24

That fight included a call by Navalny’s team for protests on 21 April.
The goal was to pressure authorities into granting Navalny access to his
own medical team. Fewer people turned out in April than in January, but
numbers were still in the tens of thousands. In the end, Navalny did receive
medical treatment, although he was still not granted a visit by his own
doctor. He claimed that the protests had worked and announced he would
terminate his hunger strike.25

As Navalny the man was struggling behind bars, Navalny’s movement
was being attacked with unprecedented severity across the country. On 16
April 2021, the Moscow Procuracy took legal steps against the FBK and
Navalny’s offices in the regions. It demanded that they be entered into the
registry of ‘extremist organisations’ for planning to overthrow the
constitutional order in Russia and carry out a ‘colour revolution’.26 By law,
leaders of ‘extremist organisations’ can be imprisoned for up to ten years.
Members—such as the FBK’s employees—face up to six years. Donations
are impossible, and all media have to use the ‘extremist’ label when
mentioning the organisation.27

This destroyed Navalny’s political structures—organisations he had
been building for more than a decade. They were now being dismantled
with dramatic speed. Was this the end for Navalny and his movement? To
answer this question, we now reflect on what he achieved before this
confrontation that appeared so final.

Three stories, one life

We have told the story of Alexei Navalny in three strands—as anti-
corruption activist, politician, and protest leader. But these are simply
dimensions of the same man—three threads running through more than
twenty years of political struggle to transform his country.

In all three roles, Navalny started small, often not conscious of quite
where these different paths would take him. His anti-corruption activism



began with simple, non-activist steps as a minority shareholder. He just
wanted to make money by investing shares, he said. But his frustrations
grew when he couldn’t access the information—and receive the dividends
—he thought he was entitled to. And that created a cause. He started
blogging, he gained an audience, and he turned his following into
organisations that grew in ambition—from the Centre for the Protection of
Shareholders, to RosPil, to the Anti-Corruption Foundation. Navalny the
activist and blogger looked more and more like a politician.

Navalny had, in fact, been involved in politics before he was an activist.
And his first forays into politics showed promise, but were ultimately
hampered by clashes with the leadership of Yabloko—and his involvement
with nationalism. His political career took off, however, after establishing
himself as a leading anti-corruption blogger, finding a message that could
unite disparate ideological positions around a common cause to attack the
political elite. And it was his reputation as an online activist that helped him
in the 2013 Moscow mayoral election. With this political success, he tried
—for years—to register a political party, and, ultimately, to launch a
campaign for the 2018 presidential election.

But Navalny faced hurdle after hurdle as his status rose—and as he
became more troubling for the Kremlin. Facing these difficulties, he
increasingly took on a leading role in protest. His first steps in the 2011–12
For Fair Elections movement showed charisma and enthusiasm—but not
too much organisational nous. He took stock with his chief strategist,
Volkov—and they set about creating a nationwide network to get Navalny’s
message beyond Moscow, to tap into the regions’ potential.

Navalny’s story since returning to Russia in January 2021 shows the
same mix of activities—of the fight against corruption, of politics, and of
protest. Except that Navalny was now behind bars—and his movement had
come even more to the fore.

A matter of perspective

Has Navalny achieved what he wanted in politics?
Navalny’s list of political victories is, perhaps, not impressive. What

would be a footnote in someone else’s biography—second place in the



mayoral election of Moscow in 2013—stands as his best performance at the
polls. His next best result is from 2020, when he—although not on the
ballot himself—managed to get several activists from his regional offices
elected to local and regional parliaments. Nothing to write home about, you
might say.

But the deck was stacked against Navalny from day one. Everything he
has achieved was done in the face of resistance from a political system in
which principled opposition is actively marginalised or repressed.

When you cannot appear on state television—still by far the most
important source of information for Russians28—a name recognition of 75
per cent is the result of many years of hard work and seizing every
opportunity to get your message across. And, given the Kremlin’s efforts to
increase polarisation between the urban middle classes and the rest of the
country, it is striking that Navalny’s support is similar across the
metropolises, smaller towns, and rural areas.

Navalny’s aim has not just been to succeed in an unfair system, but to
highlight the system’s very unfairness. He has done that in part by
presenting himself as a ‘normal’ politician—somebody who should be able
to be on the ballot, register a party, and travel the country to meet
supporters without being arrested or poisoned. By showing that his attempts
to enter politics are obstructed or blocked entirely, Navalny forces people to
focus on the reality of the Russian political regime.

Prodder-in-chief

Making the system’s authoritarian features—and its corruption—apparent
to as many as possible will increase the number of people willing to turn
out to resist the status quo on the streets. That, at least, has been Navalny’s
hope.

But Navalny and his strategists have been well aware that protests alone
won’t overturn the system. Disaffection with living standards, public
services, and political stagnation is rife, but so is fear of change and chaos,
as well as distrust in leaders—including Navalny.

Instead of concentrating all their energy on protesting, therefore,
Navalny and Volkov have sought to challenge those in power by other



means as well. Their goal is to divide the elites—and, by that, to increase
political competition wherever possible. Smart Voting is a tool for that,
trying to undermine Putin’s power base, one election at a time. Rather than
thwarting Putin right away—which he does not believe is possible—
Navalny’s strategy has always been to be a thorn in his side—to frustrate
the exercise of power at every possible turn. For this reason, Navalny has
aptly been referred to as the ‘prodder-in-chief’.29

A revolutionary?

It’s late March 2020. A young activist, Yegor Zhukov, faces Navalny in the
studio of the radio station Ekho Moskvy.30 He thanks Navalny for having
inspired him to become an activist—just like he inspired so many others.
But, today, Zhukov is in attack mode.

It is no wonder, he says, that rallies often don’t achieve their goals when
they aren’t part of a larger plan of action. Protesting for two hours and then
going home won’t worry the authorities. What needs to happen instead,
Zhukov is convinced, is something more disruptive—peaceful, but forceful:
blocking roads, for instance, or occupying official buildings.

Navalny’s answer is clear. According to the Constitution, people have
the right to ‘assemble peacefully and unarmed’—and Navalny is ready to
defend that right even when the authorities have not given their formal
authorisation. ‘I call for protest, and I don’t give a damn about what the
Moscow mayor’s office has to say.’ But this is about as radical as he gets.

This is not because Navalny is allergic to revolution in principle. In
2011, for instance, he thought ‘a confrontation between the corrupt elites
and broad popular masses’ that had just toppled regimes in the Middle East
and North Africa as part of the ‘Arab Spring’ might also happen in Russia
—a hope he repeated in 2016.31 This makes him different from the old
guard of Russian liberals, many of whom are principally opposed to any
form of disorder.

But he is also different from the younger generation—people like
Zhukov who sometimes endorse more radical measures. Pro-Kremlin media
constantly accuse Navalny of wanting to bring a Ukrainian Maidan to



Russia. In 2021, Putin himself likened pro-Navalny protests to the
Bolshevik Revolution and its organisers to ‘terrorists’.32

These accusations are what Navalny refers to when answering Zhukov.
‘I’m realistic’, he says. ‘I just know that, as soon as I start calling to block
roads, everyone in all my offices across the country will be arrested
immediately.’ The goal is to maximise protest turnout—and to create stress
for the regime. But within the limits of the Constitution.

We might not know whether Navalny secretly dreams of leading people
to the barricades. But his words and actions suggest he doesn’t. Instead of a
revolutionary, then, Navalny is better thought of as an uncompromising
realist. But that has its downsides, too.

A dictatorial democrat?

We have shown how Navalny and his team built up the FBK and a network
of offices around the country as political organisations. They gathered
resources, they recruited talent, they orchestrated campaigns. But they
lacked one thing that most other parties have: a mechanism for the rank and
file to influence decisions at the top. And that has led to accusations of
authoritarianism—both from other liberal politicians and journalists, and
from activists in Navalny’s own movement.

Navalny’s structures work from the top down. This does not mean,
however, that ideas and complaints from activists fall on deaf ears. It is in
the leadership’s best interest to listen to what people experience on the
ground. But there has been no formal way for them to affect choices, let
alone select and replace people at the top.

As activists have said themselves, the ability to implement decisions
quickly across the whole network can be an important advantage in the
current repressive environment. But sticking to a non-democratic structure
has clearly been at odds with what the team otherwise has consciously
attempted to do: design their own structures in a way that they want a
modern, democratic Russia to look like.

A populist?



With this combination of authoritarianism and democracy, Navalny might
be considered a populist—and he is by some.

Populists are often hostile to the intellectual elite and sceptical of expert
opinion. But Navalny’s platform is entirely devoid of this trait. He does not
self-style as an intellectual himself, but, in contrast to many Western
populists, he appears to value expert opinion. This speaks to an important
difference between Navalny and populist movements in the West.

But still, Navalny is almost a textbook case of an anti-establishment
politician. Relentlessly criticising the corruption and greed of political
elites, his attacks sometimes include simplifications that might remind
Western audiences of their own populists. So, is he one?

If we base the answer on his own statements, then he isn’t. Navalny has
stressed many times that he sees himself as being engaged in a two-stage
battle. The anti-establishment part of his rhetoric concerns stage one, as it
attacks the way power is organised in today’s Russia. For now, he claims
that politics is simple—that it is, in the words of Yevgenia Albats, ‘black
and white’. As Navalny told journalists at Der Spiegel in 2020,

I don’t see a problem in working together with all those who
fundamentally represent anti-authoritarian positions. That’s why I
don’t mind it if we now support communists in elections. I’m not
scandalized just because one of the candidates we support wears a
Lenin pin. You have a different system in Germany: You already
have democracy, and the right and the left are fighting within its
framework. We first have to create a coalition of all forces that
stand for the alternation of power and for the independence of the
courts.33

Then, Navalny is convinced there will be a second stage—a point at
which this crude opposition between elites and people would dissolve and
‘normal’ politics would be possible.

When he thinks of himself as a politician in a parliamentary democracy,
then, Navalny rejects populists’ authoritarian claims to have direct access to
the ‘general will’ of the people. In the version of Russia that he and his
team imagine, Navalny’s party would just be one of several.



A racist?

Navalny has made racist comments in the past. He has, for instance, used
crude ethnic stereotypes, directed mainly at people from Central Asia and
the Caucasus.34 This has drawn much commentary from observers in the
West, cautioning that Navalny is not the unequivocal democratic hero that
some make him out to be.35 But Navalny is not a Western politician. In this
discussion, it is important to consider Russian perspectives.

Navalny’s comments have, indeed, been controversial in Russia: many
human rights defenders have been uneasy with Navalny precisely for that
reason.36 Alexander Verkhovsky, an expert on Russian nationalism, has said
that Navalny harbours ‘ethnic prejudice’.37 And we have shown that some
activists from Navalny’s own movement distance themselves from his
positions on immigration.

But, in contrast to racist comments made in today’s Europe or the
United States, in Russia, these remarks do not exclude Navalny from
progressive politics.

Some might want him excluded if politics were ‘normal’. But they view
the issue as secondary—for the moment, at least. It may very well be that,
in an open and free debate, ‘Navalny the politician’ would be called out
more forcefully for his reluctance to renounce his earlier comments. But, as
many point out, the more important problem now is to join forces against a
brutal authoritarian regime.38 His politics are for stage two.

* * *

A revolutionary, a dictator, a populist—and a racist. Navalny has been
called many things. Although all of these labels capture something, none of
them describes him well or completely. Navalny is a complex political
figure. Consistent in his goal to replace Russia’s corruption-fuelled
autocracy with functioning democratic institutions, much else has been
shifting—both around him and in his approach.

While sticking to his demands for regulating migration, his nationalism
has moved to the background. In the past few years, centre-left elements
have come to the fore in his programme—but these too might fade at some
point. Navalny modifies his platform to connect with as broad a cross-



section of society as possible. This could be called opportunist. But it is this
flexibility that has made him dangerous to those in power.

Is Putin afraid of Navalny?

Many of the questions asked about Navalny and his relationship with the
Kremlin are, essentially, unanswerable. ‘Is Putin afraid of Navalny?’ is one
such question. Answering it definitively would require access to Putin’s
inner thoughts—or, at least, to his closest confidants.

Facing these barriers, we have taken a different tack. Because what the
Russian authorities say and what they do can often be at odds, we’ve looked
at how the system has responded to particular incidents.

We might not know what Putin thinks of Navalny. But we can draw
conclusions from the president’s dogged refusal to use Navalny’s name in
public, his admission that Navalny was indeed being followed by security
service personnel before falling ill in August 2020, and his insistence that
Navalny is an agent of Western powers.

We might not know how troubled the authorities are by the Anti-
Corruption Foundation’s investigations. But we can draw conclusions from
the official orders to take down YouTube videos, the frequent law
enforcement raids on the Foundation, and, finally, the destruction of the
FBK itself.

We might not know how seriously the Kremlin takes Smart Voting. But
we can draw conclusions from the reported set-up of a spoiler initiative
called ‘Smart Vote’ to confuse voters, the mass detention of municipal
politicians in March 2021, and the full-frontal attack on Navalny’s
campaign offices across the country.

All of this suggests that, even if we don’t know Putin’s personal view, it
is unquestionable that the Kremlin takes Navalny extremely seriously—that
they see in him and his team’s activities a clear threat to the current political
order.

But the Kremlin also knows that Navalny is not its only problem.
Navalny has shown a knack for exploiting opportunities—for

highlighting and mobilising people around structural problems like elite
corruption and inequality. By removing Navalny, the Kremlin may succeed



in weakening the focus of discontent in Russian society. But the more
profound reasons responsible for citizens’ grievances—stagnant wages,
rising prices, venal officials—would remain.

Will the West save Navalny?

No.
Even if the West wanted to, it wouldn’t be able to. Navalny’s fate will

be decided in Russia.
That does not mean that Western governments are powerless. But they

should be realistic about the capacity to influence decision-making in
Russia—through sanctions or otherwise. That is particularly true regarding
somebody like Navalny, who has already been portrayed as a puppet of the
West. Some have even doubted that there is enough political will in the
West to enact new sanctions. And Navalny has been among them:

Nobody is going to solve our problems … Germany, the UK, or the
US will never help us, or even think hard about how to save
Russians from tyranny. We need to stop thinking about that, we
need to stop hoping that foreign countries will help us. It’s bullshit,
foreign countries care about themselves.39

Navalny and his team have, nonetheless, called for international
sanctions to be placed on particular Russian individuals: ‘Go to YouTube,
type “Alexei Navalny” and take all the subjects of our [FBK]
investigations’, Navalny said in October 2020.40 And, when Navalny was
detained in January 2021, his close associate Vladimir Ashurkov called for
Western governments to sanction several prominent businessmen and
political figures, not just the ‘operatives’ but the ‘people with the money’.41

And this isn’t the first time Navalny has called for such measures. He
approved when the United States proposed sanctions following the death of
Sergei Magnitsky: ‘If this happens, it will be a massive blow [to the ruling
elite] … How are they going to be able to go to their Miami condos?’,
Navalny wondered.42



Overall, Navalny has been consistent in his attitude towards
international sanctions. Yes to personal sanctions against corrupt officials.
No to economic sanctions against Russia as a whole, which might hurt the
Russian people more broadly.

One example of the latter was much discussed after Navalny’s August
2020 poisoning. Some argued that Germany should cancel the Nord Stream
2 project—a gas pipeline project running from Russia to Germany, across
the Baltic Sea. This was Navalny’s response: ‘That’s Germany’s business.
Decide for yourself! Sanctions against Russia as a whole will not help.’43 In
fact, they might even ‘help to consolidate the regime’.44

Do Navalny’s calls for personal sanctions amount to an appeal for
foreign powers to ‘interfere in Russia’s internal affairs’, as Russian officials
have argued? For Navalny, absolutely not. ‘You shouldn’t confuse Russia’s
interests and the fear of officials for their corrupt savings in Western
banks.’45 Sanctions against officials in the wake of Magnitsky’s death, he
wrote, were ‘completely pro-Russian’.46 Navalny also pointed out how
Western countries were, in fact, enabling Russian corruption: ‘Money
laundering is a crime according to [Western] laws. Our crooks steal in
Russia, and then launder in Europe; this can’t be ignored.’47 But Navalny
hoped that, some day, ‘all those responsible would be punished in Russia’,
without the need for international intervention.48

Is Navalny Russia’s future?

Polling data might suggest not. When asked in early 2021, only 19 per cent
of Russians said that they approved of Navalny’s activities.49 Any naïve
assumption that Navalny is supported by the majority of Russians—that he
would easily beat Putin if allowed to run against him—is wrong.

But these figures need to be taken for what they are: the results Navalny
gets in a system in which he is ignored or vilified as an agent of foreign
powers. When asked in late 2020, 49 per cent of Russians said that they
thought Navalny’s poisoning was made up or carried out by Western secret
services.50

It’s unclear what Navalny’s approval figures would be if the restrictions
he has faced in Russia were lifted. But the shift to such a state of affairs is



precisely what he has campaigned for: to be a ‘normal’ politician in a
system with a free media, rule of law, and free and fair elections.51

However, that prospect does not seem to be on the horizon—in the short
term, at least.

The societal structure of Navalny’s support might give a glimpse into
the future. Among eighteen- to twenty-four-year-olds, his approval rating is
much higher than in other age groups, at 38 per cent. Any idea that all
young people support Navalny is wrong. But, if this younger cohort remains
more sympathetic to Navalny as its members grow up, then Navalny—or
politicians with a similar platform and profile—may face a population more
receptive to their message.52

Navalny and his team have sought to provide a positive view of what
Russia could look like. According to Navalny, the ‘wonderful Russia of the
future’, as he often says, will be prosperous, democratic, and forward-
looking. And this Russia will not only be free:

We have to fight not only against the lack of freedom in Russia, but
also against the lack of happiness … We have everything, but we’re
an unhappy country. Read Russian literature … and it’s just
unhappiness and suffering … We’re in a circle of unhappiness and
we can’t get out of it. But, of course, we want to—and I propose to
change the slogan. Russia must not only be free, it must be happy,
too. Russia will be happy.53

And Navalny’s supporters stress this positive vision when explaining
their support for him. They point to Navalny being an ‘alternative’, as well
as a courageous and inspiring figure.

Whether he would be able to deliver on this promise, however, remains
an open question—especially when looking at the long list of reformers and
revolutionaries who have dashed people’s hopes in Russia and around the
world.

Navalny is conscious that he is a symbol. And it’s a crucial reason why
he returned to Russia, even though he was well aware that he could end up
in prison. When countless others put their future on the line, he could not
remain outside of his homeland: ‘In people’s minds, if you left the country,
that means you gave up.’54 He had to lead by example, from the front.



But Navalny’s significance is more than the actions of one person. His
impact is also a result of his movement. Through anti-corruption activism,
political campaigning, and protest organising, he has motivated thousands
to take action—to overcome their fear that things cannot be changed or that
change would result in chaos, much like in the 1990s. Even for some of
those who don’t support Navalny personally, they have joined protests to
express their anger and frustration.

Navalny’s current fate is in the hands of an elite he has consistently
exposed and criticised. But, regardless of Navalny’s own future—whether
he will return to politics, remain behind bars, or worse—the people he has
brought into activism will continue to rally for change, although facing ever
more repression.

Closing down the FBK and Navalny’s regional network means closing
down Russia’s main opposition platform. No political organisation as
influential as these has been shut down since the fall of the Soviet Union.
And this is the logical next step in an escalation that has been going on for
many years.

Navalny and the FBK had always found a space from which to fight
Russia’s creeping authoritarianism—to switch arenas and adapt as much as
they could. But the Kremlin has now deprived them of all obvious options.
It is no exaggeration to say that, with this move, Russia’s political regime
has taken a decisive step towards full-fledged dictatorship.

Is Navalny Russia’s future? The Kremlin clearly doesn’t want him to be.
But Navalny, his team, and his movement have been fighting for another
possibility: that it’s for the Russian people themselves to decide.
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